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SUMMARY
An analytical evaluation of cryogenic propellant tank insulations for liquid oxygen/liquid
hydrogen low-thrust 2224N (500 lbf) propulsion systems (LTPS) was conducted. Insula-
tions, consisting of combinations of foam and multilayer insulation (MLI), as well as MLI-
only, were investigated. The purpose of the study was to analytically assess the benefits
of a combined foam/MLI system relative to MLI alone and develop an experimental
technology development plan for a combined MLI/foam propellant tank insulation system
concept.
Helium-purged MLI with no foam substrate was selected as the baseline insulation
concept. The MLI/foam combination insulations studied were purged with nitrogen.
Thermal analysis models of three baseline LTPS conceptual designs were developed to
predict heat leak into the propellant tanks during ground-hold, launch, and orbital mission
phases. The three LTPS studied were designed for shuttle orbiter launch and packaged
payload densities of 56 kg/m3 (3.5 lbm/Ft 3), (_0 kg/m 3 (2.5 lbm/Ft 3) and 24 kg/m 3 (1.5 lb
m/Ft').
Heat leak information generated by the thermal analysis models was used to evaluate the
influence of tank insulation design variables on LTPS and payload size and mass. The
insulation design variables studied included were; I) foam and MLI thickness, 2) foam/MLI
interface temperature, 3) purge gas_ 4) foam material and 5) purge enclosure heat transfer
environment during prelaunch operations. Insulation designs which maximized payload
mass were identified.
It was found that LTPS payload mass could be increased by replacing He-purged MLI with
MLI/foam combination insulations. Enhanced convection heat transfer in the purge
enclosure was required during purging to achieve the desired MLI/foam interface
temperature with a minimum thickness of foam. Purging with N 2 rather than He reduced
tank heat leak during ground hold. Boiloff losses were therefore reduced and the
effective propellant density was increased due to a lower rate of boiling. Optimum
insulation thickness depended on payload density and whether or not foam was used.
Typically, He-purged MLI thickness ranged from 2.3 to 5.1 cm (0.91 to 2.0 in.). Optimum
MLI/foam insulations ranged from 3.3 to 5.8 cm (1.3 to 2.3 in.). In evaluating the effect
of MLI/foam interface temperature on payload mass, the lowest temperature considered
(144OK (-100°F)) gave the highest mass. Of the two foam materials studied, the
adhesively bonded Rohacell 3I was preferred over spray-on BX 250A due to its lower
density.
A preliminary test plan, conceptual test hardware designs and cost estimates for an
experimental program were developed. The objectives of the experimental program are
to measure the performance of foam-plus-MLI cryogenic insulation and to verify the
analysis of Task I. The plan provides for testing a one-half scale liquid hydrogen tank in
an existing vacuum chamber facility. The foam-plus-MLI system and, for comparison
purposes, a MLI-only system would be tested separately. Each test would simulate the
pressure and temperature environment of a complete STS ground hold, launch, ascent, and
orbit. The cost of the 24-month program was estimated as just over two million 1982
dollars. Possible variations on the plan and their effect on costs were briefly investi-
gated.

1.0 INTRODUCTION
This report describes a study of propellant tank insulations for cryogenic low-thrust
propulsion systems (LTPS). The work was performed for the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration Lewis Research Center (NASA LeRC) under contract NAS3-2252#.
A 12 month technical effort was conducted to analyze multilayer insulations (MLI) and
MLI/foam combination insulations for application to LH 2 and LO2 tanks on low thrust
propulsion systems launched from the Space Transportation System (STS) or Space Shuttle
as it is more commonly known. Insulation thermal performance, weight, volume and
impact on payload delivery to geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO) were predicted and an
experimental plan to determine the thermal performance of combined MLI/foam insula-
tions was developed.
NASA and DOD studies have forecast the need for low-thrust chemical orbit-to-orbit
propulsion systems to transport acceleration-sensitive large space structures (LSS) from
low Earth to geosynchronous orbit. These propulsion systems will likely utilize the
cryogenic propellants liquid hydrogen and oxygen, thus requiring high performance
insulation systems to minimize propellant losses due to environmental heating.
MLI combines the advantages of low weight and excellent on-orbit thermal performance.
Disadvantages of MLI are high pre-launch heating rates and the complexity of a helium
purge system which is required to preclude the condensation and solidification of water
vapor and air within the MLI blankets. The high pre-launch heating rates for MLI cause
not only high vent rates, but also yield lower-density propellants due to the boiling of the
cryogenic liquids, and thus the requirement for larger volume tanks. The use of foam as
an insulating material eliminates the need for a helium purge system and greatly reduces
the pre-launch heating rates. However, foam has unacceptable on-orbit thermal
performance for the multi-day missions anticipated for the low-thrust chemical propulsion
systems.
NASA's current technology program is focused on LTPS/LSS combinations which will
utilize a single Space Shuttle launch for transport to low Earth orbit. Shuttle constraints
add two additional considerations to the selection criteria for LTPS cryogenic propellant
tank insulation systems: I) some LSS have such low densities when packaged within the
Shuttle cargo bay that the total LTPS/LSS payload is volume-limited so that emphasis on
minimizing the LTPS weight is not warranted, 2)purging of a LTPS cryogenic tank MLI
system within the confines of the Shuttle cargo bay adds the complexity of warm purge
requirements for other occupants of the cargo bay which cannot tolerate a low
temperature environment.
The work described in this report provides an analytical evaluation of cryogenic tank
insulaton systems which combine MLI with a foam substrate. The purpose of the study
was to: I)select combined insulation systems which encompass the advantages of each
insulation component and 2) assess the combined systems' relative benefits as compared to
MLI alone and, 3)plan further technology development for combination insulations for
cryogenic propellant tanks. Although the results are generally applicable to any STS-
transportable tankage, the study was restricted to the consideration of low-thrust
propulsion systems. These systems were assumed to employ a single 222# N (500 Ibf) LO 2
and LH 2 rocket engine in all cases. Specific impulse, at a 6"I mixture ratio, was set at
#560 N-sec/kg (#65 seconds). The LTPS and its LSS payload were assumed to form a
Single STS Orbiter payload. Size and mass of the combined LTPS/LSS were restricted by
the Orbiter cargo bay volume and the STS payload placement capability. In developing
mission timelines for the study, it was assumed that LTPS/LSS erection, deployment and
checkout in the Orbiter cargo bay would require slightly less than 43 hours of mission
time. The LSS payload was assumed to be transported to GEO in the fully deployed
configuration.
l.I STUDY OB.IECTIVES
The objectives of this study were to:
a. Analyze and compare MLI and MLI/foam insulations for LTPS propellant tanks on
the basis of mass, volume, payload placement capability and vehicle complexity.
b. Plan an experimental program to measure the thermal performance of MLI/foam
insulations applied to cryogenic propellant tanks and verify thermal performance
prediction.
These study objectives were established to provide NASA LeRC with benefit/cost
information for planning insulation technology development programs for future low-
thrust propulsion systems and similar STS-transportable cryogenic tankage.
1.2 STUDY SCOPE
This study consisted of 3 technical tasks. The objective of Task I was to perform a
preliminary analysis to predict the thermal performance of candidate LH 2 and LO 2
propellant tank insulations and evaluate the potential benefits of MLI/foam insulation.
The effect of foam substrates on propellant vent losses, and the density of tanked
propellants prior to launch, were determined. Combined MLl/foam insulations were
compared with MLI only. Comparisons were made on the basis of LTPS operational
complexity and on LTPS volume, mass and payload placement capability.
In Task I, 9 sets of propellant tank insulation designs were investigated. They consisted of
one design in which MLI was used to insulate both the LH 2 and LO 2 tanks, 2 designs in
which MLI was used for the LO 2 tank and MLI/foam used for the LH 2 tank and 6 designs
in which MLI/foam was applied to both tanks. Two foam materials were studied:
BX 250A, manufactured by the Stepan Chemical Company of the U.S.A.; and Rohacell 3l,
manufactured by P,ohm-GMBH Chemische Fabrik Company of Germany.
The insulations were assumed to be applied to the propellant tanks of a single baseline
LTPS design. The LTPS design selected for the Task I studies was a Boeing-developed
expendable orbit transfer vehicle (OTV) which is described in Reference I. The OTV was
modified by replacing its RLI0-11B engines with a 2224 N (500 Ibf) thrust engine and
reducing tank size. A single large space structure (LSS) payload and mission were
selected for the Task I studies. Thermal analysis models of the STS Orbiter cargo bay,
payload, LTPS, propellant tanks and insulation candidates were developed and LH 2 and
LO 2 tank heat leaks predicted for the 9 insulation candidates. Heat leak predictions
covered the entire mission, from ground-hold through payload separation at GEO and
insertion of the LTPS into a disposal orbit.
The results of the Task I thermal analyses were used to select 3 sets of MLl/foam
candidate insulation designs for further detailed analysis in Task It. A fourth insulation
design, MLI only, was also included in the Task II studies as a baseline concept,
representing current state=of=the=art. The objective of Task II was to compare the
operational complexity, volume, mass and payload delivery capability of LTPS point
designs. Designs incorporating MLI-insulated tanks were compared with designs in which
combined MLI/foam insulations were used. For each of the LTPS point designs developed,
propellant tank insulation systems were optimized for maximum payload placement
capability.
During ground-hold operations, the MLI in the MLI/ioam combinations was assumed to be
purged with N 2, The 3 MLI/foam insulation combinations were designed for 3 tempera-
ture levels at the foam=MLI interface during ground hold purging. The interface
temperatures selected were slightly above the moisture dew point level in 3 grades of
commercially available N 2. The baseline MLI was assumed to be purged with dry helium.
Three LTPS designs were considered in the Task II insulation studies. Each design was
developed for a specific packaged payload density. The 3 densities selected were
56 kg/m 3, 40 kg/m-_and 24 kg/m 3- (3.5 Ibm/ft 3, 2.5 Ibm/ft 3 and 1.5 Ibm/ft3). Packaged-
payload density is defined as the mass of the payload divided by its volume in the stowed
configuration for launch in the STS Orbiter cargo bay.
Detailed thermal analyses similar to those performed in Task I were conducted for the 3
LTPS designs. The LSS payload defined in Task I was used in the Task II thermal analysis
models. Parametric thermal performance, mass and dimensional (thickness) data was
generated for the $ insulation designs, as applied to each of the 3 LTPS. In addition,
parametric data was developed relating LTPS size and mass to propellant tank volume,
pressure and overall external length (including insulation). The parametric insulation and
LTPS data was incorporated into two payload prediction computer programs, TRADE and
TRADE2. These programs, described in detail in section 5, were developed to predict
the maximum LTPS payload for each insulation design. The predictions were used to
determine the insulation designs that optimized LTPS payload mass. The two programs
differed only in the assumed thermal environment in the purge enclosure during ground-
hold operations. The purge enclosure is an enclosed volume surrounding an insulated
propellant tank and is filled with purge gas. Typically a purge enclosure is formed by a
loosely fitting bag of plastic film (e.g., Kapton) fastened around the insulated tank. The
two thermal environments considered in the computer programs represented the two
extremes of the range of conditions that could occur in a purge enclosure. In one extreme
there would be no appreciable flow of gas in the enclosure and heat transfer between the
purge enclosure surface and outer layer of tank MLI would be by natural convection and
radiation. In the other extreme, forced, or enhanced, convection heat transfer between
warm purge gas and the cool MLI would dominate and the temperature of the outer layer
of the MLI would be at that of the purge gas. The assumed purge enclosure thermal
environment was an important consideration because it was found to have a profound
effect on tank insulation design and its impact on LTPS payload. Further discussions of
the effect of purge enclosure thermal environment on insulation design and performance
are contained in sections 4.2.1 and 5.5.
In Task III, a calorimetric test program was designed and planned to experimentally
evaluate the thermal performance of an insulated LH 2 tank. The specific objectives of
this effort were to- l) identify the test variables and determine the range of variation of
each needed to evaluate insulation performance and verify thermal performance predic-
tions; 2) define instrumentation requirements; 3) develop preliminary test hardware
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designsl 4)develop a test plan and schedule, and 5)estimate test program cost. The
insulation test program developed in Task III employed a ½ scale "boilerplate" aluminum
ellipsoidal dome LH 2 tank. The tank was approximately 209.6 cm (82.5 in) in diameter and
185.2 cm (72.9 in) in length.
Two tests were specified. The first test would be performed with the tank insulated with
helium-purged MLI. The results of this test would provide a comparison baseline for the
second test in which the tank would be insulated with a N2-purged MLl/foam insulation.
Testing would simulate a mission timeline including ground-hold purging, ascent, the
Orbiter bay doors-open condition9 and free flight. Orbital average thermal environments
would be imposed on the exterior of the insulated tank by temperature controlled panels
surrounding the test article. Thermal performance of the insulation would be determined
by measuring LH2 boiloff and venting during each mission phase. Temperature sensors
mounted on the test article would allow the determination of specific heat leaks through
insulation, supports, lines, and electrical feed-throughs.
A 24 month program was identified with actual testing occurring in the 17th and 20th
months. Test program costs were broken down by major task, subtask and included labor
and nonlabor cost estimates. The total predicted cost for the test program, in 1982
dollars_ was slightly more than 2 million dollars.
t.3 REPORT ORGANIZATION
Study details are presented in the following sections of this report. Section 2 covers
specification and selection of candidate insulation materials. This section describes the
thermophysical properties of foam insulations, briefly discusses processes for the applica-
tion of foams to cryogenic tanks and describes foam substrate insulation conceptual
designs. Multilayer insulation is also discussed in section 2. Specific topics covered are
multilayer insulation design, insulation properties and venting characteristics.
Section 3 describes the LTPS conceptual designs developed to evaluate propellant tank
insulations. Design groundrules and assumptions are summarized and the LTPS mission is
then described. The technical approach followed in developing the LTPS conceptual
designs for Task I and Task II studies is described. Then, in the following two subsections,
the Task I and Task If LTPS design details are presented.
Section 4 covers the preliminary thermal analyses and prediction of propellant tank
thermal loads. The first topic in this section is the approach followed in developing
thermal analysis models. Then the predicted performance of insulations is presented.
Following the discussion of insulation performance, predicted heat leaks through insula-
tion penetration and tank supports are presented and discussed.
Section 5 describes the Task II tank insulation system optimization. Groundrules and
assumptions are described and the optimization approach is presented. Then, the
computer program developed to predict the impact of insulation thickness and type on
LTPS payload mass and size is briefly described. Parametric LTPS design data used in the
computer programs are described and the results of the insulation optimization study are
presented and discussed.
Section 6 describes a plan for an experimental program to measure the performance of
MLI and MLl/foam insulation systems and verify insulation performance prediction
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models. Topics covered in this section include the recommended experimental approach_
a description of the experiment_ preliminary designs of experimental hardware_ cost
estimates9 program schedule and recommendations and alternative approaches.

2.0 INSULATIONCONCEPTS
This section describes the LTPS propellants tank insulation concepts selected in Task I of
this study. As described in the preceeding section) two basic generic types of insulation
were investigated. One generic type studied was multilayer insulation consisting of
alternating layers of metallized Kapton (polyimide) film and Dacron net spacers. This
insulation has been used as a cryogenic tank insulation for over 20 years. It was selected
as the baseline insulation because it is low-risk and is well-characterized. When used to
insulate cryogenic propellant tanks, MLI must be purged of all gases that would liquify or
freeze at liquid hydrogen or liquid oxygen temperatures. Helium is normally used for
purging because;
aQ
b.
Cl
it can be easily purified to eliminate contaminants
its condensation temperature at sea level pressure is well below the temperature of
liquid hydrogen (21OK (-4220 F) ) and liquid oxygen (92OK (-294 ° F) and
it has a high mass diffusivity and readily diffuses through the MLI.
An important disadvantage of using helium as a purge gas is its relatively high thermal
conductivity. This characteristic of helium causes high heat leaks into the propellants
during fill and hold operations on the ground. Large heat leaks are undesirable because:
a. Boiling occurs, and the presence of bubbles in the liquid propellant reduces its
effective density. A lower density reduces the amount of useable liquid propellant
that can be placed in a given volume of tankage.
b. After liquid replenishment is terminated, vaporized propellant must be vented and is
therefore lost. The tanks must be oversized to allow for this boiloff.
C. More reserve propellant must be loaded to account for boiloff losses during a
contingency hold that could occur in the countdown following termination of tank
replenishment. In the event this hold does not occur the extra propellant is
essentially inert weight.
d. Tank self-pressurization is more rapid during prelaunch and launch vent lockup.
Higher ullage pressures require heavier tanks.
The second generic type of insulation evaluated in this study consisted of a combination of
closed-cell foam and MLI. The foam covers the exterior of the tank and the MLI attached
over it. The presence of the foam between the MLI and tank wall raises the minimum
temperature of the ML! during ground hold purging. Therefore, nitrogen gas can be used
to purge both the hydrogen and oxygen tank MLI blankets. The principal advantage of
using nitrogen rather than helium is that its thermal conductivity is one sixth that of
helium. Hence, ground-hold heat leak is diminished. The thicknesses of the foam and MLI
can be selected to give the desired interface temperature during purging operations. The
performance gain achieved through the use of foam/MLI combinations is countered by the
greater density of the foam which increases the overall insulation system mass.
In the selection of candidate insulation concepts) the objective was to identify and
characterize foam insulations which could be combined with nitrogen-purged MLI to form
an alternative to conventional helium-purged MLI for propellant tank insulation. Follow-
ing a literature survey and discussions with industry and government experts, two
candidate foams were selected, one applied by spraying, and the other applied by adhesive
bonding. These materials are described in detail in the following section (section 2.[). In
addition, a single MLI design was selected for use as the helium-purged insulation as well
as for the nitrogen-purged insulation in combination with foam. Construction and
performance details of the selected MLI design are summarized in section 2.2.
Initially, 9 sets of candidate insulations (each set consisting of a LH2 and a LO2 tank
insulation design) were studied. These candidate insulations are summarized in Table 2-I.
They consist of 8 sets using foam/MLI combinations of varying thicknesses and one set in
which only MLI was used with helium purging. In the case of foam/MLI combinations,
MLI thicknesses were selected, ranging from I.#0 cm to 2.72 crn. Foam thicknesses were
chosen for each tank to provide foam/MLI interface temperature ranging from 83OK ( -
311°F) (for the LH2 tank only) to a maximum of 2##OK (-20OF). Two foam materials
were studied, BX250A and Rohacell 31.
Following the Task I thermal analysis of the 9 candidate insulations, 5 insulation designs
were selected for further study in Task If. Helium-purged MLI was retained as the
baseline insulation representing state-of-the-art technology. The other # insulation
designs selected for further study were foam/MLl combinations. Rohacell 3l was chosen
as the foam material for three of the insulations because its density is less than that of
BX250 A and it has essentially the same thermal conductivity and specific heat. One
foamlMLI combination incorporating BX250A was retained for the Task II study so the
relative benefits of the 2 foams could be compared for optimized insulation designs.
Instead of specifying MLI thickness, in Task II it was decided to specify foam/MLI
interface temperature for each design. This decision was prompted by the fact that the
water content of the N 2 purge gas determined the minimum temperature it could be
allowed to reach during purging. Hence, the dew point of the N 2 purge gas determined
the foam/MLI interface temperature, since it was assumed no condensation would be
allowed in the MLI. Table 2-2 summarizes the water vapor content and dew point
temperature of 3 grades of N2. The N2 used to purge the STS cargo bay has a moisture
content of 140 parts per million and a dew point of 238°K (-31°F). Water content in
higher purity N2 ranges from less than 16 parts per million to less than 5 for 99.998% pure
gas. However, even for the 99.998 pure gas, the dew point is between 200OK and 21 lOK
(- 100OF and -80OF).
Three values of foam/MLI interface temperature were specified, based on the dew point
data summarized in Table 2-2. The two highest interface temperatures were approxi-
mately equal to the dew points of orbiter cargo bay purge gas and the 99.998% purity N 2.
A third, lower temperature, was chosen so the benefit of incorporating a thin layer of
foam into the insulation design could be determined. In this case, the interface
temperature would probably be below the dew point and a small amount of ice could occur
on the MLI layers nearest the foam. The amount of ice and its effect on MLI vacuum
performance would have to be determined experimentally. The presence of ice would
raise the emissivity of the radiation shields and would also raise the intersticiaI pressure
in the MLI during space operations.
The interface temperatures chosen for the three foam/MLI candidate insulations were,
24toOK (-20oF), 200OK (-100OF)and i##OK (-200OF). Table 2-3 summarizes the insulation
designs that were selected for Task II optimization studies. The helium-purged MLI and
Rohacell 3i/MLI combinations were applied to all three LTPS/payload designs. The
BX250A/MLI insulation was applied only to the LTPS designed for a packaged payload
density of #0kg/m 3 (2.5 Ibm/ft').
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Source
Nitrogen gas used for STS payload
compartment during ground hold [_>
Available from gas suppliers L._
99.995 % purity
99.998 % purity
Moisture content
(parts/million)
140
10.5 to 16
1.5 to < 5
Dew point, K (OF)
238 (-31)
217 to 219 (-70 to -65)
200 to 211 (-100 to -80)
Reference: "Spacelab Payload Accomodation Handbook", Document No. SLP/2104, June 1977
Suppliers contacted: ARCO Industrial Gases and Linde Division, Union Carbide Corporation
Table 2-2: Moisture Content and Dew Point of N 2 Purge Gas Candidates
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The following sections describe the details of the insulations evaluated in this study.
Foams are discussed in section 2.1 which covers physical and thermal properties,
application to tankage and foam insulation design. Section 2.2 describes the MLI design
selected for this study, ML[ properties and venting performance.
2.1 FOAM INSULATION
Two foam insulations were selected for detailed analysis in this study. These foams were-
a. Rohacell 31
b. BX250A
The principal difference between these foams is application technique. Rohacell 31 is cut
and preformed from sheet stock and bonded to the insulated surface. BX250A is applied
by mixing and spraying the liquid foam material onto the insulated surface. Foaming and
curing occurs after the material is applied. Physical and thermal properties of the two
materials are similar.
A literature survey was conducted at the beginning of the study to evaluate and select
candidate foams. The primary considerations in selecting candidates were:
a.
b.
C.
d.
e°
f.
low thermal conductivity at temperatures ranging from liquid hydrogen temperature
to room temperature
low density
low specific heat
demonstrated capacity to withstand multiple thermal cycling between cryogenic and
room temperature without failing, cracking or debonding from the insulated surface
low flammability in accordance with NASA Handbook 1700.7a for materials used on
STS Orbiter payloads
availability of measured and documented properties and performance data.
Reference 2 reported the results of an experimental study which examined the feasibility
of applying 12 foam materials to liquid hydrogen tanks. Three foams from this study were
initially selected for further evaluation as potential insulations for LTPS propellant tanks.
These foams were Rohacell 31, BX250A and CPR ¢8g. All three materials had low
thermal conductivity, low density and were demonstrated to perform satisfactorily as
cryogenic insulations. In addition, BX250A and CPR 4gg are currently used as the
insulation on the STS launch system external tank. Henc% the performance, properties
and application processes for these foams are well documented. However, CPR 4gg is
protected as a proprietary material and obtaining information on it was difficult.
Since both BX250A and Rohacell 31 have properties comparable to CPR _gg, it was
decided to eliminate CPR _gg as a candidate foam.
2.1.1 Properties of Foam Insulations
Physical and thermal property information for the two candidate foams were obtained
from data supplied by the manufacturers and from the literature. The foams are
manufactured by the following companies:
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a. BX250A - Stepan Chemical Co.
USA
b. Rohacell 31 - ROHM-GMBH
Chemische Fabrik Co.,
Germany
Table 2-¢ presents the room temperature densities of Rohacell 31, BX250A and CPR 488
foams and shows the basic material from which the insulations are formed. BX250A can
be seen to have essentially the same density as CPR 488 while Rohacell 31 is about 16%
lighter.
Thermal conductivities of Rohacell 31 and BX250A are plotted as a function of
temperature in Figure 2-I. The information shown is based on test measurements. The
Rockwell International data for Rohacell 31 agrees fairly well with the maufacturer's data
for three versions of the foam. The straight line, labeled Rohacell (Baseline)) was used as
an approximate representation of this data.
An apparent discontinuity can be seen to exist in the plotted data for BX250A. The sharp
increase in thermal conductivity between 280°K and 200°K is possibly due to condensation
of freon propellant and gases in the closed cells of the foam. Freon) is used to propel the
liquid foam material in the spraying process, and becomes entrapped in the insulation as it
foams.
Specific heat of Rohacell 31 and BX250A are plotted as a function of temperature in
Figure 2-2. Both foams have almost identical values of specific heat at temperatures
below l$0°K (-136°F). Above this temperature, Rohacell 31 specific heat is slightly
higher than that of BX250A.
2.1.2 Foam Insulation Application
Foam insulation is applied directly to the propellant tank outer surface. In the case of
BX250A_ the insulation would be sprayed onto the prepared surface under closely
controlled conditions. Surface preparation processes including cleaning, degreasing and
etching have been developed by NASA and Martin Marietta Corp. for the application of
spray-on foams to 2219 aluminum tanks. Spray process specifications have also been
developed to control application variables, including temperature, humidity_ application
rate and amount of overlap on each spray pass. Care must be taken in application and
cure to ensure uniformity of foam properties (density and thermal conductivity) as well as
thickness.
Rohacell 31 is available from the manufacture in sheets. A range of thicknesses, are
available from 0.254 cm (0. I inches) to more than a 2.54 cm (I.0 inch). Application of this
foam to propellant tanks would be accomplished in 3 steps. First the sheet stock would be
cut to the desired shape. Then the pieces would be fit to the contour of the tank by heat
forming and then adhesively bonded to the prepared surface. An adhesive manufactured
by the Crest Chemical Company of Texas has been found by Boeing to provide the
required bond strength at cryogenic temperatures. In test, this adhesive was found to
maintain bond integrity under repeated temperature cycling. The insulation would be held
against the tank during adhesive cure by vacuum bagging. In this technique, a flexible_
leak tight plastic film is placed over the insulated area and taped down to seal off any
leakage. The enclosure between the insulation and film is then evacuated and atmos-
pheric pressure on the outside of the film forces the insulation against the tank.
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Foam Material Manufacturer
Rohacell 31 Polymethacrylimide ROHM, GMBN, Germany
Stepan Foam BX250A Polyurethane Stepan Chemical Company
CPR 488 Potymetric Isocyanate The Upjohn Company
Density
Kg/m 3 Ibm/ft3
30 1.9
37 2.3
36 2.3
Table 2-4: Candidate Foam Materials
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2.1.3 Foam Insulation Design
As shown in Figure 2-3, foam insulation is placed between the propellant tank wall and
the MLI. A gas-impervious barrier film is bonded over the outside of the foam. This film
serves two purposes. First, it entraps volatile materials in the foam that could otherwise
escape into the MLI and degrade its vacuum performance. Second, it keeps the N2 purge
gas from direct contact with the foam. In the case of the LH 2 tank, if there were no
barrier, the N 2 purge gas would liquify in any cracks or seams in the foam. This process
would increase the ground-hold heat leak into the LH 2 tank and the entrapped N 2 would
be a gas source which would degrade MLI performance in space.
Candidate barrier materials are:
a.
b.
C.
Aluminized Kapton
Aluminum foil - Kapton laminate
Aluminum foil - polyester laminate.
A low temperature adhesive such as Crest adhesive would be used to bond the barrier to
the foam. Adhesive bonding) or heat sealing in the case of the aluminum foil-polyester
laminate) would be used to achieve a vacuum seal on the seams of the barrier.
l
The foam insulation around tank mounting supports would have to allow for movement of
the support struts. This movement arises from:
a.
b.
C.
thermal contraction and expansion of the tank and supports,
tank pressurization and,
vibration due to dynamic launch loads.
One possible design concept for foam insulation at support struts would be to form a
barrier film sleeve around a portion of the strut. Inside the sleeve, the strut would be
insulated with a layer of foam. The foam on the strut and tank wall would be cut away so
they could not interfere under maximum movement of the strut. The length of the
insulated sleeve and the thickness of insulation would be determined by the requirement
that the purge gas not condense on the exterior of the barrier. The sleeve would be
pleated near its attachment to the tanks insulation barrier to allow for movement of the
strut.
2.2 MULTILAYER INSULATION
The MLI design selected for this study consisted of alternating layers of double
aluminized Kapton (DAK), and Dacron net spacers. The outer layer of MLI was a laminate
of Dacron scrim and double-aluminized Kapton.
This design was selected because:
a,
b.
C.
it is state-of-the-art,
it has been flown and tested extensively as a cryogenic insulation)
its performance is well documented, and
d. test-validated equations have been developed to characterize its performance.
Kapton was selected over Mylar as the radiation shield material because Kapton meets
the flammability requirements of NASA Handbook 1700.7a and Mylar does not. Metalliza-
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tion of both sides of the shields is desired to minimize layer-to-layer energy transfer. For
the shields to be opaque, a metal deposit at least 600 to 800 Angstroms thick is required.
The Kapton shields were assumed to be metallized with vapor-deposited aluminum rather
than gold. Although optical characteristics and durability of gold produce superior
shields, aluminized surfaces can be obtained with performance characteristics rivaling
those of gold at a substantially reduced cost. At cryogenic temperatures, for example,
the emittance of aluminized Kapton is 0.02 versus 0.01 for goldized Kapton. Anti-
oxidation coatings have been developed by metallized film manufacturers which provide
environmental protection for aluminized shields with little affect on reflectivity. Care
must be taken in handling aluminized shields however because, unlike goldized surfaces_
the metal layer can fracture if the film is crinkled. Fracturing causes the effective
emissivity of the shield to increase.
Dacron net was selected for the shield spacer material because"
a.
b.
C.
d.
It is environmentally inert as shown in Reference 3 and does not outgas appreciably
when exposed to vacuum.
It offers low resistance to gas flow and diffusion during MLI purging and venting.
It maintains positive separation of radiation shields in the presence of gravity and
launch loads.
Performance predictions for MLI with Dacron net spacers are based on a large
volume of experience and should be more accurate than predictions for other MLI
designs.
2.2.1 Multilayer Insulation Design
Specific design features of the MLI selected for this study were the following:
a.
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
g.
no
Inner radiation shields - 0.0076 mm (0.00033 in.) thick double-aluminized Kapton.
Outer layer - laminated 0.025 mm (0.001 in.) thick double-aluminized Kapton and
Dacron scrim.
Spacers - Dacron net.
Number of radiation shields per unit of insulation thickness - 24 shields/cm (60
shields/in.).
Blanket thickness control - nylon pins and buttons.
Method of attachment - Velcro tabs.
Installation configuration - two separate blanket layers. Gores and polar caps on
ellipsoidal domes, peripheral blankets around cylindrical surfaces and preformed
gores on toroidal tanks. Figure 2-4 shows a typical insulation blanket configuration
for ellipsoidal tanks. Adjacent blanket segments would be butted together with
sufficient space provided for purge gas egress. Inner and outer blanket joints would
be staggered.
Purging - removal of condensible gases from MLI blankets would be accomplished by
diffusing either helium (H e) or nitrogen (N 2) between radiation shields in both inner
and outer blankets. Purge gas would be introduced into the blankets by small
perforated tubes penetrating all but the outer most shield of each blanket. These
tubes or purge pins, would be centrally located in each blanket segment or gore, and
the purge gas would diffuse toward the blanket edges where it would escape to the
purge enclosure. This enclosure is a volume around the outside of the insulated tank
that is filled with purge gas. For the LTPS configuration considered in this study, it
was assumed the purge enclosure would be formed by the outer body shell of the
LTPS. A reinforced Kapton membrane on each end of the body shell, would
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complete the enclosure. Purge gas would exit from the enclosure through holes
provided in the Kapton closeouts and through leakage paths in the body shell.
2.2.2 Insulation Properties
Physical and thermal properties of MLI used in this study were based on Boeing experience
as well as published data. The density of the MLI blankets, was assumed to be 35.1 kg/m 3
(2.19 Ibm/ft'). This value included the 0.0076 mm thick inner shields) Dacron spacers)
0.025 mm thick Kapton outer layers and all hardware (pins) buttons) etc.,) as well as
Velcro attachment tabs.
MLI blanket specific heat was assumed to be 1.09 3/g-OK (0.26 BTU/Ibm=OR) in this study.
This value is an average of the specific heats of Kapton and Dacron at 274OK.
The thermal conductivity of MLI is dependent on temperature) the number of radiation
shields per unit thickness and intersticial gas species and pressure. In addition) thickness
control hardware, seams and penetrations degrade the effective thermal conductivity of
the installed insulation. Figure 2=5 shows the predicted vacuum performance of installed
MLI used in this study to model propellant tank heat leak. Thermal conductivity is plotted
as a function of insulation outer surface temperature for MLI installed on LH 2 and LO 2
tanks. This data is for interstitial gas pressure less than 10-5 torr. For pressures above
this value) the conductivity of the gas influences the effective thermal conductivity of
the MLI. Figure 2-6 shows the effect of interstitial gas pressure on heat flux through 3.8
cm thick MLI blankets on LH 2 and LO 2 tanks. At atmospheric pressures, during ground-
hold purging) the effective thermal conductivity through the MLI was essentially that of
the purge gas. The gas velocity between blanket radiation shields was assumed to be so
small that convective effects could be neglected. The equations used to predict insulation
performance in Figures 2-5 and 2-6 are summarized in Figure 4-9 of section 4.0 of this
report.
2.2.3 MLI Venting
MLI internal pressure decay) upon exposure to external vacuum conditions, is dependent
on blanket design and installation) materials) entrapped gas species and the degree of
cleanliness maintained during blanket construction) storage and handling. In this study, a
pressure decay model was developed for the propellant tank insulation. This model was
used to predict the MLI interstitial pressure following launch and depressurization of the
Orbiter cargo bay.
Effective MLI thermal conductivity during blanket venting could then be calculated) once
the interstitial pressure history was established.
The MLI pressure decay model used in this study was developed under a Boeing IR&D
program. The model was correlated with test data and compared with published MLI
venting measurements. Figure 2-7 shows comparison of model predictions and test results
from Reference 4. Differential pressure in Figure 2-7 is the difference between MLI
interstitial pressure and the pressure of the local external environment. The measured
Orbiter cargo bay depressurization rate is sufficiently slow that the difference between
MLI predicted interstitial pressure and the cargo bay pressure is small. Hence) to a good
approximation, the interstitial pressure could have been represented by the pressure in the
Orbiter cargo bay.
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3.0 LTPS CONCEPTUAL DESIGNS
This section describes the low-thrust propulsion system designs developed to support Tasks
I and [l. These designs were used to determine the impact of propellant tank insulation
options on LTPS payload delivery capability. Design data was developed in sufficient
detail to allow the benefits and costs of foam/ML[ combinations to be compared with
those of ML[ only. In order to accomplish this objective, the following LTPS design
information was developed:
ao
b.
C.
d.
Configuration - general shape and physical arrangement of major subsystem
elements
Size - overall envelope dimensions and the dimensions of major subsystem elements
Mass - total system mass and the masses of tanks, structure, engine, avionics,
insulation, propellant and miscellaneous inert elements and consumables.
Materials - materials of construction for major subsystems including structure,
tanks, insulation, tank supports, and thermal control coatings.
The objectives of preparing this design information were to:
ao
b.
C.
Provide the data needed to develop thermal analysis models of LTPS propellant
tanks. These models were used to predict tank heat leak and the resulting loss of
useable propellants during the LTPS mission.
Provide mass and size data which, along with propellant loss, was used to predict
LTPS payload delivery capability.
Provide parametric mass and size data to be used in the TRADE and TRADE2
computer models to predict optimum insulation designs. (A detailed discussion of
these two computer models is presented in section 5.0.)
In Task l of this study, a single LTPS point design was defined. The design was based on
the expendable, STS Orbiter-launched OTV developed by Boeing under contract NA58-
35552, "Orbital Transfer Vehicle Concept Definition Study", Reference I. This particular
design was selected for the Task I study because:
a.
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
It was defined to the level of detail needed to accomplish the Task I thermal
analyses and initial insulation performance assessments.
It satisfied aJl the requirements for an LTPS designed for a 56 kg/m 3 payload
density.
It required minimal modification (replacing the 66720 N (15,000 Ibf) thrust engine
with a 2224 N (500 Ibf) thrust engine) to convert it to a low thrust system.
It incorporated the results of detailed structural, environmental and STS interface
studies.
A detailed mass statement (including airborne support equipment (ASE) and consum-
ables) and performance model were available.
Schedule time and costs were reduced by using an established design.
Details of the Task l LTPS point design are presented in section 3._.
In Task II, 3 LTPS designs were developed. Each design was developed for a specific value
of payload packaging density. The 3 values of payload density were 56 kg/m3 (3.5
Ibrnlft3), 40 kg/m3 (2.5 Ibm/ft3) and 24 kg/m3 (1.5 Ibm/ft3). The LTPS designed for the
56 kg/m 3 payload density incorporated tandem ellipsoida! dome propellant tanks. This
tank shape and arrangement were chosen because:
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a. The high payloaddensity causedthe LTPSand payloadsize to be limited by the STS
Orbiter payloadlaunchmasscapacity rather than the cargo bay length. Hencethere
wasnoneedto usea morecompact tank arrangement.
b. Ellipsoidal dome tanks are structurally efficient and are therefore lighter in weight
than the alternative tank shapes.
The 2 LTPS designedfor the 40kg/m3 and 24kg/m3 payloaddensitiesemployedtoroidal
LO2 tanks. This tank shapeshortened the length of the LTPS. The reduction in length
was accomplishedby nesting the rocket engine in the center of the torus. By shortening
the LTPSfor the less-densepayloadapplications, it was possibleto increase the payload
massdelivered to GEO. This increasewaspossiblebecausethe Orbiter cargo bay length,
rather than the total LTPS/payloadlaunch mass, constrained the weight of the LTPS
payload.
The 3 point designsdevelopedfor TaskII servedas baselines,or starting points, for the
sizing of LTPS for each of the propellant tank insulation concepts studied. Thesepoint
designsestablished the materials, configurations, and physical arrangement of all the
LTPS versionsstudied. Thermal analysis modelswere built for the 3 point designsand
propellant tank heat fluxes were predicted for a range of insulation thicknesses. In
addition to heat flux predictions, the point designsalso provided parametric data usedto
calculate the massesof resizedLTPSin the insulation optimization studies.
The following sections describe the LTPS conceptual designsdeveloped for this study.
Groundrulesandassumptionsadoptedfor developingthe LTPSpoint designsto supportthe
TaskI thermal analysesand the TaskII insulation optimization studies are presented in
section 3.1. Section 3.2 summarizesLTPS design requirements and section 3.3 briefly
describesthe technical approachfollowed in establishingthe LTPSpoint designs. Section
3.4 describes the LTPS designdevelopedto evaluate tank insulation conceptsin TaskI.
The 3 LTPS conceptual designs developed for the TaskII optimization studies are
describedin section 3.5.
3.1 GROUNDRULES AND ASSUMPTIONS
A number of groundrules and assumptions were established prior to developing LTPS
conceptual designs. The following applied to both Task I and Task II LTPS designs:
a. Mission
I. Launch in STS Orbiter
2. Maximum STS Orbiter payload launch mass of 29,ttgtt kg (65,000 Ibm).
.
4.
,
Payload delivery to GEO
Replenishment of liquid propellant to the tanks terminated 4 minutes prior to
liftoff.
A 5 minute countdown hold could occur after termination of tank replenish-
ment. If the hold were to exceed 5 minutes, the countdown would be set back
and tank replenishment resumed.
Propellant tank venting would cease at liftoff and resume after 90 seconds.
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b.
C.
de
7. LTPS/payload erection_ deployment and checkout would require 43 hours.
. The spent LTPS would be transferred to a disposal orbit (GEO + 1852 km) by
two main engine burns.
9. Attitude control required during coast as well as powered flight.
Payload
l. The Harris hoop column Land Mobile Satellite System (LMSS)_ described in
Reference 5 was used as the payload configuration for all LTPS designs
considered. The impact of deployed payload configuration on propellant tank
insulation performance was assumed to be minor. The deployed payload
configuration was used in:
(a) determining reaction control system (RCS) propellant and main engine
thrust vector control (TVC) requirements during orbit transfer.
(b) modeling the thermal environment of the LTPS during deployment and
checkout while attached to the Orbiter and during orbit transfer.
. Payload densities in the stowed configuration for Orbiter launch were
56 kg/m 3, it0 kg/m 3 and 24 kg/m 3.
Interfaces
I. The LTPS interface with the erecting ASE mechanism was at a ring on the aft
end of the body shell. The erecting ASE was located just forward of the cargo
bay aft bulkhead.
. The erecting ASE structure and clearance space consumed the following
amount of Orbiter cargo bay length-
LTPS CONCEPT ASE LENGTH
(a) Tandem ellipsoidal tanks 2t_4 cm (95.9 in.)
(b) Toroidal LOX tank 102 cm (40.1 in.)
The assumed dimensions and shapes of the ASE system used in this study are
shown as dashed lines in Figures 3-9, 3-10 and 3-11 of this report.
, A volume 13it cm in length directly aft of the cargo bay forward bulkhead was
reserved for stowage of two manned maneuvering units (MMU's).
g The maximum diameter of the LTPS and stowed payload was 427 cm. This
diameter allowed for a clearance of 15 cm between the LTPS/payload and
Orbiter bulkheads.
Propulsion System Performance
I. Main engine thrust was 222t_ N (500 ibf).
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2. Oxidizer=to-fuel ratio was 6:1.
3. Specific impulse was q560 N sec/kg (q65 sec).
e. Environment
II
e
The launch environment was as defined in Reference 6, "Space Shuttle System
Payloads Accommodation," 3SC 07700, Vol XIV Revision F.
Solar heat flux was 1352 W/m 2.
3. Earth average radiosity was 221 W/m 2.
4.
5.
Earth avera_oe albedo factor was 0.36.
STS Orbiter cargo bay depressurization characteristics based on modified
STS-III flight measurements. Figure 4-2 in section 4.0 of this report shows
measured cargo bay history during the first 300 seconds of the STS-III launch
and the estimated curve used to extend the pressure decay to longer range
times. The Saturn V ascent pressure profile is included for reference.
The following groundrule pertained only to the Task I LTPS"
aw The elapsed time from completion of orbit transfer to payload release and
separation was 24 hours.
The foil.wing groundrule pertained only to the three Task II LTPS point designs-
ao The elapsed time from completion of orbit transfer to payload release and
separation was 14 hours. This coast period was reduced from the 24 hours assumed
for the Task I mission timeline because it was felt that all final deployment and
vernier burns could be completed in a shorter amount of time by optimal phasing at
the beginning of transfer.
3.2 LTPS MISSION
This section describes three aspects of the LTPS mission established prior to the
development o¢ conceptual designs. The three topics addressed are:
a. Payload
b. Orbit Transfer
c. Mission Timelines
In section 3.l Groundrules and Assumptions, it was stated
configuration was selected for all LTPS missions considered.
packaged density of the payload were assumed to vary.
that a single payload
However, the mass and
The selection of a representative payload configuration was necessary to determine the
size of the RCS propellant tanks and to determine the additional main impulse propellant
required for TVC during powered flight. A payload configuration was also needed to
define the radiative thermal environment imposed on the LTPS during LTPS/payload
3O
erection and deployment from the Orbiter cargo bay and during orbit transfer. LTPS
thermal environment models, described in section 4.3, included the effect of payload
shadowing,reflections, andemitted energy.
Figure 3-I shows the LMSS chosenas the LTPS payload configuration. This design_
developedby Harris Engineering_incorporatesa deployablestructure and is packagedwith
the LTPS for a single STSlaunch. Further details on this proposedsatellite designare
contained in Reference 5. Whendeployed_the LMSSmast is 92.2m in length and the
parabolic antenna disk 122.2m in diameter. The mass baseline LMSS is 4689 kg. This
mass and the resulting inertias, were used in calculating RCS and TVC propellant
requirements and in determining the optimum number of engine burns for orbit transfer.
It was assumed that the results of this mission optimization were valid for all other
payload masses considered.
The packaged LMSS is shown in Figure 3-2. Its package length for stowage in the Orbiter
cargo bay is 9.$m. Cargo bay volume occupied by the packaged LMSS, assuming a
maximum diameter of 4.47m, is 154m3 . For the baseline mass of #689 kg, the packaged
density of the LMSS is 30.5 kg/m 3.
Figure 3-3 shows the LMSS and LTPS in the erected position in the Orbiter cargo bay.
Checkout of both the payload and LTPS would be accomplished with the systems in this
configuration.
Mass and inertial characteristics of the combined LTPS/LMSS are summarized in Figure
3-4 for start of orbit transfer (LEO) and end of transfer (GEO). The values of mass and
inertia shown were used in the determination of RCS and TVC propellant requirements
and optimization of main engine firings for orbit transfer. Projected areas shown were
used in calculating solar pressure and aerodynamic drag.
An orbit-transfer mission analysis was conducted to determine the optimum number of
main engine firings. The objective of the analysis was to minimize the total main
impulse, TVC and RCS propellants required for transfer. The optimum number of engine
firings for maximum payload delivery was needed to estimate the elapsed time required
for orbit transfer; the more firings, the longer the transfer time. Since the total
propellant vent loss due to heat leak was dependent on mission time, the orbit transfer
time affected tank insulation design trades. Therefore, a realistic transfer time was
required for the subsequent insulation performance predictions and payload optimization
studies. The effect of number of engine restarts and trip time on system reliability and
radiation protection requirements for electronics, solar cells, etc., was not included in the
analysis.
A LEO to GEO orbit-transfer optimization model developed by 3. V. Breakwell (Refer-
ence 7) was used to predict trip times and total main impulse propellants required for
transfers of 6, g, and 16 engine firings. TVC and RCS propellant requirements were
predicted for each case, using the LMSS/LTPS inertial and mass properties summarized in
Figure 3-4. It was assumed that TVC was required for yaw and pitch control during main
engine burn, when the LMSS/LTPS was within 30 ° of perigee. Roll control during main
engine burn and three axis control during coast were assumed to be accomplished by the
RCS. It was also assumed the RCS employed 133.4 N thrusters with a specific impulse of
IBlg N-sec/kg. Pointing accuracy was set at Io and the minimum impulse bit for limit
cycle calculations was 20 msec. Disturbance torques were calculated for aerodynamic
forces, solar pressure and gravity gradient forces. In calculating aerodynamic torques it
was assumed the LMSS drag coefficient was 3.0. Solar pressure predictions were based on
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an assumed reflectivity of 1.0. Maximum gravity gradient orientation in pitch and yaw
was 20 degrees.
Table 3-1 summarizes the results of the orbit-transfer mission analysis. It can be seen
that the I6 perigee burn transfer required the least total propellant mass. A propellant
mass savings of 313 kg was predicted in going from $ to 16 perigee burns. However, trip
time increased by 26.3 hours. Since the impact of reliability and additional shielding were
not included in the analysis, a complete evaluation of the benefits of a 16 burn mission
could not be made. It was therefore decided to adopt the $ burn transfer for LTPS design
and thermal analysis. It was found in the subsequent thermal analyses, that the propellant
boiloff rate due to insulation heat leak during orbit transfer was less than 2.27 kg/hr for
most cases studied. Hence, trip time did not have a strong influence on total propellant
vent loss in orbit and therefore did not have a major affect on insulation design. For
example, the total propellant vented during a 29 hour transfer would be approximately
66 kg as opposed to 125 kg for a 55 hour transfer. The additional 59 kg of propellant vent
loss would decrease payload mass by approximately 26 kg.
Mission timelines were developed to support the Task I and Task lI LTPS design and
analysis efforts. One objective of establishing these timelines was to define the time
spent in each unique thermal environment of the LTPS mission. There were essentially
three thermal environments imposed on the LTPS; they were 1)ground hold, 2)STS
Orbiter bay, and 3) free flight orbit transfer. The second objective of establishing mission
timelines was to define the operational sequences which influenced propellant tank
insulation design trades. Specifically, there were two timeline events of primary
importance. One was the amount of time elapsed between termination of liquid
replenishment to propellant tanks and ML[ evacuation following launch. The second
timeline event was the amount of time the propellant tank vent lines were locked up
during launch.
Tables 3-2 and 3-3 summarize the mission timelines developed for Task I and Task II
studies. They are almost identical with the exception of the elapsed time from
completion of orbit transfer to payload release. In the Task [ timeline this neriod was
2$ hours while in the Task I[ timeline it was 14 hours. The time between arrival at GEO
and payload release was shortened in Task II because it was determined that the period
between the circularization burn and payload separation could be reduced by optimal
phasing at the beginning of the transfer in LEO.
Mission parameters for the LEO to GEO transfer are presented in Table 3-4. This table
summarizes the velocity increments for each engine firing and shows the apogees and
perigees of the transfer orbits. Total velocity increment for the entire LTPS mission
following Orbiter separation was _751.I m/sec. The data shown in Table 3-4 was used in
the Boeing performance and mission simulation program, PMSP, to predict LTPS payload
delivery capabilty.
B.B LTPS CONCEPTUAL DESIGN APPROACH
The preceding sections described the information established prior to the development of
LTPS conceptual designs. This information consisted of groundrules and assumptions,
interfaces, environments and mission requirements. A brief summary of the procedure
followed in the development of LTPS conceptual designs for the Task I and Task I! studies
is presented in this section.
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Orbit
Transfer
Event
Orbiter Separation
Perigee Bum No. 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
GEO Circulatization Burn
Orbit Trim and Urdoad Payload
Bum to Dimo_d Orbit
Disposal Orbit C.jzcularization
Hours
After
Launch
Velocity
Increment
m/s (_Isec)
5O _1
51 277.4
6Z7 292.0
64.5 309.8
66.7 330.9
89.3 356.2
7Z4 386.5
76.8 423.4
86.8 469.1
87.2 174Z0
103 106.7
103 + 28,7
115 28.4
(10.2)
(910.1)
(957.8)
(1016.1)
(1084.4)
(1168.3}
(1267.7)
(1388.8)
(1538.8}
(5713.8)
(35O.0)
(94.1)
(93.2}
Altitude,
Perigee
222 (138)
222 (1381
472 (293)
663 (412)
645 (525)
1024 (636)
1205 (749)
1390 (863)
1579 (981)
35863 (22279)
222 (138)
1031 (640)
2066 (1283)
3430 (2131)
5292 {3287)
7971 (4952)
12131- (7536)
19419 (120_)
35389 (21984)
35863 (22279)
37715 (23429)
37715 (23429)
Table 3-4: Task II Orbit Transfer Parameters
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Figure 3-5 shows the principal steps of the design development process. Input data
included, in addition to the system requirements, initial LTPS design concepts. These
conceptswere developedfrom preliminary modelingestimates of LTPS performance and
simplified orbit mechanics.
Four computer analysis programs were used to support the design process. These analysis
programs were:
a. OPERA = thermal radiation environment prediction. (Appendix A)
b. RADSIM - radiation interchange factor calculation. (Appendix A)
c. SINDA - temperature and heat leak prediction.
d. PMSP - LTPS performance and mission analysis.
Geometric models of the principal structural elements of the LTPS were developed from
the LTPS design concepts established at the beginning of the design process. These
conceptual designs consisted of a general layout, or arrangement, of principal LTPS
subsystem_ and preliminary estimates of tank size. Thermal radiation properties of the
LTPS surfaces were established from published data for the initially selected materials
and coatings. Highly simplified geometrical models of the Orbiter cargo bay and LMSS
payload were also developed and radiative properties defined for their surfaces. The
geometrical models and surface property information were the principal input data for the
OPERA and RADSIM computer programs.
OPERA was used to predict the thermal radiation flux on external LTPS surfaces during
orbit transfer and prior to separation from the Orbiter. Radiation interchange factors
between the LTPS surfaces and between radiatively interacting surfaces of the payload,
Orbiter and LTPS were calculated with the RADSIM program.
Simple thermal models of each LTPS design concept were developed. These models
defined the principal radiative, conductive and convective heat flow paths between major
LTPS/LMSS/Orbiter elements. They also characterized the thermal storage capacity of
the principal LTPS subsystem masses including propellants, tanks, insulation, structure,
engines and avionics. The thermal models, along with thermal radiation environment
predictions supplied by OPERA and radiation interchange information provided by
RADSIM, were input to the SINDA program. SINDA was used to predict heat leaks into
the LH 2 and LO 2 propellants from the beginning of the mission, at ground hold, to the end
of mission following insertion of the LTPS into disposal orbit.
Predicted propellant tank heat fluxes were used to calculate values of propellant density.
mass loss due to vapor venting, and pressure rise during vent line lockup at launch.
Effective densities of the propellants were affected by heat flux because the volume of
bubbles in the liquid was dependent on boiling rate. The greater the heat flux) the greater
the bubble volume and therefore the less volume available for liquid. Vent loss was
directly proportional to heat flux because it was assumed all heat leak into the propellant
tanks resulted in vaporization and subsequent venting of the vapor. Larger heat leaks
resulted in more initial propellant mass and larger tanks to account for the loss of
propellant during the mission.
Heat leak into the tanks during vent line lookup at la,,nch caused the ullage pressure of
the tanks to rise. The greater the heat leak, the greater the pressure rise. Peak tank
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pressure depended on assumed ullage volume as well as heat leak. During the vent lockup
period the insulation interstitial pressure was essentially at sea level conditions and
therefore the heat leak into the tanks was approximately the same as during MLI purging.
Hence tank wall thickness and mass depended on the rate of heat leak into the tank during
the ground-hold phase of the mission.
Following the prediction of propellant density and vent loss, new estimates of LTPS tank
volumes, initial propellant mass and tank mass were incorporated into the design model
and new performance predictions were calculated with the PMSP computer program. The
PMSP program employs an iterative technique to converge on a specified mass for the
combined upper stage and payload. Program inputs are orbit characteristics, mission
sequence, propellant loss estimates, engine performance, stage inert mass and tankage
nonpropellant mass relationships. The values of payload mass predicted by the PMSP
program were used to calculate payload packaged length for the particular packaging
density of interest. Then the combined mass and packaged length of the LTPS/ASE/
payload were comoared with th_ constraining values for STS launch. If the maximum
constraining values of either mass or length were not satisfied, new values of tank size
and mass were estimated and the design iterated until the maximum value of payload
mass or length was found. The resulting conceptual designs developed for the Task I and
Task II studies are described in the following sections.
3.# TASK ILTPS CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
The LTP_ dorian d_veloped for the Task I insulation preliminary thermal analysis is shown
in Figure 3-6. This design is a resized version of an expendible, STS-launched orbit
transfer vehicle developed under contract NAS8-33532 and described in Reference I. The
total length of the stage is 739 cm, and its diameter is 447 cm. Avionics, RCS propellant
tanks, fuel cells and miscellaneous support equipment are mounted to an aluminllm girth
ring located between the LH 2 and LO 2 tanks. The 2224 N thrust engine is mounted to the
LO 2 tank by graphite epoxy struts. Thrust loads are carried through the tank walls to the
tank support struts. The engine is I01.6 cm long with a nozzle exit diameter of 40.6 cm,
and it weighs 38.8 kg. A complete description of this engine design is contained in
Reference 8.
The propellant t_nks are sited to carry a total useable propellant mass of 17256 kg.
Volume of the LH 2 tank is 38.#7 m 3. The ratio of major-to-minor axes for the ellipsoidal
domes is _. The height of each dome is 157.8 cm and the length of the cylindrical
center section is 63.5 cm. The LH 2 tank diameter is 419.# cm. Volume of the LO 2 tank is
13.7 m 3. The axis ratio of the two ellipsoidal domes which form thp t_nk is _ and the
total length of the LO 2 tank is 2##.3 cm. At the start of the mission, the total LTPS mass
is 20025 kg and at burnout its mass is 2393 kg. Payload delivery capability for GEO
missions is 7075 kg for a specific impulse of #560 N-sec/kg and an 8-burn orbit transfer.
Table 3-5 summarizes specific design features and characteristics of the Task I LTPS.
The body shell, with the exception of the avionics/equipment rin_. is a graphite epoxy
sandwich. Tanks are constructed of 2219 aluminum and are cantilevered from the body
shell via bipod strut mounting trusses. The struts used in the LH 2 mounting truss are glass
epoxy and the struts in the LO 2 truss are graphite epoxy. Strut material selection was
based on an optimization study that considered the strength, heat conduction characteris-
tics and mass of the struts.
Electrical power is supplied by modified STS Orbiter fuel cells. A 7.8 m 2 radiator is
located around the periphery of the LTPS body shell to control fuel cell temperature. All
#3
_4
Graphite/epoxy body shell
2219 Aluminum LH 2 and LO 2 tanks
IUS avionics components
Passive thermal mangement of avionics
Modified orbiter O2-H 2 fuel cells
I US power distribution electronics
2224 N thrust main impulse engine
Autogenous main tank pressurization
IUS hydrazine attitude control system
Triple inhibit against hazardous fluid leakage
Bipod strut tank support systems
• Glass/epoxy struts for LH 2 supports
• Graphite/epoxy struts for LO 2 supports
5% Weight margin for existing hardware
15% Weight margin on new hardware
TaMe 3-5: Task I L TPS Design Features
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other equipment cooling is accomplished passively by radiation from the aluminum girth
ring.
A mass statement for the Task I LTPS is presented in Table 3-6. Total launch weight,
including payload and the fully loaded LTPS is 27100 kg. The airborne support equipment
(ASE), including the structure for securing and deploying the LTPS and payload, has a
total mass of 2554 kg. Thus, the total mass loaded in the Orbiter cargo bay for an
LTPS/payload launch would be 29654 kg.
3.3 TASK H LTPS CONCEPTUAL DESIGNS
This section describes the 3 LTPS conceptual designs developed for the Task It insulation
optimization studies. The designs define the general configuration, subsystem arrange-
ment, mass, dimensions and materials for each LTPS. The purpose of developing these
point designs, as stated in section 3.0, was to:
am Develop parametric design data for determining the impact of insulation design on
LTPS and payload mass and size.
b. Define configurations, dimensions, masses and materials for propellant tank thermal
analysis models.
Co Determine the masses and sizes of major LTPS subsystems for input to the payload
prediction computer programs used to optimize tank insulation designs.
Figures 3-7, 3-8 and 3-9 show the general configuration, subsystem arrangement and
overall dimensions of the three LTPS point designs developed at the beginning of Task II.
Major differences between the three LTPS designs are evident in the size and shape of the
propellant tanks. As the payload packaging density was decreased, larger and larger
payload lengths were possible until, at about 40 kg/m 3, the Orbiter payload volume limit
was reached. At this point, the total length of the combined LTPS, payload and ASE
equaled the available Orbite3r cargo bay 5ayload volume length of 16.95 m. Between
payload densities of 56 kg/m and 40 kg/m , the payload mass and LTPS size and mass
remained constant. At payload densities below 40 kg/m 3, the payload was sized to fill the
available Orbiter cargo bay volume. For these cases, the payload mass and the mass and
size of the LTPS decreased with decreasing payload density. The use of torroidal LO 2
tanks shortened the LTPS and resulted in increased payload length and mass. The LTPS
for the 56 kg/m 3 payload density shown in Figure 3-7 is essentially identical to the Task I
design described in section 3.4. The primary difference is the Task II version has less
predicted payload capacity. This reduction in payload resulted from Task I thermal
analyses which showed the initial predictions for propellant tank heat leak were
optimistic. The larger values of heat leak resulted in a greater propellant vent loss
(376 kg over the mission) which reduced the payload mass of the Task It design.
The initial mass of the LTPS designed for a 40 kg/m 3 payload density/ (Figure 3-8) is
almost identical to the initial mass of the LTPS designed for a 56 kg/m _ payload density
(Figure 3-7). However, the LTPS designed for the lower density payload is shown to have
a toroidal LO 2 tank. The toroidal tank was selected because the 40 kg/m 3 payload density
was tound to be on the border between being a mass-limited or volume-limited case.
Hence, the shorter toroidal tank was selected to maximize payload length, the primary
objective for LMSS-type payloads. The toroidal tank LTPS was found to be slightly
heavier than the ellipsoidal version because the toroidal tank is inherently heavier and
tank and engine suppor _s also weigh more.
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Kg (Ibm)
SUBSYSTEMS
ENGINE .................................. 38_6 (85.1)
AVIONICS. ................................ 294.0 (648.2)
POWER SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION ............. 288.0 (634.9)
ATTITUDE CONTROL ........................ 6Z6 (138.0)
FUEL CELL REACTANTS ...................... 39.9 (88.0)
THERMAL MANAGEMENT ..................... 81.6 (179.9)
TOTAL SUBSYSTEM MASS ............................ 804.7 (1774.0)
STRUCTURAL HARDWARE ......................... 821.0 (1810,0)
INSULATION ................................... 53.5 (117.9}
BODY SHELL ................................... 177.8 (392.0)
TANKS ........................................ 37Q.6 (817.0}
RESIDUAL PROPELLANTS. ......................... 165`6 (365.1)
TOTAL BURNOUT MASS ................................... 239_2 (5276.0)
MAIN IMPULSE PROPELLANTS ......... .......... 17256.4 (38050.1}
LOSSES ....................................... 375.7 (828.3}
TOTAL EXPENDED MASS ................................ 17632.1 (38872.0)
TOTAL INITIAL MASS .............................................. 2_)025.3 (44148.0)
PAYLOAD MASS .................................................. 7075.0 (15601.0)
ASE ........................................................... 2554.0 (5630.5)
TOTAL LIFTOFF MASS ........................ • ..................... 29654.3 (65379.5)
Table 3-6: Task I L TPS Mass Summary
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Table 3-7 summarizes the mass of each LTPS, including inerts and expendables.
Subsystem masses which were assumed to be identical to those of the Task I LTPS were:
Engine
Avionics
Power supply and distribution
Attitude control
Fuel cell reactants
Thermal management
38.6 kg
294. kg
288. kg
62.6 kg
39.9 kg
81.6 kg
Propellant vent losses during; I) ground-hold, 2) before LTPS engine ignition and 3) during
orbit transfer, are based on the thermal model predictions described in section 4. The
tank insulation for the three baseline LTPS designs was helium-purged MLI. Heat leaks
through struts and MLI penetrations caused more than 95% of the propellant vent loss
during the mission. Tank support struts were optimized to maximize payload mass. The
optimization involved a trade between strut mass and propellant boil-off mass and their
combined affect on LTPS payload mass. The primary constraint for the optimization was
the structural performance of the struts. That is, all strut designs were required to
satisfy structural load carrying criteria. It was assumed all designs used the same number
of struts for each tank support system; 24 struts for the LH 2 tank and 32 struts for the
LO 2 tank. Appendix B summarizes the tank support strut optimization study. The
resulting strut designs for the three LTPS propellant tanks are described in Table 3-8.
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_.0 PREDICTED PROPELLANT THERMAL LOADS
Propellant thermal loads (i.e., total heat leak into the tanks) have a significant impact on
LTPS payload delivery capability and therefore are a major consideration in tank
insulation design. Propellant heat leak depends not only on the tank design and mission
phase, but also on the amount and type of insulation. Moreover, the impact of insulation
performance on payload mass is very sensitive to ground-hold environments. The
influence of tank configuration, mission phase and insulation type and thickness on the
propellant thermal load were predicted in this study) and parametric correlations were
developed to aid in the comparison of LTPS tank insulation designs.
Section 4.1 presents the approach used to predict the heat transfer rate to the
propellants. Propellant thermal loads attributed to tank insulation) penetrations, and
support system are discussed in sections 4.2) 4.3) and 4.4 respectively.
t_.l THERMAL MODELING APPROACH
Heat transfer between the LTPS propellant tank(s) surfaces and the external environment
depends on the mission phase. During the ground-hold part of the mission the Orbiter
cargo bay defines the external environment seen by the LTPS. In this study, a steady-
state condition was assumed to exist. Important heat transfer mechanisms during ground
hold include radiation) conduction, and convection. Following lift-off, the Orbiter bay,
LTPS purge enclosures, and MLI are vented to space, eliminating the convection heat
transfer mechanism. After attaining LEO, the Orbiter bay doors are opened. This adds to
the complexity of the LTPS-environment interchange by"
a. Exposing the LTPS external surfaces to direct solar, albedo, and earth long-wave
radiation sources, and
b. Providing the LTPS with a heat sink to deep space.
o
Upon LTPS/LSS separation from the Orbiter, the cargo bay thermal interaction with the
LTPS ceases.
A Thermal Math Model (TMM) of the Task I LTPS baseline configuration was initially
developed to determine the time-varying nature of the propellant thermal load. The
model accounted for variations in environmental heat sources and heat transfer mecha-
nisms. It also included the effects of LTPS heat capacitance, and natural-convection
during the ground-hold mission phase. The model was designed to allow a wide range of
insulation thicknesses and types (either helium-purged MLI or nitrogen-purged MLI with a
foam substrate) to be evaluated. TMMs of the Task II LTPS design were subsequently
developed from the Task I model. They accounted foe differences in tank configuration
and LTPS dimensions.
Thermal models considered two extreme ground-hold purge enclosure environments. In
one extreme) minimum convective coupling between the Orbiter bay and the MLI was
assumed to exist. This condition yielded relatively cold tank insulation temperatures. In
the other extreme, forced convection in the purge enclosure was assumed. This condition
was simulated by setting the MLI outer surface temperature to equal 295°K (70OF) during
the ground-hold and initial-ascent mission phases. Physically this extreme could be
achieved by either:
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a. Introducing enough warm gas into the purge enclosure to ensure a warm MLI surface
temperature, or
bo Altering the LTPS design to allow greater thermal contact between the Orbiter bay
and the MLI surface.
This ground-hold environment will be referred to as enhanced or forced-convection, and it
serves to contrast results obtained for the natural-convection environment which would be
difficult, if not impossible to achieve. The natural-convection condition however, was
considered because it represents a lower bound for the ground-hold heat transport
mechanism.
Subsection #.l.l describes the LTPS external environments that were used for thermal
modeling. Subsection #.I.2 discusses the LTPS thermal models that were developed.
t_.l.l LTPS Environments
During the ground-hold and the ascent-to-LEO mission phases_ the LTPS environment is
controlled by the Orbiter cargo bay. In developing the LTPS thermal models, the cargo
bay temperatures were assumed to be independent of their surroundings. The Reference 6
cargo bay temperatures were used, and their location-time relationships are depicted in
Figure 4-1.
Radiation and convection heat transfer mechanisms thermally couple the cargo bay with
the LTPS external surfaces prior to launch and during the first few minutes after STS
liftoff. Radiation exchange between LTPS and cargo bay surfaces was determined with
the aid of the Monte-Carlo thermal code RADSIM (Appendix B describes RADSIM). This
code was used to determine the radiation interchange factors between different portions
of the cargo bay and the LTPS exterior surfaces. RADSIM modeling assumed blackbody
behavior for the Orbiter cargo bay. Radiation surface properties of LTPS external
surfaces are giverr in Table 4-I.
During ground-hold energy is transferred to the LTPS external surfaces by convection as
well as radiation. Prior to launch the Orbiter bay is purged with nitrogen gas. Natural
convection by the purge gas was estimated by standard Grashof-Prandtl number (or
Rayleigh number) correlations. Furthermore, the correlations were chosen to reflect the
geometric relationship between the LTPS surfaces and the Orbiter. For example,
convection between the cargo bay and the LTPS body shell-avionics ring surfaces was
determined by using a correlation for concentric cylinders. The fore and aft LTPS
closeouts were modeled as cool discs facing upward and downward, respectively. The
correlations were then incorporated into the thermal math models. To a good approxi-
mation9 a temperature of 29#°K was found to be typical for the external LTPS surfaces
prior to launch.
Heat transfer to the LTPS external surfaces by natural-convection will continue for
several minutes alter launch. Figure 4-2 shows the cargo bay pressure-time curve as
determined from the STS III launch data (data was furnished to Boeing by the NASA LeRC
program manager). The pressure profile for a Saturn V launch is also shown for
comparison. It is seen that when the gas pressure became lower than l0 tort, the pressure
decay rate was significantly lessened. At this pressure level_ gas transport characteristics
begin to change, and the transition between continuum and free-molecular flow regimes
occurs. This may decrease pressure decay rate because of:
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Material c_s/elR
Fore and Aft Purge CIoseouts Kapton 0.14/0.08
Fore and Aft Body Shell Coating White-Tedlar 1. 0.37/0.77
Avionics Ring and Fuel Cell Radiator FOSR 2. 0.014/0.750
1. Tedlar is manufactured by Dupont. Its optical properties are achieved by adding titanium dioxide.
2. Flexible Optical Solar Reflector (FOSR): Sheldahl P/N G409750, a silvered Teflon film coated with an
tin oxide to facilitate electrical grounding.
Table 4-1: Radiative Properties of the L TPS External Surfaces
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a. Choked flow through the cargo bay external surfaces, and/or
b. Trapping of residual purge gas within the Orbiter bay cavities.
At the onset of the transition gas dynamic regime (a Knudsen number of I0 was used to
define this point) the natural-convection model was replaced by a rarified gas heat-
transport model. Knudsen number is defined as the ratio of gas molecular mean free path
to characteristic distance (the distance between the LTPS body shell and Orbiter cargo
bay) for example). Convection coupling through the slip-flow, transitioni_ and free-05level torr,molecular flow regimes continued until the gas pressure reached a of - at
approximately 25 minutes after launch. The amount of time required for the Orbiter bay
pressure to reach 10-5 torr was estimated by extrapolating the ascent depressurization
curve in Figure g-2. References 9 and I0 may be consulted for further information
concerning ratified gas thermal transport. For the remainder of the mission) only the
radiation heat transfer mode connected the external surfaces of the LTPS with the
environment.
After the Orbiter cargo doors are opened at LEO9 radiant energy transfer between the
LTPS and its environment changes continually. Figures 4-3, 4-% and 4-5 depict the
geometric models that were used in the RADSIM computer program to determine the
radiation interchange factors. Environmental thermal loads on the LTPS external
surfaces were calculated with the thermal code OPERA (Appendix A provides a short
description of both RADSIM and OPERA). The effects of LSS shadowing and reflection
were taken into account. The LSS antenna disk was made of gold-plated molybdenum wire
mesh. Depending on the mission phase) OPERA defined direct and reflected radiative
thermal loads due to solar and earth energy sources. Environmental thermal loads were
calculated for a number of orbit positions to account for the effect of earth shadowing
and a changing LTPS/LSS orientation with respect to the sun and earth.
RADSIM and OPERA were used to define thermal environments and radiation interchange
factors during LTPS/LSS deployment and checkout, LEO to GEO transfer) and LTPS
removal to disposal orbit.
_.1.2 LTPS Thermal Models
Thermal Math Models (TMMs) for the tandem ellipsoidal tank and the ellipsoidal
hydrogen/toroidal oxygen tank baseline LTPS conceptual designs were developed. The
previously described thermal environment heat fluxes were included in them. The
resulting thermal networks were solved by the NASA-standard code SINDA.
#.1.2.1 Thermal Model Description
Figure 4-6 depicts the TMM that was developed for the tandem-ellipsoidal tank LTPS
baseline design. The thermal model for the ellipsoidal/toroidal tank LTPS is shown in
Figure 4-7.
The axi-symmetric LTPS cylindrical shape permitted the use of a two-dimensional
geometry for the TMM thermal network. Layouts of thermal model network nodes are
shown in Figures 4-6 and 4-7 along with important LTPS features. Three-dimensional
radiation interchange between the LTPS and its environment was determined with
RADSIM and OPERA. Circumferential variations in radiation interchange factors were
then area-totaled for each external surface node. For radiation interchange with the
Orbiter and payload) this procedure consisted of multiplying the interchange factors
between all LTPS surface nodes and each Orbiter or payload surface node by the
appropriate LTPS surface node area and summing the products. In the case of solar) earth
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17 LH 2
PURGE
CYLINDRICAL BODY
SHELL (GRAPHITE/EPOXY)
7.38m
(24.2 ft)
90
91
92
26-22
3_32
4642
57
76-72
87
56-52
66-62
86-82
LH 2
TANK
LO 2
TANK
MLI OR MLIIFOAM
INSULATION
LH 2 TANK SUPPORT
STRUTS (FIBERGLASS/
EPOXY)
AVIONICS RING
(ALUMINUM)
EXTENDS AROUND
ENTIRE PERIPHERY
CELL
RADIATOR
(ALUMINUM)
EXTENDS AROUND
ENTIRE PERIPHERY
LO 2 TANK SUPPORT STRUTS
(GRAPHITE/EPOXY)
LO 2 PURGE
VENT
PURGE CLOSEOUTS _ (TYPICAL, 4 PLACES)
ENGINE NOZZLE
Figure 4-6: Nodal Map of Thermal Mode/for 56 Kg/m 3 (3.5 Ibm/fZ 3) Payload Density L TPS
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IR and albedo heat flux) the procedure consisted of multiplying the particular flux (e.g.
solar) predicted for each LTPS surface node by its proper area and summing the products
to arrive at the total solar radiative flux on a particular segment of body shell
Several heat sources in addition to the environmental thermal loads were included in the
TMM. These heat sources were;
a. Radiation from the engine nozzle to the aft closeout thermal insulation blanket
covering the base of the LTPS,
b. Thermal soak from the fuel cell radiator to the LTPS body shell.
Co Elecrical dissipation by equipment in the avionics bay located between the fuel and
oxidizer tanks.
A brief discussion of each heat source is presented in the following paragraphs,
During orbit transfer) the engine operates for approximately 3000 to 3700 sec for each
perigee burn. Radiation from the hot engine nozzle is incident on the thermal insulation
blanket covering the base of the LTPS. Some of the thermal energy is absorbed by the
blanket and is reradiated to the outer surface of the LO 2 tank insulation. In the thermal
model) the engine nozzle was treated at a blackbody emitter at a temperature of I 110°K.
The radiation interchange factor between the nozzle and closeout insulation blanket was
calculated by RADSIM. Thermal coupling between the nozzle and aft closeout was
represented by a radiation conductor in the thermal math model.
Thermal soak from the fuel ceil radiator to the LTPS body shell was assumed to occur
through the MLI blanket located between the radiator and body shell) and through the
insulating standoffs that served as structural mounts for the radiator. The fuel cell
radiator was sized to reject I958W of waste heat during orbit transfer. It was 20.47 cm
wide and extended circumferentially around the vehicle exterior. In the thermal model
the radiator was thermally coupled to the vehicle exterior nodes by conduction paths
representing the insulating standoffs and by radiation and conduction paths representing
the MLI blanket.
Electrical power dissipation by equipment in the avionics bay was assumed to be 756W.
This value was based on the OTV avionics power levels described in Reference I. The
electrical dissipation as assumed to be uniformly distributed around the inner circumfer-
ence of the avionics ring which formed a segment of the vehicle body shell. As shown in
Figures t)=6 and 4-7, this ring is a cylindrical aluminum shell located between the fuel and
oxidizer tanks. Most of the avionics equipment is mounted directly to the avionics ring.
The avionics electrical dissipation was treated as a heat source to node 93 which
represented the entire ring.
The LTPS external surfaces consist of the body shell) the fore and aft purge closeouts, the
fuel cell radiator and an avionics ring located between the fore and aft body shell
sections. The body shell is composed of a Nomex core sandwiched between two graphite-
epoxy face sheets. The internal and external face sheets are thermally connected by
conduction and radiation through the Nomex core. Resistance to heat flow through the
body shell core was conservatively assumed to be negligible in the thermal models) and
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the two face sheets were therefore at the same temperature. The mass-averaged
capacitanceof the body shell wasestimated at 0.9G3/g-°K. Due to differences in layup,
the fore and aft body-shell sections had a massper unit length of 39.2 and 50.&kg/m,
respectively. Consequently,the thermal capacitance of the body shell per unit length
differed betweenthe fore andaft section.
The TMM also included a node for the 58.I kg aluminum avionics ring. Conduction
through the fore and aft purge volume closeouts was assumed to be infinite. Closeouts
were 4 mil aluminized Kapton sandwiched between scrim net for reinforcement. Due to
the thin gage of material used in the closeouts, and the relatively low heat flux levels
through them, the assumption of infinite conduction was reasonable. Heat capacitance of
the closeouts was assumed to be negligible.
Vehicle external surfaces, including the body shell, avionics ring and purge enclosure
closeouts, were thermally connected to the propellant tanks in the LTPS thermal model
networks. Three heat transfer nodes between tanks and external surfaces were included
in the models. These nodes were conduction, convection and radiation.
The structural support system was the principal conduction heat flow path between the
body shell and the tanks. The support system was a bipod strut truss based on the OTV
tank support design described in Reference I. LH 2 tank support struts were constructed
of fiberglass epoxy and the LO 2 tank support struts were graphite epoxy. Table 3-8
summarizes the physical and thermal characteristics of the tank support struts.
Radiative interchange factors between the tank MLI outer surfaces and the interior
surfaces of the body shell, avionics ring and purge closeouts were calculated with the
RADSIM program. Radiative properties of the LTPS internal surfaces are summarized in
Table 4-2. The predicted radiation interchange factors were used to calculate radiation
coupling between the propellant tank MLI blankets and the internal surfaces of the vehicle
body shell and purge closeouts.
In addition to conductive and radiative coupling, the LTPS thermal math models also
included connective heat transfer between the tank insulation and interior surfaces of the
vehicle body shell and purge closeouts. Convective heat transfer occurs during ground
hold operation, after chilldown and fill of the tank, and continues until the purge
enclosure is evacuated during Orbiter ascent.
Two modes of convective heat transfer were modeled. The first was natural convection.
This mode would occur if gas velocities in the purge volume were very small. In order to
calculate the natural convection conductances between purge volume surface nodes, the
characteristic nodal surface area-to-length ratios were first calculated for each nodal
pair. Then the effective convective conductance between surface nodes was calculated
by multiplying the characteristic area to length ratio by the purge gas conductivity and
the free-convection Nusse[t number. The Nusselt numbers were determined by standard
Rayleigh number correlations for enclosed gas volumes. The particular correlation used
for each nodal pair was selected on the basis of geometric similarity with the portion of
the vehicle purge volume under considration. Free-convection conductances were
dependent on the temperature difference between enclosure surfaces. Under laminar flow
conditions, the conductance was proportional to the temperature difference raised to the
i/4 power. For turbulent conditions the conductance was proportional to the temperature
difference raised to the [/3 power.
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Material el R
Purge Closeouts
Body Shell
Avionics Ring
MLI
DAK 1
Graphite
Aluminum
DAK
0.03
0.90
1.00 2
0.03
1 Double aluminized Kapton
2 Blackbody properties were conservatively assumed because of
cavities between adjacent avionics ring equipment.
Table 4-2: Radiative Properties of L TPS Internal Surfaces
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Gas pressure in the purge volume during ascent was assumedto follow the Orbiter Ill
cargo bay pressurecargo bay pressureprofile shownin Figure 4-2. Variation of effective
gas conductancewith pressurewas included in the thermal network model of the purge
enclosure. Thermal transport by rarefied gaseswasmodeledby the methodsdescribed in
References9and 10.
Figure 4-g showsthe typical one-dimensional(4-node)network usedto predict insulation
thermal performance. The foam thermal resistance was modeled with two conductors,
linked in series, and separatedby a centrally located node. The foam capacitance was
lumpedinto this central node. Also shownin Figure 4-8, is the thermal network for the
MLI. As with the foam network, heat transfer wasassumedto be in a direction normal to
the propellant tank surface. Thermal energy transport through the MLI wasdivided into
two components. (I) the basic componentwhich includedtransport through the radiation
shieldsand (2) the degradecomponentwhich includedtransport through seams,purgepins,
positioningpins,etc.
A short discussionof each _ILI heat transport componentfollows:
Basic "rILl
Heat transfer mechanisms through the basic MLI include:
ao
b.
C°
Interlayer radiation between adjacent sheilds of the MLI blanket,
Solid conduction through the shield spacers, and
Purge gas conduction during the initial mission phases.
The thermal conductance of the thin radiation shields, which had a nominal thickness on
the order of 0.0076 mm_ was assumed to have a negligible affect on the overall MLI
thermal conductance. Furthermore it was assumed that the MLI had a constant thickness
throughout the mission, and that MLI billowing during ascent depressurization was
minimal.
_eference If presents a combined analytical and experimental study that developed
prediction models for basic MLI performance. Other experimental investigations (e.g.
References I2 and 13) have found good agreement between measurement and Reference
I I predictions. The Reference I I MLI performance prediction models were developed for
double-aluminized _ylar blankets with silk net spacers. However, they were used in this
study to evaluate VILI performance for DAK blankets with Dacron net spacers because the
thermal conductivity of the radiation shields and spacer has little effect on _LI
performance. Figure 4-9 presents the equations used to predict basic _LI thermal
performance. A volumetric thermal capacitance of 36.43 K3/m3-OK was assumed for all
_LI blankets.
The radiation and solid conduction heat transfer mechanisms were assumed to be present
during all mission phases. Purge gas convection within the MLI was treated as a gas
conduction problem, and it was assumed that the gas temperature leaving the MLI was the
same as that entering the MLI. The ML! pressure decay during launch was assumed to
follow the cargo bay pressure history given by _igure 4-2. The interstitial pressure time
dependency was investigated to substantiate this assumption.
A comparison of Boeing-predicted blanket depressurization with experimental data was
presented in Figure 2-7. The predicted blanket pressure differential, defined as the
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difference between the MLI boundary pressure and the maximum interstitial pressure, was
in good agreement with the data. The pressure decay model used to predict the Figure
2-7 MLI venting characteristics was modified to include Orbiter bay depressurization
history, as given by Reference 5. The subsequent predicted interstitial pressure decay
was found to closely match the assumed boundary pressure, as shown in Figure 4-I0.
Consequently, it was decided to use the Orbiter Ill depressurization history for the MLI
interstitial pressure decay in calculating the gas conductance component of the MLI
overall thermal performance. A uniform pressure throughout the blanket was assumed.
Interstitial gas heat transfer during the launch phase of the mission was predicted with
information given in Reference 12. Figure 2-6 shows that heat transfer by ratified gases
becomes negligible at pressures on the order of I0 -5 torr. This pressure level would be
reached at approximately 25 minutes after launch based on exrapolation of available
Orbiter Ill flight data (see Figure 4-2).
The foregoing discussion has tacitly assumed that the MLI has been suitably precondi-
tioned so that water vapor outgassing is unimportant. Although outgassing effects may
last for days, it was outside this study's scope to evaluate the trade of MLI blanket
preconditioning versus outgassing effects.
Del_raded MLI
Degraded MLI performance results from installation of the blankets on the propellant
tanks. Seams between adjacent blanket panels allow thermal radiation to pass through the
MLI system. Additional degradation is caused by positioning and purge pins that provide a
conduction path which short-circuits the MLI insulation. Prediction of the thermal load
caused by MLI seams and pins is very dependent on the type of installation procedures
used. In this study, the radiation thermal load due to seams was based on the
experimental information for a small-scale test tank described in Reference 13. Since the
small tank described in Reference 13 had more seams per unit tank surface area than the
larger LTPS-type tanks, the seam thermal loads predicted in this study are therefore
conservatively high. Pin conduction was approximated from information found in
References 13, I% 15, and 16. Figure 4-9 summarizes the equations used to predict
degraded MLI performance.
t_.I.2.2 Typical Thermal Math Model Results
Figure 4-11 shows typical post-launch heat flux predictions for helium-purged MLI
insulated LH 2 and LO 2 tanks. Prior to launch, assuming natural convection within the
helium purge enclosure, the insulation heat fluxes were approximately 4_0 W/m 2
(140 Btu/hr-ft 2) for the hydrogen tank and 255 W/m 2 (90 Btu/hr-ft 2) for the ellipsoidal
oxygen tank. Actual experience (Reference 13) with helium-purged MLI systems indicates
the prelaunch fluxes may be as high as approximately 780 to 620 W/m 2 for the LH 2 and
LO 2 tanks respectively. The larger observed fluxes may be due to greater convective
heat transfer coupling in the purge enclosure. Analyses have indicated that the ground-
hold heat flux would be approximately doubled by assuming enhanced (forced) convection
rather than natural-convection in the purge enclosures. Hence, if the test insulation were
subjected to an enhanced convection environment, heat fluxes would be about 880 W/m 2
and 700 W/m 2 for LH2 and LO2 tanks, respectively, rather than _40 W/m 2 and 255 W/m 2
as predicted for natural convection.
As can be seen in Figure t__II, the heat leak rapidly decreased by more than two orders of
magnitude as the MLI evacuated following lift-off. Before the Orbiter bay doors opened
at LEO, the initial heating trend shown for both tanks was caused by aerodynamic heating
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Boundary (Orbiter Cargo Bay) Pressure History as a Function of Time After Launch
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during launch. As the Orbiter bay cooled after leaving the earth's atmosphere, this trend
was reversed. Further cooling occurred after the bay doors were opened at I00 minutes
after launch. Figure 4-12 shows the heat flux history for the LH 2 and LO 2 tank
insulations on an expanded time scale for the first 20 hours of the mission.
After the bay doors were opened) cyclic thermal loads occurred because of earth
shadowing and a changing vehicle orientation with respect to environmental heat sources.
Moreover) the average insulation heat flux is shown to increase between consecutive orbit
periods. This slow increase can be attributed to increasing body shell temperatures due to
environmental heating from earth albedo and earth IR. The poor thermal connection
between the MLI and the Orbiter bay environment caused insulation heat fluxes to rise
slowly.
The LTPS and LSS were erected from the cargo bay at 17 hours following lift-off. This
event caused the LTPS external surfaces to cool due to the increased radiation view-
factor to deep space. A corresponding decrease in the insulation heat flux was predicted)
and the MLI heating rate was also reduced. Since the LTPS exposure to the environment
was increased from the previous mission phase) the magnitude of the orbital variations
became larger. Four hours before LTPS/LSS separation from the shuttle, at 46 hours
after launch) the LTPS fuel cells and avionics gear were assumed to be turned on for
checkout. An associated increase in heat leak to the oxygen tank resulted from this
event.
The LTPS and LSS were deployed from the Orbiter at 50 hours after launch. Further
increases in magnitude of the cyclic thermal loads are seen to occur in Figure t_-ll.
Moreover, the heat flux peaks for the oxygen tank become larger than those for the
hydrogen tank. Reasons for this behavior are:
a. A larger environmental load on the aft section of the LTPS) and
b. Frontal shadowing of environmental loads on the LH 2 tank by LSS.
LEO to GEO transfer was initiated at 61 hours after launch. Although cyclic heat flux
variations continued, the periods became longer as the orbit period increased. Further-
more) the curve shapes between consecutive cycles in Figure t_-ll are seen to be
different. These alterations are caused by a changing orbit trajectory.
Figures #-13 and _-It_ show the typical predicted heat fluxes for MLI/foam insulations.
The data in Figure t__14 is identical to that in Figure 4-13 but the time scale for the first
20 hours has been expanded to show the initial decrease in heat flux as the MLI is
evacuated. Due to better ground-hold insulation performance, the initial heat flux is
substantially reduced from the MLI-only case. The predicted prelaunch heat fluxes to the
hydrogen and ellipsoidal-oxygen tanks were of 75 W/m 2 (23.9 Btu/hr-ft 2) and _4.0 W/m 2
(14.0 Btu/hr-ft2), respectively. The primary difference between the post-launch heat flux
histories for MLI only and MLl/foam insulations occurs before LTPS/LSS separation from
the shuttle, as seen by comparing Figure 4-I I with Figure 4-l 3.
In Figure _-II, which shows predicted tank heat flux for helium-purged MLI insulations,
the heat flux increases slowly following the opening of the Orbiter cargo bay doors and
continues to increase after LTPS/LSS erection. In Figure 4-13 however) the heat flux for
MLI/foam insulated tanks decreases following cargo bay door opening. The principal
reason for this difference in heat flux profiles is the difference in vehicle body shell
temperatures prior to launch. In the case of helium-purged MLI insulated tanks, the
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overall effective thermal conductance between the c01d tank wall and vehicle body shell
is relatively high due to the conductivity of helium in the MLI and purge enclosure.
Therefore, the body shell temperature during groundhold was lower than its equilibrium
temperature in the Orbiter cargo bay with the doors open in low earth orbit. Hence,
following launch, the vehicle body shell temperature began to rise causing the purge
enclosure environment to warm and consequently heat flux through the tank insulation
increased.
In the case of the nitrogen-purged MLI/foam=insulated tanks, the net thermal coupling
between vehicle body shell and tanks was considerably Jess than that of the helium-purged
MLI designs. Therefore, the body shell and MLI temperatures were closer to the assumed
Orbiter bay background temperature of 297OK during ground-hold. Following launch, the
average vehicle body shell temperature, in this case, slowly decreases toward the
equilibrium value for the open-door Orbiter bay environment. Hence the LTPS purge
volume cools and heat flux through insulation slowly drops off.
Since the fore and aft purge volume close=outs were assumed to have no thermal mass,
they respond instantaneously to environmental changes. This response causes the one
orbit period fluctuations superimposed on the long time-constant changes in insulation
heat fluxes shown in Figures 4-I I and 4-13.
Predicted tank MLI outer surface temperatures are presented in Figures _-15 through
4-18 for the LTPS mission. This data is from the computer analysis that generated the
heat flux histories in Figures _-II through 4-14.
Figures q-15 and 4-16 show the He=purged MLI outer layer temperatures for the LH 2 and
LO 2 tanks under a natural-convection ground-hold environment. During prelaunch
conditions, the MLI outer layer temperature stabilized at about 200°K for both tanks. In
contrast, referring to Figures _=17 and 4-15, the MLI outer layer temperature for N 2-
purged MLI/foam insulation is about 256°K for both tanks.
During launch the effect of ascent heating on the Orbiter cargo bay caused MLI surface
temperatures to rise. When the cargo bay doors opened at about 100 minutes the
temperature dropped. Cyclic variations in temperatures are due to variations in the
orbital thermal environment. As the LTPS reached geosynchronous altitudes, the
frequency of these variations can be seen to decrease. The drop in temperatures at about
I00 hours were caused by orientation of the LTPS away from the sun during maneuvers
prior to burn to disposal orbit.
#.1.2.3 Enhanced-Convection Thermal Modeling
Thermal modeling of forced, or enhanced, convection in the LTPS purge enclosure was
based on the assumption that the warm purge gas held the MLI outer surface temperature
at 294°K. This enabled a closed-form prediction of propellant thermal loads during
ground-hold to be obtained. The thermal math models were used to estimate insulation
performance during the transition _rom ground-hold to on-orbit conditions, and for orbit
transfer. A qualitative description of the approach which was used is given in the
following discussion.
Insulation heat flux prior to launch was determined by dividing the temperature difference
across the insulation (274°K for the hydrogen tank and 200°K for the oxygen tank) by the
sum of the foam and MLI thermal resistances. Resistance is defined by the thickness
divided by the temperature-averaged thermal conductivity. Prelaunch heat fluxes were
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assumed to continue until about three minutes after launch, when depressurization started
to effect MLI gas conduction.
Ground-hold heat fluxes for the enhanced convection purge enclosure environment were
typicall Z in the range of 473 W/m 2 (150 BTU/ft2-Hr) for LH 2 tanks and 350 W/m 2 (111
BTU/FtZ-Hr) for LO 2 tanks insulated with helium-purged MLI. These fluxes were
approximately double the values that would be predicted from MLI systems of identical
thickness under natural convection conditions. [n the case of MLI/foam systems)
predicted heat fluxes for enhanced-convection ground-hold conditions were about
221 W/m 2 (70 BTU/Ft2-Hr) for both the LH 2 and LO 2 tanks. Identical insulations
subjecte d to a natural convection environment would allow a heat flux of approximately
126 W/m z (40 BTU/Ft2-Hr) to enter the tanks during ground hold operations.
Section $.1.2.2 showed that ground-hold conditions influenced the propellant thermal loads
until 50 hours after launch. The transition period from ground-hold to on-orbit conditions
was therefore defined by the time interval from approximately three minutes to 50 hours
after launch.
MLI heat flux for the transition period depended on the amount of MLI and the MLI
temperature prior to gas evacuation. For both the MLI and the MLI/foam insulation
concepts exposed to the pre-launch enhanced-convection environment) the MLI tempera-
tures are relatively warm when compared to the on-orbit MLI temperatures. It follows
that the MLI must cool to attain on-orbit conditions. This situation is similar to the TMM
predictions for the MLI/foam insulations that are exposed to the natural-convection
environments. TMM heat flux predictions were correlated to include the effects of MLI
thickness and prelaunch MLI temperatures on average heat flux. These correlations were
then used to estimate the time-averaged heat flux for all insulation concepts exposed to
the enhanced-convection prelaunch environment. Foam cooling was included in the time-
averaged heat flux to define the insulation performance for the transition period.
For the remainder of the mission) from 50 to 115 hours after lift-off) TMM predictions
were used to define the insulation heat flux.
_.2 PREDICTED INSULATION PERFORMANCE
As stated in the introduction to this chapter, the objective of the thermal analysis task
was to predict propellant tank heat leaks for the LTPS mission. These heat leak
predictions were needed to calculate propellant boiloff losses for tank insulation optimi-
zation based on system payload capacity. It was therefore necessary to generate heat
leak predictions for a wide range of insulation thicknesses for each basic design (i.e.
helium-purged MLI and nitrogen-purged MLI/foam) to ensure that data were available in
the region of optimum thickness. This was accomplished by selecting maximum and
minimum insulation thicknesses along with intermediate values and generating heat flux
predictions for these point designs with the thermal math models.
The predicted insulation fluxes are presented in this section. They are based on the
thermal modeling described in section 4.l.
Insulation heat flux was predicted for two of the three baseline LTPS conceptual designs.
The designs chosen had packaged LSS densities of 56 and 40 kg/m 3. Predicted heat fluxes
for the LTPS design with a 2t_ kg/m 3 packaged LSS densitE, and a smaller toroidal tank,
were assumed to be identical to those for the 40 kg/m _ packaged LSS density LTPS
because there was little difference in the predicted MLI performance between the
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tandem-ellipsoidal and an ellipsoidal/toroidal propellant tank configuration LTPS designs
when the insulation was evacuated. It was therefore deemed reasonable to neglect minor
configuration differences between LTPS designs) with different-sized toroidal and ellip-
soidal tanks) for prediction of on-orbit MLI performance.
For the prelaunch portion of the mission) heat flux predictions were not of sufficient
accuracy to account for differences due to moderate variations in tank size. The
enhanced convection environment was bounded by assuming a 294oK MLI outer-surface
temperature. As such) there is no difference between the hydrogen tanks) or the oxygen
tanks) for the three LTPS conceptdal designs. Hence) the insulation pre-launch heat
fluxes that were predicted for the #0 kg/m3 packaged LSS density LTPS were also used
for the LTPS with a 24 kg/m3 one.
For most of the LTPS mission) the insulation heat flux was time-dependent. The fluxes
were integrated with respect to time) and an average flux for several mission subintervals
was defined. Three subintervals were selected to correspond with the sequential mission
phases of"
a. Ground-hold and Initial Launch Phase)
b. Initial Launch Phase to Orbiter Separation) and
c. LTPS Free-Flight.
Insulation designs were varied to develop parametric correlations for each mission
subinterval. The resulting correlations for predicting insulation thermal performance are
presented in the following subsections.
_.2.1 Ground-Hold and Initial La_ch Phases
Thermal math model predictions showed that the steady=state prelaunch heat fluxes were
not significantly altered until several minutes after launch: 2.5 minutes for helium-
purged MLI) and 2.8 minutes for nitrogen-purged MLI. These times correspond to the
points at which heat transfer by gas conduction is reduced) due to depressurization) and
they were taken to represent the end of the initial launch phase. Prelaunch thermal
conditions were therefore assumed to persist over the first 2.5 to 2.8 minutes of the
mission.
Before insulation heat flux could be predicted as a function of thickness) it was necessary
to determine reasonable ranges of thicknesses that would bound the optimum values, In
the case of helium-purged MLI) this determination is relatively simple. Based on
published tank insulation design information) a thickness range of 0.5 to I0 cm was
selected for helium-purged MLI.
For nitrogen-purged MLl/foam insulations however) determination of the proper thickness
range was more complicated. The complication arose from the fact that MLI-foam
interface temperatures were specified) and the thicknesses of foam and MLI that gave the
desired interface temperature were dependent on the outer surface temperature of the
MLI during ground-hold conditions. The MLI outer surface temperature was) in turn)
dependent on the heat transfer conditions between the environment and the MLI surface)
as well as the total insulation system thickness.
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The following text describes how the analysis of pre-launch thermal conditions was used
to determine the appropriate range of thicknesses for MLI]foam insulation thicknesses.
Following this description, insulation heat flux predictions for the prelaunch phase of the
LTPS mission are presented.
MLI/Foam Sizinl_
Nitrogen-purged insulations were designed to enable a specified MLI/foam interface
temperature to be obtained. Three interface temperatures were considered; IRA4, 200, or
24_OK. For a given MLI surface temperature, the total temperature drop across the
insulation system was fixed. The temperature difference across the foam sublayer was
determined by multiplying the total temperature drop by the ratio of the MLI and foam
combination thermal conductance to foam thermal conductance (conductance is defined
as the effective thermal conductivity divided by thickness). The temperature differential
across the foam was added to the tank temperature to determine the interface
temperature for a given MLI surface temperature.
Unlike the enhanced-convection environment, for which the outside surface temperature
of the MLI was equal to 294°K, MLI surface temperatures predicted for natural-
convection environment varied with the type and the amount of insulation. Furthermore,
MLI surface temperatures exhibited a spatial dependency. Colder insulation temperatures
were predicted for the top and bottom of the hydrogen tank and the top of the oxygen
tank.
Figure _-19 shows MLI exterior surface temperature dependency on overall MLl/foam
insulation conductance. These predicted surface temperatures were used to select MLI
and foam thicknesses for the natural-convection prelaunch environments.
Figure t_-20 illustrates the relationship between MLI and foam thicknesses for different
interface temperatures on the hydrogen tanks. It also shows the importance of the
environmental conditions in selecting insulation thicknesses. For example, with natural-
convection and a 2_°K minimum interface temperature, the minimum allowed foam
thickness is about I l cm. This foam thickness corresponds to a zero MLI thickness.
Increasing the foam thickness to 13 cm requires nearly I cm of MLI to be added to
maintain the MLl/foam interface temperature at 244°K. Enhanced-convection prelaunch
environments yield similar relationships between MLI and foam thicknesses (as shown by
the dashed lines in Figure _-20), but much less foam is needed to obtain a given interface
temperature.
Figures 4-21 and _=22 show similar MLI/foam sizing results for the toroidal and ellipsoidal
oxygen tanks.
Heat Flux Correlations
Figure _=23 shows the predicted ground-hold thermal fluxes for helium=purged MLI. This
figure shows the effect of environmental conditions on insulation heat flux. Enhanced=
convection modeling assumed that the temperature drop across the insulation did not
change with insulation thickness. In this case, the heat flux is therefore inversely
proportional to the MLI thickness. This relationship is the reason for the linear
dependence of heat flux on insulation thickness shown in Figure 4-23 for the enhanced
convection environment. Natural-convection modeling yielded a decreasing MLI surface
temperature with a decreasing MLI thickness. As shown in Figure 4-23, the heat flux for
the natural-convection environment was always less than that for the enhanced-
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convection environment. Furthermore, at larger MLI thicknesses (small values of inverse
thickness) the surface temperature approached the 294°K temperature used for the
enhanced-convection case and the heat flux predictions for the two environments became
identical.
Figure 4-24 shows similar predictions for the ground hold heat leak through MLI/foam
insulations. Insulation conductance_ rather than thickness, was used to correlate the heat
flux for these concepts. The insulation conductance was determined by dividing the
product of MLI and foam conductance by their sum.
#.2.2 Initial-Launch Phase to Orbiter Separation
Figures #-II and #-13 showed that ground-hold environments effected MLI performance
until the LTPS and LSS were separated from the Orbiter. During the initial phase of this
transition period, the foam sublayer cooled to within several degrees of the propellant
temperature. After the MLI was evacuated, it also underwent a temperature change from
the ground-hold and initial-launch mission phases.
Propellant heating rates, generated by the TMM(s)) were integrated with respect to time.
The thermal load attributed to foam cooling, if any) was subtracted from the total
integrated heat flux to define the heat leak through the insulation. Dividing by the tank
area and the duration of the transition period (_50 hours) yielded a time-averaged
insulation heat flux. As such) this heat flux included the effects of purge gas
depressurization, changing LTPS environmental heat sources, and MLI capacitance.
Figure 4-25 shows the predicted insulation heat flux for helium-purged MLI designs.
Figure 4-26 shows the insulation fluxes pedicted for the MLl/foam insulation. Correlation
of TMM predictions for the MLI/foam insulations was relatively difficult, due to a wide
range of prelaunch thermal conditions. It was found by trial and error that the average
heat flux could be satisfactorily correlated against itself when divided by the product of
the MLI thickness and a maximum temperature potential. This correlation proved
satisfactory for the MLl/foam insulations subjected to either a natural-convection ground-
hold environment or an enhanced-convection environment.
_.2.3 LTPS Free=Flight
Prelaunch conditions had no effect on predicted insulation heat flux histories after
LTPS/LSS separation from the Orbiter. Furthermore, no differences in predicted fluxes
were observed between foam and no-foam concepts with an equivalent MLI thickness.
Figure 4-27 illustrates the time-averaged heat fluxes for the LTPS free-flight mission
phases.
For the I I hour hold on LEO, there was no significant difference between the hydrogen
and oxygen tank heat fluxes. After initiation of orbit transfer) the average heat flux
became smaller because of reduced albedo and earth-infrared thermal loads. The heat
flux for the hydrogen tank is also seen to be less than that for an oxygen tank with an
equivalent MLI thickness. This relative ordering was caused by the LSS shadowing of the
LTPS.
4.3 PREDICTED TANK PENETRATION HEAT LEAK
Penetration heat leak is attributed to fill, pressurization, vent, and propellant-feed
plumbing lines. Additional penetrations include cables for instrumentation to determine
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the liquid propellant(s) height during the prelaunch mission phase. In this study negligible
heat soak back, through the propellant supply lines) from the LTPS engine was assumed.
This assumption was based on conversations with Pratt and Whitney.
Heat leak through tank penetrations is very dependent on penetration design. For
example, heat leak through the fill line could be greatly reduced if a concentric vent line
could be used. Rather than perform a detailed thermal analysis for the penetrations,
constant heat leaks of 29W and 22W were used for the hydrogen and oxygen tank
penetrations respectively.
#.4 PREDICTED TANK SUPPORT HEAT LEAK
Time-averaged predictions for support strut heat leaks are given in Table 4-3. Table 3-8
of this report summarizes support strut design information.
For each LTPS conceptual design, with the natural convection prelaunch environment9 the
prelaunch support strut heat leak for MLl/foam insulated-tanks was larger than that for
tanks insulated with MLI only. This was due to warmer body shell temperatures that
occurred for MLl/foam insulated tanks. Since the strut heat leak is proportional to the
difference between tank wall temperature and body shell temperature, a higher body shell
temperature therefore resulted in greater strut heat leak. The body shell temperatures
for MLl/foam insulated tanks were greater than those for MLl-only insulated tanks
because the lower thermal conductance of N2-purged MLl/foam reduced the influence of
the cold tank on the equilibrium body shell temperature prior to launch. For the
remainder of the mission, little difference between the predicted strut heat leaks for
various insulation concepts was predicted.
For the enhanced-convection pre-launch environment_ the LTPS body shell temperature
was fixed at 294°K. Predictions of strut heat leak for the enhanced-convection cases
were found to approxirnately equal those of the MLl/loam insulated tanks in a natural
convection environment.
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5.0 OPTIMIZATION
This section describes the analytical study of optimum LTPS propellant tank insulation
design and summarizes study results. The objective of this study was to identify the
insulation types and thicknesses that maximize LTPS payload delivery capability for
package payload densities of 56 kg/m3, 40 kg/m 3 and 2g kg/m 3. Optimum insulation
designs were calculated for each of the 13 design conditions indicated in Table 2-3. Five
insulation concepts were studied. Helium-purged MLI was selected as the state-of-the-art
baseline. The other _ insulations investigated were foam/MLI combinations purged with
nitrogen. Three of the combination insulations consisted of Rohacell 31 foam and MLI.
Foam-thickness-to-MLI-thickness ratios were selected to give foam-MLI interface tem-
perature of 24_OK, 200OK and lggOK during ground hold purging. The fifth insulation
consisted of BX250A foam and MLI with an interface temperature of 200OK.
Two ground hold conditions were studied because it was determined that the assumed
convective environment within the purge enclosure had a significant influence on
insulation thickness and payload mass.
The conditions studied represent the two convective heat transfer extremes that could
occur between the MLI outer layer and the purge enclosure inner surface. In this study
the purge enclosure outer surface was assumed to be held at 294°K during ground hold
operations. For the minimum thermal coupling case, natural convection heat transfer, it
was assumed that the gas in the purge enclosure was stagnant and heat was transferred
from the purge enclosure outer surface to the MLI by radiation and free convection. For
the maximum thermal coupling case, enhanced convection heat transfer, it was assumed
that warm purge gas was circulated in the enclosure and the convective heat transfer
coefficient was large enough to cause the MLI surface temperature to be at 29_°K.
An iterative procedure was used to identify the insulation thickness that maximized LTPS
payload delivery capability. The procedure consisted of the _ following steps which were
repeated until the maximum payload case was found.
aD
b.
C.
d.
Estimate a new insulation thickness by incrementally changing the current value.
Calculate propellant tank heat leak over the entire mission.
Calculate new values of propellant tank volume and wall thickness.
Calculate new values of LTPS mass and length and payload mass and length.
The 3 baseline LTPS conceptual designs described in section 3.5 were used as starting
points for the optimization procedure. A computer program was developed to perform the
LTPS and payload sizing calculations thereby greatly reducing the computational time
required to find the optimum insulation thicknesses. The program was run interactively
with the user estimating new values of insulation thickness and the program resRonding
with predicted payload mass. For the highest density payload case (56 kg/m3), the
optimization of LTPS payload essentially involved a trade between insulation mass and the
combined masses of vented propellant and tankage. In this case, orbiter payload launch
mass was the prime constraint. For lower density payloads9 the principal constraint was
orbiter cargo bay length_ and the LTPS payload capability was influenced primarily by
insulation thickness and tank length.
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The insulation optimization study lead to the following significant results:
a. LTP5 payload mass was increased by as much as 184 kg (406 Ibm) by replacing He-
purged ML[ with N2-purged MLI/foam combinations when enhanced convection was
maintained in the purge enclosure.
b. For He-purged MLI cases) the natural-convection purge enclosure environment
resulted in the largest LTPS payload masses.
C* For N2-purged MLI/foam combinations) the warm=gas) forced convection condition
in the purge enclosure during ground hold resulted in the largest LTPS payload
masses.
do From the standpoint of maximum payload capability) the best foam/MLI interface
temperature was 144OK, However) the loss in payload mass in going from 144OK to
244OK was only a maximum of 42 kg (93 Ibm).
The following sections describe the details of the insulation optimization study. Ground-
rules and assumptions adopted to simplify the LTPS payload sizing calculations and focus
the scope of the study are summarized. The general optimization approach is described
and the computer program used to predict size and mass characteristics of LTPS and
payload combinations is discussed. Parametric LTPS design data and algorithms contained
in the program are described in detail. In the final section optimization study results are
presented and discussed.
5.1 OPTIMIZATION GROUNDRULES AND ASSUMPTIONS
Groundrules and assumptions were established at the beginning of the LTPS insulation
optimization study to define the scope of the effort and simplify the problem to a
tractable form. The following groundrules were established to define the optimization
study"
a. The mission timeline presented in Table 3-3 applied to all LTPS vehicles.
b. Shuttle payload mass capability was 29,478 kg (65,000 Ibm) at liftoff for all
missions.
C. Shuttle cargo bay length available for the combined LTPS/ASC/payload was 16.95m
(55.6 ft) for all missions.
do
e.
Propellant oxidizer-to-fuel ratio was 6-'1 with a specific impulse of 4560 N-sec/kg
(q65 sec). Engine thrust level was 2225N (500 lbf) for all vehicles,
Three LTPS packaged payload densities were considered; 56 kg/m 3, t_0 kg/m 3 and
24 kg/m 3.
f. Two insulation types were investigated. These were, He-purged MLI and N2-purged
MLI/foam.
gt
For MLl/foam combinations, three MLl-foam interface temperatures during ground-
hold purging were considered; 244°K, 200°K and 144°K.
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h. Two foam materials_ Rohacell 31 and BX250A were investigated with Rohacell 31
being the baseline material for which the majority of the designs were developed.
BX250A was used in one design for the purpose of comparison with the payload
performance derived with RohaceU 31.
i. Two thermal environments in the purge enclosure during ground-hold operations
were considered, These environments were:
I.
2.
Natural convection9 and
Enhanced convection in which the outer layer of the MLI was maintained at
294OK.
A number of simplifying assumptions were made to reduce the complexity of the
insulation optimization problem. These assumptions dealt with second and third order
effects which) it was felt) would not significantly impact the results of the analysis)
either in terms of insulation thicknesses or the relative ranking of insulation concepts.
The following assumptions were made in the development of the insulation parametric
data and the computerized LTPS sizing models:
a. Heat flux through a given thickness of tank insulation was dependent only upon
mission time and the basic LTPS shape. Therefore, the fluxes calculated for each of
the baseline LTPS vehicles were assumed to be independent of LTPS tank size
perturbations on these basic designs.
b, Tank heat leak through support struts and insulation penetrations (fill lines9 vent
lines_ drain lines_ etc.) was independent of tank size and mass perturbations. These
heat leaks were assumed to be equal to the values discussed in section 4._ of this
report for the basline LTPS vehicles.
C. All heat leak was absorbed by liquid boiling. Except for tank lock=up during STS
ascent) all vapor generated by boiling was vented directly overboard.
d. The effect of propellant conditioning and pressurization on the mass of vented
propellant was assumed to be identical for all LTPS designs analyzed. Hence the
pressurization system was not modeled.
e, For a given LTPS9 the optimum LH 2 and LO 2 tank insulation designs were assumed
to be independent. Hence the two tank insulations were optimized separately for
maximum LTPS payload.
f. Auxiliary propellant consumption was assumed to be equal to the baseline LTPS
values for all vehicle size perturbations about the baseline.
gJ All LTPS vehicles were assumed to have the same V requirement for LEO to GEO
transfer and for GEO to disposal orbit. Orbit transfer parameters summarized in
Table 3-4 were used to calculate mass ratios which were assumed to be the same for
all vehicles.
h. ASE mass did not change with perturbations in baseline LTPS size and mass.
i. Insulation mass per unit volume was assumed to be constant for all vehicle
configurations.
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The mass of propellant conditioning, acquisition and servicing (fill and drain)
hardware was assumed to be constant for all vehicle size perturbations about the
baseline LTPS designs.
The total tank heat leaks over the LTPS mission were assumed to be constant over
three phases of the mission." 1) ground hold and initial ascent, 2) initial ascent
through separation from the orbiter and 3) free flight to disposal orbit insertion.
These average heat leaks were calculated for each tank shape (cylindrical,
ellipsoidal and toroidal) from LTPS thermal math model predictions.
No accounting was made for the effect of tank pressurant on propellant boil-off.
A propellant loading uncertainty penalty of 0.5% was assumed for both LH 2 and LO 2
tanks.
Propellant tank self-pressurization during the 90 second lock-up period following
liftoff was based on Centaur tank pressurization measurements (see Appendix E).
Propellant losses due to engine starting and stopping were constant for all cases
studied.
p. Tank volume occupied by baffles, acquisition systems, pressurant systems etc., was
assumed to be zero.
5.2 OPTIMIZATION APPROACH
This section describes the approach that was taken to identify the best insulation concepts
for LTPS vehicles designed for the 3 packaged payload densities. Delivered payload mass
to GEO was selected as the quantitative measure for comparing the benefit of each
insulation candidate considered.
The principal independent variables for each insulation type (He = purged MLI, N2-purged
MLI/Rohacell 31 foam and N2-purged MLI/BX250A foam) investigated, were insulation
thickness and tank percent ullage volume. In the case of MLI/foam combinations, foam
thickness rather than combined MLl/foam thickness, was used as the independent variable.
The reason for this approach, as will be shown in section 5.7 was that for each MLI/foam
interface temperature selected, a large range of combinations of foam and MLI
thicknesses were possible.
A sizing model was developed to predict the mass and length of LTPS vehicles and to
calculate payload mass. This model, which was computerized to minimize computation
time, used the three baseline LTPS vehicles described in section 3.5 as starting points for
vehicle sizing. The model contained parametric information and equations relating
insulation thickness to insulation mass and to tank heat leak for all mission phases. It also
contained information relating insulation thickness and tank percent ullage volume to tank
mass and effective liquid propellant density. Details of the parametric LTPS sizing data
developed for the model are described in section 5.4.
Inputs to the interactive computerized vehicle sizing model included: 1) pa},load packaged
density, type of purge gas, type of foam insulation, insulation thickness (either MLI, or
foam if the MLI was N2-purged), MLI/foam interface temperature, and propellant tank
percent ullage volume. The model interactively sized a new LTPS, starting with the
appropriate baseline design (as determined by payload packaged density). Payload mass
1OO
was calculated and printed out at a user keyboard terminal. The user then was given the
option of either changing insulation thickness or percent ullage volume, or inputting a
completely new set of variables.
A procedure was developed to rapidly converge on the optimal value of insulation
thickness and percent ullage volume. Starting with the appropriate baseline LTPS, an
incremental change in the independent variables (IV)) either insulation thickness or
percent ullage volume) was made and the sign of the partial derivative of MPL/IV was
determined by predicting a new payload mass) MPL. Once the sign of the partial
derivative was established, new values of the independent variable could be selected to
increase payload mass. The value of the independent variable was incrementally changed
until the new value of payload mass was less than the previously calculated value. This
condition identified the general location of the optimum LTPS design. A prediction-
correction technique was then used to converge on the optimum design.
5.3 LTPS SIZh_IG MODEL
The computer programs developed to size L TPS/payload combinations are described in
this section. The programs were used to identify the insulation designs that maximized
LTPS payload delivery capability. Principal program inputs were insulation thickness,
insulation type (He-purged MLI or N2-purged MLI/foam combinations) and tank percent
ullage volume. The programs calculated LTPS and payload length and mass.
Two versions of the program were written (Appendix C). In one, entitled TRADE) it was
assumed natural convection occurred in the purge enclosure during ground hold operation.
In the other program, TRADE2, it was assumed that enhanced convection of warm purge
gas in the purge enclosure maintained the outer layer of MLI at 294°K.
The following subsections describe the computer models. The description is presented in
three parts. First, the primary independent and dependent variables of the models are
described. Program logic flow is briefly summarized in the second subsection. Finally,
computational algorithms and parametric design data used in the programs are described.
5.3.1 Model Variables
Model variables consisted of: I) the independent variables which were computer program
inputs) 2) assigned values which were assumed to be invariant for the range of independent
variables considered; and 3) dependent variables, which were calculated by program
algorithms) as either final output or values used internally in intermediate computational
steps.
Independent variables assigned by the user were the following:
Independent
Variable
Name
PLDEN
Variable
Description
Payload density, either 56, 40, or 24 kg/m 3.
TYPET Type of tank for which the insulation is to be
sized. Either LH 2 or LO 2 is specified.
I01
QTYPEG MLI purge gas. Either helium or nitrogen is
specified. If helium is specified) the insulation
type is MLI only. If nitrogen is specified, the
insulation type is an MLI/foam combination.
DELM MLI thickness for helium purged insulation
cases.
TYPEF Foam material. Either Rohacell 31 or
BX 250A is specified.
DELF Foam thickness for those cases which nitrogen
purged MLI is specified.
TIM Interface temperature between foam and MLI
during MLI purging. Used only when nitrogen-
purged MLI is specified.
$4 Percent ullage volume at T-4 minutes (4
minutes before tank lock-up and launch).
These 8 independent variables provided the information needed by the computer program
to size each LTPS and determine its maximum payload mass and length.
LTPS sizing variables which were determined to have a weak influence on the optimum
insulation thickness) were assigned nominal values. These values were held constant for
all stage and payload sizing calculations. The following summary lists the variables that
were held constant and gives the assigned value of each.
I)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
t0)
ii)
12)
13)
14)
15)
Variable Name
BX250A foam density
Rohacell 31 foam density
Heat leak to hydrogen tanks
through insulation penetrations
(excluding support struts)
Heat leak to oxygen tanks
through insulation penetrations
(excluding support struts).
Density of liquid hydrogen
Density of hydrogen vapor
Density of liquid oxygen
Density of oxygen vapor
Heat of vaporization of liquid hydrogen
Heat of vaporization of liquid oxygen
Density of MLI
Mass of hydrogen lost due to engine
starting and stopping over the 8 perigee
burn mission, and orbit circularization
Mass of oxygen lost due to engine starting
and stopping over mission
LTPS body shell weight per foot of length
Maximum payload packaged diameter
Assigned
36.85 kg/m 3 (2.3 Ibm/ft 3)
30.44 kg/m 3 (1.9 Ibmlft 3)
29W (I00 BTUIhr)
22W (74 BTU/hr)
70 kg/m 3 (4.3693 Ibm/It 3)
1.61 kg/m 3 (0.1004 lbm/ft 3)
1131.5 kg/m 3 (70.633 lbm/ft 3)
5.39 kg/m 3 (0.3365 lbm/ft 3)
435.0 KS/kg (187 BTU/Ibm)
209.4 K3/kg, (90 BTU/Ibm)
35.08 kg/m _ (2.19 Ibm/it 3)
4.55 kg (10.0 ibm)
28.64 kg (63.0 Ibm)
39.2 kg/m (26.3 lbm/ft)
4.48m (i4.7 ft)
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16)
17)
18)
Maximum length of the LTPS, ASE and
packaged payload
Space shuttle maximum payload mass,
including ASE, LTPS and payload.
Weight of auxiliary propellants (RCS)
16.95m (55.6 ft)
29,478 kg (65,000 Ibm)
51.36 kg (113 Ibm)
Dependent variables calculated by the program, and accessible to the user through
program output, are summarized in Table 5-1. The two principal dependent variables for
MLI and MLI/foam insulation optimization are 1) payload mass and; 2) payload length.
The other dependent variables are used in LTPS sizing calculations to determine LTPS
mass and overall length.
These assumptions simplified the sizing model and reduced computation time and cost. In
some instances assumptions were adopted to bound the solution when exact design
information was unavailable. This was the case in the definition of the ground-hold purge
enclosure environment. In other cases, simplifying assumptions were made to eliminate
from consideration design variables that had minimal influence on LTPS and payload
sizing. The elimination of second and third order effects was justified by the lack of
detailed design information available for the baseline LTPS configuration.
5.3.2 Computer Model Logic Flow
The computer program developed to identify the MLI/foam and MLI-only insulation
systems that optimized LTPS payload mass consisted of a main routine and 11 subroutines.
The program was written to operate interactively, prompting the user for input data and
writing out intermediate and final results to assist the user in making input decisions.
A logic flow diagram of the main routine is shown in Figure 5=1, Input information is
provided to the routine through 5 sets of data. Payload density (either 56, #0, or 24
kg/m 3) is specified by the user, as are the tank type, ullage volume and purge gas type (He
or N2). If N 2 is specified, the routine requests values for MLI/foam interface
temperature, foam type and foam thickness. If He is specified as the purge gas, the
routine requests a value for MLI thickness. For N2-purged MLI/foam combinations, the
routine calculates the thickness of MLI required to maintain the specified MLI/foam
interface temperature during ground hold. Once the insulation thicknesses are estab-
lished, the routine calls subroutines GRFLX, TRFLX and SPFLX. These subroutines
calculate the average heat leak through the tank insulation during ground hold operations
and initial ascent (GRFLX), initial ascent through LTPS/orbiter separation (TRFLX), and
orbiter separation through disposal orbit insertion (SPFLX).
After calculating heat fluxes, the main routine then iteratively sizes an LTPS for the
given input conditions and calculates its payload capacity. The starting point for all LTPS
sizing is one of the three baseline conceptual designs described in section 3.5 for packaged
payload densities of 56, g0 and 24 kg/m 3. Mass property data, tank sizes, payload mass
and stage length (including ASE) are stored for each of these designs. These values are
used by the routine as the first guess at LTPS mass, size and payload characteristics.
Details of the LTPS sizing routine are shown in the Figure 5-2 flow chart. Heat leaks for
the particular insulation design under consideration are used to calculate new values for
vent losses and propellant loading density. Tanks are then resized and weighed and new
values calculated for propellant mass, insulation mass and body shell mass. Once new
estimates of LTPS mass and length are calculated, the routine then predicts payload mass.
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Dependent
Variable
Name
DELM
GFLX
TFLX
SF LXOT
QSTRH1 & QSTRO1
QSTRH2 & QSTRO2
QSTRH3 & QSTRO3
WHPN & WOPN
WH4N & WO4N
WH5N & WO5N
WHBI & WOBI
WHIMP & WOIMP
WHAI & WOAI
WHRES & WORES
WHLU & WOLU
VHTN & VOTN
THINS & TONIS
AHTM & AOTN
HHTN & HOTN
PLMASS
MASE
WBO
WBOP
WINS
WBS
HTW & OTW
PVO L
SLN
Dependent Variable Description
MLI thickness for N2-purged cases
Heat flux through insulation during gound hold
Average heat flux through insulation from launch to orbiter separation
Heat flux through insulation from orbiter separation to LTPS disposal
Heat leak through hydrogen and oxygen tank support struts respectively during
ground hold
Heat leak through hydrogen and oxygen tank support struts respectively from
ascent to orbiter separation
Heat leak through hydrogen and oxygen tank support struts respectively from
orbiter separation to LTPS disposal
Hydrogen and oxygen loading (liquid) at T-4 minutes
Hydrogen and oxygen boil-off from T-4 to 3"--0 minutes
Additional LH 2 and LO 2 boiled off during 5 minute contingency hold between T-4
and T=0 minutes
LH 2 and LO 2 vented prior to first LTPS motor burn
LH 2 and LO 2 burned during transfer and disposal
LH 2 and LO 2 vented during transfer
LH 2 and LO 2 residuals
LH 2 and LO 2 loading uncertainty
LH 2 and LO 2 tank volumes
LH 2 and LO 2 tank insulation thicknesses
LH 2 and LO 2 tank surface areas
LH 2 and LO 2 tank lengths
Payload mass
ASE mass
LTPS burnout mass
LTPS inert mass exclusive of tanks, insulation, and body shell
Tank insulation mass
LTPS body shell mass
LH 2 and LO 2 tank mass
Payload volume
Orbiter cargo bay length required for LTPS and ASE
Table 5- I: L TPS Sizing Mode/Dependent Variables
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I
INPUT:
• PAYLOAD DENSITY
• TANK TYPE (LH 2 OR LO2)
• PURGE GAS TYPE (He OR N2)
._ INPUT: I• ULLAGE VOLUME
I INPUT: I• MLI THICKNESS
INPUT:
• FOAM TYPE
• FOAM THICKNESS
.._._(
NO
START
YES
p
CALCULATE MLI ITHICKNESS
PREDICT TANK
HEAT LEAKS FOR
3 MISSION PHASES
I
I
I_
ASSESS LTPS PAYLOAD
CAPACITY
STOP
INPUT:
• MLI/FOAM
• INTERFACETEMP
I
!------I_ SEE FIGURE
I 5-2 FOR
D ETA I LS
I
Figure 5-1: Insulation Optimization Mode/Logic Flow
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A convergence check, comparing currently predicted payload mass with the value
calculated in the previous iteration, is made. If the convergence criterion is not satisfied,
a new iteration is entered.
Listings of two versions of the LTPS sizing model are provided in Appendix F. The first
version, TRADE, was developed with the assumption that a natural convection thermal
environment existed in the purge enclosure during ground hold conditions. In the second
version, TRADE2, it was assumed that enhanced convection existed in the purge enclosure
and the MLI outer layer was maintained at 29/4OK (70OF) during insulation purge.
5.3.3 Algorithms and Calculation Details
LTPS parametric design and thermal performance data was incorporated into the TRADE
and TRADE2 sizing programs. The following table shows where each set of parametric
data resides in the programs and refers to the figure number in this report where the data
is presented graphically. The parametric design data is discussed in section 5.4.
Data Description Subroutine Name
Reference
Figure No.
MLI thickness as a function of foam thick- THMIN /4-20,
ness for MLI/foam interface temperatures /4-21
of 2/4/4OK (-20o1=), 200OK (-100OF) and and
144OK (- 200OF). /4-22
Heat flux through He-purged MLI during
ground hold as a function of inverse MLI
thickness.
GRFLX /4-23
Heat flux through N2-purged MIL during
ground hold as a function of effective con-
ductance through MLI and foam.
GRFLX /4-24
Time-averaged heat flux through helium
purged MLI from ascent through
Orbiter/LTPS separation as a function of
inverse MLI thickness.
TRFLX 4-25
Time-averaged heat flux through N2-purged
MLl/foam from ascent through
Orbiter/LTPS separation as a function of
effective insulation conductance per unit
thickness of MLI.
TRFLX 4-26
Time-averaged heat flux through He-purged
MLI and N2-purged VILI/foam from
Orbiter/LTPS separation through disposal
orbit insertion as a function of inverse MLI
thickness.
SPFLX 0-27
Tank mass as a function of tank volume. WTANK 5-/4
Tank mass as a function of tank pressure. WTANK 5-3
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Propellant effective liquid density as a
function of percent ullage volume and tank
heat leak during ground hold,
REDDEN 5-5&5-6
Tank pressure after 90 second lockup as a
function of heat leak and percent ullage
volume.
ROUTINE IN
MAIN PROGRAM
5-7&5-8
Mass ratios for the 8=burn LEO to GEO orbit transfer described in Section 3.2 and for the
insertion of the LTPS into disposal orbit were assumed to be constants for all LTPS
designs analyzed by TRADE and TRADE2. The following mass ratio values were used in
the programs:
Mass of LTPS & Payload prior to first engine burn - 2.823
Mass of LTPS & Payload after circularization burn
Mass of LTPS prior to transfer to disposal orbit
Mass of LTPS after insertion into disposal orbit
= 1.0229
These ratios were based on the results of vehicle performance calculations for a specific
impulse of #560 N=sec/kg.
The TRADE and TRADE2 programs employed the following expressions to calculate LTPS
and payload mass.
LTPS ORBITER LIFT-OFF INERT
PAYLOAD = PAYLOAD = ASE MASS - PROPELLANT - MASS
MASS 1 MASS LIMIT MASS
LTPS =PAYLOAD x (AVAILABLE ORBITER - LTPS )PAYLOD DENSITY CARGO BAY VOLUME VOLUME
MASS 2
where:
ORBITER
PAYLOAD
MASS
29478 kg (65,000 Ibm)
ASE MASS 2536 kg (5592 Ibm) for tandem ellipsoidal tank LTPS and 2548 kg
(5618 Ibm) for toroidal LO 2 tank LTPS
LIFT=OFF
PROPELLANT
MASS
= MAIN IMPULSE
PROPELLANTS
+ START/STOP
LOSSES
+ VENT + PROPELLANT+ 5=MINUTE
LOSSES LOADING CONTINGENCY
UNCERTAINTY GROUND HOLD
PENALTY PENALTY
INERT
MASS
TANK + INSULATION+ BODY
MASS MASS SHELL
MASS
MISC STRUCTURE
& EQUIPMENT
MASS
AVAILABLE = 16.9 m (55.6 It)
ll0
ORBITER
CARGOBAY
LENGTH
LTPSLENGTH = LH2TANK+ LO2TANK
LENGTH LENGTH
+ 2xLH 2TANK+ 2xLO 2TANK+ FIXED
INSULATION INSULATION REFERENCE
THICKNESS THICKNESS LENGTH
The programs compared the two values of payload mass and selected the smaller of the
two as the correct value. If:
LTPS LTPS
PAYLOAD _ PAYLOAD
MASS I MASS 2
then the LTPS payload mass was limited by the Orbiter payload mass capability. On the
other hand, if:
LTPS LTPS
PAYLOAD _ PAYLOAD
MASS 2 MASS I
then the LTPS payload mass was limited by the length of the Orbiter cargo bay available
volume.
5._ LTPS DESIGN PARAMETRICS
Insulation design was found to affect LTPS mass and length (and therefore payload mass)
in the following manner"
a. Insulation design influences the heat leak into propellant tanks and therefore
impacts:
Ii
2.
3.
4.
propellant vent loss,
effective liquid density of the propellant due to vapor bubbles,
peak tank pressure due to self pressurization during vent valve lock-up_
tank volume (and length for maximum diameter tanks) and tank mass.
bl Insulation design impacts the inert mass of the LTPS. The greater the insulation
thickness and density_ the greater the inert mass.
Co Insulation thickness affects the LTPS overall length, and therefore impacts payload
mass for volume-limited cargos.
do Insulation thickness affects LTPS body shell mass directly by influencing insulated
tank overall length and indirectly by influencing tank pressure shell length due to
the effect of heat leak on tank volume.
III
The relationship between insulation design and the variables affecting LTPS mass and
length were developed and expressed in mathematical terms. These mathematical
relationships provided the parametric data that was used to predict the influence of
insulation design variables on LTPS payload mass and identifying optimum insulation
concepts.
This section describes the parametric design data that was developed for the LTPS sizing
model. The model itself is described in the previous section (5.3 LTPS Sizing Model). The
following specific sets of parametric information are discussed:
a. Insulation parametrics including;
I.
2.
3.
the relationship between foam thickness and MLI thickness for constant values
of MLI/foam interface temperature,
the relationship between insulation design and heat leak through the insulation,
and
insulation mass as a function of thickness and insulation type.
bo Propellant tank parametrics, including the effect of volume on tank mass and the
effect of peak pressure differential (between the inside of the tank and outside) on
tank mass.
c. The influence of heat leak on effective liquid density during ground hold conditions.
do The effect of ullage volume and heat leak on tank peak pressure due to self-
pressurization during vent valve lock-up.
e. The effect of tank length and insulation thickness on structural mass.
5._.1 Insulation Parametrics
For the case of MLl/foam insulations, an infinite number of foam thicknesses are possible
for each interface temperature. However, for any value of foam thickness, there exists
only one corresponding value of MLI thickness that will give a selected interface
temperature.
The assumed heat transfer environment between the outer layer of MLI and the outside of
the purge enclosure (the LTPS body shell in this case) affects the relationship between
MLI and foam thickness. For a given value of foam thickness, the greater the thermal
coupling between MLI and LTPS body shell, the greater the MLI thickness required to
maintain a specified interface temperature. The relationships between MLI thickness and
foam thickness were determined by mathematically modeling the heat transport through
MLl/foam insulations as described in section 4.3 of this report. The result of this
analytical effort was a set of linear functions relating MLI thickness and foam thickness.
These relationships are shown graphically in Figures 4-20, 4-21 and 4-22. The solid lines
denote a natural convection environment within the purge enclosure and the dashed lines
represent an enhanced convection environment in which the MLI outer layer was assumed
to be maintained at 294°K. The data in these charts were used in the LTPS sizing model
to calculate MLI thickness for specified values of foam thickness and interface
temperature.
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One of the primary results of the initial LTPS thermal analysis, performed under Task I,
was the fact that insulation heat leak during all mission phases (ground-hold as well as in-
space) played a major role in sizing the LTPS.
Insulation heat leak affected payload mass through its effect on. I) propellant vent loss, 2)
tank volume, wall thickness and mass, and 3) effective liquid density at the conclusion of
tank fill. Since there were to be a large number of LTPS conceptual designs to be
analyzed in the evaluation of optimum insulation combinations) it was necessary to
develop parametric data relating insulation characteristics to heat leak. This parametric
data was required because the cost of performing a full mission thermal analysis for each
LTPS design considered in the insulation optimization process, would have been
prohibitive.
Parametric insulation performance data was developed from the thermal analyses
performed on the 3 baseline LTPS vehicles as discussed in section 4.4. These analyses
predicted the LH2 and LO2 heat leaks from beginning of mission (ground-hold operations)
through LTPS injection into disposal orbit for a range of insulation thicknesses. Time-
averaged tank insulation heat fluxes were calculated from predicted heat leak timelines
(see Figures 4-11 and _-13).
This calculation was accomplished by first subtracting strut and penetration heat leaks
from the total tank heat leak to obtain the heat leak attributable to the insulation system.
The insulation heat leak was then time-averaged over 3 mission phases and the average
values divided by tank surface area to arrive at average fluxes. The 3 mission phases over
which average heat flux values were calculated were as follows.
a.
b.
C.
Ground hold through MLI evacuation
MLI evacuation through LTPS/Orbiter separation
LTPS/Orbiter separation through disposal orbit injection.
Time-average tank insulation heat fluxes for the baseline LTPS vehicles were converted
into parametric insulation performance data by correlating the predicted average heat
fluxes with insulation conductance parameters. Figures 4-23 through 4-27 summarize the
insulation performance curves that were developed for the LTPS sizing model. Figure
4-23 shows the relationship between insulation heat leak during ground-hold MLI purging
and the reciprocal o[ MLI thickness for He-purged MLI. The reciprocal of MLI thickness
is proportional to the effective conductance of purged _ILI (KMLI). That is,
l ( , )
-- = KML I
_MLI kcond + krad
where
KMLI=
MLI =
kcond =
krad =
effective thermal conductance per unit area of MLI - W/cm2-°K
thickness of MLI -- cm
effective thermal conductivity of purged MLI due to conduction heat
transfer -- W/cm-OK
effective radiation conductivity of purged MLI - W/cm-OK
In the case of the natural convection boundary condition at the outer surface of the MLI,
the heat leak is dependent on tank shape as well as tank type (i.e., LH2 or LO2). This
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dependency on tank shape is due to the fact that the magnitude of the natural convection
heat transfer coefficient at the MLI outer surface is dependent on the orientation of the
surface (i.e., vertical, downward-facing or upward-facing). For the enhanced convection
environment condition, this dependency did not exist since it was assumed that the MLI
outer layer was uniformly maintained at 294OK. Heat leak fluxes ranged from I00 to 600
W/m 2 for the He-purged MLI designs considered in the subject analysis.
Figure _-24 shows the relationship between insulation heat flux and the overall effective
insulation conductance for N2-purged MLl/foam combinations. Heat leak fluxes ranged
from 50 to 300 W/m 2. The fact that heat leak fluxes through MLl/foam combinations
were generally less than half that of MLI-only, for equal insulation thicknesses, was due
almost entirely to the fact that the thermal conductivity of N2 is less than one-fifth that
of He.
Figures 4-25 and 4-26 show predicted insulation heat leak flux during the mission phase
extending from MLI evacuation through LTPS Orbiter separation. For the case of He-
purged MLI systems it was found that predicted time-averaged heat fluxes correlated with
the reciprocal of MLI thickness. However, for MLI/foam combinations, it was found that
the stored thermal energy of the MLI and foam (as typified by the temperature gradients
through each) prior to launch, played a significant role in the insulation heat leak flux
during this transition period. Hence, as shown in Figure 4-26, it was found that predicted
heat fluxes through N2-purged MLI/foam insulation could best be correlated by the
nonexplicit expression:
Heat flux = f(Heat flux)
_X4LI (TExternal MLI -TTank)
In order to calculate insulation heat flux from the curves in Figure 4=26, it was necessary
to solve iteratively by trial and error.
During the third mission phase, there was little change in the predicted thermal gradients
through either the MLI or MLI/foam insulation. In this phase, from LTPS/Orbiter
separation through disposal orbit injection, the heat leak was controlled almost totally by
the MLI performance. This predominance of the MLI was due to the fact that the thermal
resistance through evacuated MLI was much greater than the resistance through a
comparable thickness of foam. Therefore, as shown in Figure #-27, it was found that for
both MLI-only and MLl/foam insulations, heat leaks correlated with the reciprocal of MLI
thickness.
The relationship between insulation mass and insulation thickness was assumed to be
expressed as:
Insulation Mass = Tank Surface Area x (foam thickness x foam density + MLI
thickness x MLI density)
This expression ignores the fact that insulation surface area increass with thickness.
However, for the range of insulation thickness considered (0 to 12 cm) this simplification
introduced a negligible error into the mass calculation.
It4
5.4.2 Propellant Tank Parametrics
A parametric study was conducted to determine the dependence of cryogenic tank weight
upon design internal pressures. Such weights were required for their contributions to
mass-limited payload determination and for pressure-volume trades needed to optimize
tank sizing for tank locsidered (0 to 12 crn) this simplificatiok-up pressure rises.
The OTV (Reference I) LH 2 and LO 2 tank designs were used as baselines in the
development of weight-pressure relationships. The reference identified weights of the
tank membranes, weld lands and tolerances, manhole and local beef-ups and support
structure. The support structure weights were further broken down to the contributions
from the main support ring, struts, strut brackets and pins, and the thrust ring for the LO 2
tank. For the purpose of parametric pressure sizing) two basic groundrules were adopted"
at Weight versus pressure is linear for tank membranes, weld lands, manhole, and local
beef-up components.
bo Weight of the support structure varies linearly with the change in the total loaded
tank weight, as influenced by variation from (a) above.
The results of the parametric tank weight versus pressure study are shown in Figure 5-3.
This figure shows that the mass of both LO 2 and LH 2 tanks are independent of pressure
until the wall thickness required for strength exceeds minimum gage. Beyond the
transition region, mass increases linearly with pressure.
Figure 5-4 shows the relationship between tank mass and volume that was used in the
TRADE and TRADE 2 LTPS sizing programs. Values of mass and volume for the
reference LO 2 and LH 2 tanks are given. Note that the dashed line represents both
toroidal and ellipsoidal LO 2 tanks.
5._.3 Propellant Density
The effective density of the loaded propellant during ground hold operation is dependent
on the heat flux through the tank walls. The presence of vapor bubbles at the tank walls,
as well as those rising through the liquid, in effect decrease the density of the propellant
in the tank. As the heat flux to the tank increases, the total volume of bubbles formed at
the wall, and rising through the liquid, increases. Therefore, the effective density of the
tanked liquid propellant, which decreases with increasing heat flux, can be expressed as:
Effective
liquid density = (vapor bubble volume x vapor density ÷ liquid volume x liquid density)
total volume
The impact of decreased effective density on LTPS mass and size is to increase tank
volume (and length and mass) for a given liquid propellant mass loading requirement.
In calculating the effect of ground hold heat leak (through insulation, tank support struts
and other insulation penetrations) on propellant effective liquid density, it was assumed
that the liquid and vapor phases were in thermodynamic equilibrium at saturation
conditions. Hence all the heat leak through the tank walls was assumed to vaporize liquid.
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Vapor bubble size and terminal velocity in the liquid were calculated by the methods
described in Appendix D. Terminal velocity and average rise distance were used to
calculate average residence time of vapor bubbles in the propellant liquid phase for the 3
baseline LTPS tank designs decribed in section 3.5 of this report. Rise distance was
dependent on tank shape and ullage volume. Therefore, the rise distance in the shorter
toroidal tanks was less than the rise distance in ellipsoidal dome tanks of equal volume.
For a given tank configuration, rise distance decreased with increasing ullage volume.
Since bubble residence time was directly proportional to rise distance) the effective
propellant density, for a given heat leak value, was greater in short tanks than in long
tanks and increased with increasing ullage volume.
Figures 5-5 and 5-6 show typical sets of parametric data that were developed to relate
effective propellant density to ground hold heat flux and percent ullage volume. These
charts are for the ellipsoidal dome LH 2 and LO 2 tanks of the baseline Task II LTPS shown
in Figure 3-7. The heat flux in these charts is the total ground-hold heat leak to the
propellant, including contribution of the insulation) struts and other insulation penetra-
tions) divided by the total surface area of the tank.
5.#.# Self Pressurization
As described in the section 3.2.3 discussion of the selected mission timeline, it was
assumed the LTPS propellant tanks were not allowed to vent during the first 90 seconds of
launch. This restriction would be imposed for safety reasons. After 90 seconds it was
assumed that sufficient altitudes would be reached that venting overboard could be
resumed. During the period of no venting the pressure in the propellant tanks would rise.
This tank self-pressurization is caused by continued boiling of the propellant after vent-
valve lock-up at launch. The resultant pressure rise can, under certain circumstances,
determine the peak design pressure of the tank. This circumstance occurs if the pressure
at the end of lock=up exceeds the normal vent valve opening pressure.
The pressure rise during lock-up depends upon the magnitude of the heat leak into the
tank, the mass of liquid in the tank, the percent ullage volume and the thermodynamic
state ol the liquid and vapor phases.
A simplified approach was taken in relating tank pressure rise to heat leak and percent
ullage volume. The details of the analysis are described in Appendix E. In essence) for
the purpose of sizing tank wall thickness, it was assumed that the correlations between
pressure rise rate and percent ullage volume and heat leak described in References 17 and
18 were valid for the LTPS. Centaur tank self pressurization measurements made during
actual launches were used to determine the correlation constant.
Figures 5-7 and 5=8 show typical parametric data that were developed to relate tank peak
pressure to heat leak during the first 90 seconds after launch and percent ullage volume.
These charts are for the LH 2 and LO 2 tanks ol the baseline LTPS shown in Figure 3-7.
Similar sets of data were developed for the other two baseline LTPS vehicles.
5._.5 Structural Mass
Structural mass (i.e., the LTPS body shell and other load carrying structure) is dependent
on tank volume and insulation thickness. As the insulation thickness increases and the
tank volumes increase (in the case of maximum diameter tanks) the LTPS structure must
increase in length accordingly. For the purpose of developing parametric structure mass
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data, it was assumed that each LTPS baseline vehicle had a characteristic length that was
invarient as the tank volume and insulation thickness changed. This characteristic length
included the following elements-
a. Clearance between the LH 2 tank forward dome and the payload interface ring.
b. Clearance between the LH 2 tank aft dome and the LO 2 tank.
Co Engine and thrust structure between the engine gimba[ and LO 2 tank aft dome (for
the tandem eliipsoidal tank LTPS shown in Figure 3-7). For the toroidaI LO 2 tank
baseline LTPS vehicles (Figures 3-8 and 3-9) this length element consisted of a
standard distance between the exit plane of the engine nozzle and the aft surface of
the toroidal tank.
do Clearance between the nozzle exit plane and the aft bulkhead of the Orbiter cargo
bay.
The assumed invarient characteristic lengths for the baseline vehicles and all size
perturbations about them were as follows:
LTPS PAYLOAD
PACKAGED DENSITY
ASSUMED
INVARIENT LTPS
LENGTH ELEMENT
56 (kg/m3) t5_,.7 cm
_0 (kg/mJ) 18_,._ cm
2# (kg/m -_) 168.4 cm
In addition to the above invarient dimensions, the LTPS overall length included the axial
dimensions of each tank and twice the insulation thickness on each tank. Thus the overall
stage length was expressed as:
Overall Invarient LH 2 LO 2 LH2Tank LO 2 Tank
LTPS = Length + Tank + Tank + 2 x Insulation +2 x Insulation
Length Including Length Length Thickness Thickness
Engines, etc
Structural mass was related to changes in LTPS overall length caused by dimensional
changes in the tanks and insulation. The governing expression that was developed for this
relationship was
Structural Mass =
(not including tanks)
MIN V + A x (LH2 + LO2 + 2 x (IH2 + Io2))
where
MINV The portion of the total structural mass that is assumed
invarient with changes in tank length and insulation thickness
A Structural mass per unit length of LTPS body shell (excluding
avionics ring, payload interface ring, fuel cell radial tank
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support rings) etc. which were included in MINV). The value of
A was calculated to be 39.2 kg/m.
LH2 & LO2 = Overall length of hydrogen and oxygen tanks respectively.
IH2 & IO2 = Thickness of H 2 and O 2 tank insulation.
The above expression was used to develop data which related structural mass to LTPS
tank and insulation combined length for each of the 3 baseline vehicles. It was included in
the LTPS sizing model as part of the payload mass calculation algorithm.
5.5 INSULATION OPTIMIZATION RESULTS
Twenty=six LTPS vehicles were sized for He=purged MLI and N2=purged MLI/foam
insulation systems. In each case, the optimum insulation thickness for maximum payload
delivery to GEO was found with the aid of two computer programs TRADE and TRADE2.
The search for optimum insulation thickness was conducted by using these computer
programs to predict LTPS payload mass for a range of insulation thickness. Once the
optimum value was bounded) a process of estimation and correction was used to converge
on the value of insulation thickness that maximized payload mass. Optimum insulation
thickness for the LO 2 and LH 2 tanks were calculated separately. It was assumed that the
optimized insulation thicknesses for the LH 2 and LO 2 tanks were independent. Therefore
the LTPS design that incorporated the independently-optimized LH 2 and LO 2 tank
insulation designs was assumed to have the maximum payload placement capability.
Table 5-2 identifies the 13 LTPS optimum insulation designs that were analyzed for each
of the 2 purge enclosure thermal conditions (natural convection and enhanced convection)
assumed to exist during ground hold operations. Key results of these calculations were:
a. The assumed heat transfer environment in the MLI purge enclosure had a major
impact on predicted LTPS payload placement capability. For He-purged MLI
insulated tanks_ the natural convection purge enclosure environment resulted in the
greatest LTPS payload placement capability. However, for N2-purged MLI/foam
insulations) payload placement capability was greatest for the enhanced convection
environment. It was found that for He-purged MLI designs) the natural convection
purge enclosure environment assumption lead to LTPS payload placement capability
54 to 208 kg (ii9 to 459 Ibm) greater than the payload placement capability
predicted for the enhanced convections environment. In the case of MLI/foam
combinations) the natural convection environment assumption lead to payload
placement capability as much as t_31 kg (950 Ibm)below the values predicted for
enhanced convection.
b. The application of enhanced-convection N2-purged MLI/foam insulation in place of
natural-convection He-purged MLI either improved LTPS payload placement capa-
bility by up to 26 kg (571bin) for the highest payload packaging density or decreased
it by as much as 56 kg (123 Ibm) in the case of the intermediate packaging densities.
C. Propellant vent losses and insulation mass were the two elements of the LTPS that
were most sensitive to changes in insulation thickness. LTPS payload placement
capability was therefore optimized at approximately the point at which the sum of
insulation mass and propellant vent loss mass were minimized.
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do LTPS payload mass was relatively insensitive to the percent ullage volume selected
for the propellant tanks. The optimum percent ullage volumes ranged from
approximately 10% for the highest payload packaging density to about 0.5% for the
lowest payload packaging density.
e. From the standpoint of LTPS payload placement capability, RohaceIle 31 foam was
preferable to BX250A.
The following text describes the details of the insulation optimization analysis and
presents the results in graphical and tabular format.
Figure 5-9 presents a typical LTPS/payload mass summary generated from the TRADE
and TRADE2 computer program calculations. The solid curves are the results for a
natural-convection purge enclosure environmen% and the dashed curves represent the
results for an enhanced convection environment. Payload packaged density was 56 kg/m 3
for both cases and the MLI/foam interface temperature was 144OK. As can be seen_ the
optimum LH 2 tank foam thickness for the enhanced convection purge environment is only
about 0.56 cm as compared with 1.78 cm for the natural convection environment. This
difference is caused by the fact that the low natural convection conductance between the
LTPS body shell and the tank MLI required additional foam to maintain the selected
MLI/foam interface temperature.
Insulation mass (foam + MLI) increases linearly with increasing foam thickness (MLI
thickness was linearly proportional to foam thickness as shown in Figures 4-20 through
4-22). Propellant vent losses are seen to initially drop off rapidly with increasing foam
thickness and then decrease slowly as larger values of foam thickness are reached. This
phenomenon is caused by the fact that at low values of foam thickness the MLI thickness
is also low (see Figures 4-20 through 4-22) and heat leaks during all mission phases are
high. As the foam thickness is increased, the MLI thickness must also be increased to
maintain the desired interface temperature and the heat leak through the insulation to the
propellant is reduced. However_ the heat leak through tank support struts and insulation
penetrations is independent of insulation thickness and remains constant as foam thickness
is increased. Hence at large values of foam thickness the total heat leak (and propellant
vent loss) approaches a constant value determined by the strut and penetration heat leaks.
A typical set of results for the optimization of an LTPS with He-purged MLI-covered
tanks is shown in Figure 5-10. This chart shows the predicted influence of MLI thickness
on LTPS and payload length for the case in which packaged payload density is 2# kg/m 3
(volume-limited cargo). The dashed lines represent TRADE2-predicted results Ior the
enhanced convection purge enclosure environment and the solid lines represent the results
predicted by TRADE for the natural-convection environment,
It can be seen that the LTPS optimum payload length and mass for the natural-convection
He-purged environment condition occurs at a much lower value of MLI thickness than the
optimum thickness for the enhanced convection condition. In addition_ the optimum
payload length and mass for the natural convection case are greater than the optimized
length and mass predicted for the enhanced convection case. The primary impact of the
assumed purge enclosure environment on payload length and mass occurred through the
effect on tank length. For a Iixed value of He-purged MLI thickness_ the enhanced
convection environment resulted in greater heat leaks during ground-hold. Hence tank
volumes were larger to account for lower effective liquid density (due to boiling) and
greater vent losses after tank topoff.
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Typical LTPS payload optimization results for He-purged MLI and N2-purged MLI/ioam
insulation designs are presented in Figures 5-11_ 5-12 and 5-13. These charts show the
influence of insulation thickness and percent ullage volume on LTPS payload mass.
Results are shown for He-purged MLI and N2-purged MLI/foam insulation concepts with a
packaged payload density of 56 kg/m 3 (Figures 5-11 and 5-12) and for N2-purged
MLI/foam with a packaged payload density of 24 kg/m 3 (Figure 5-I3).
Several general trends are evident in these charts. Figure 5-11 shows that payload
placement capability curves for He-purged ML[ designs did not have sharply defined
maxima when either MLI thickness or percent ullage volume were varied. Hence near the
optimal values of MLI thickness and percent ullage volume, payload placement capability
was fairly insensitive to small changes in either ullage volume or MLI thickness.
However, for N2-purged MLI/foam insulations) reference to Figures 5-12 and 5-13 shows
that payload placement c_pability was much more sensitive to foam thickness in the
region of the optimal value. Hence for LTPS designs utilizing MLI/foam tank insulation)
greater modeling accuracy is required to optimize insulation design for maximum payload
mass.
In all cases analyzed, it was found that payload mass was not highly sensitive to percent
ullage volume in the region of the optimal value.
The primary objective of the insulation optimization analysis was to evaluate how
MLl/foam interface temperature affected LTPS performance. The payload placement
capability of LTPS vehicles utilizing N2-purged MLI/ioam insulation were compared with
the performance of LTPS vehicles utilizing conventional He-purged MLI. In each case,
the insulation system (insulation thickness) and percent ullage volume were optimized for
maximum LTPS payload placement capability. As indicated in Table 5-2, four LTPS
vehicles were optimized for each of three payload packaging densities (56 kg/m 3,
$0 kg/m 3 and 24 kg/m3). Four unique insulation designs were analyzed. One (the baseline
for comparison), was He-purged MLI. The other three were N2-purged MLl/foam
insulations, in which the MLI/foam interface was assumed to be maintained at either
144°K, 200°K or 244°K during purge operations prior to launch. In addition, one LTPS
vehicle was optimized for BX250A foam to assess its benefits relative to the baseline
foam) Rohacell 31.
The effect of MLl/ioam interface temperatures on payload placement capabilities of
optimized LTPS vehicles are shown in Figures 5-1% 5-15 and 5-16 for payload packaging
densities of 56, 40_ and 24 kg/m 3. The predicted performances of optimized LTPS
vehicles utilizing He-purged MLI are shown in each chart for comparison purposes.
Predicted results for the natural-convection purge enclosure conditions are denoted by the
solid curves and the dashed curves represent the predictions for the enhanced convection
environment.
Figures 5-15 through 5-16 illustrate the following predicted trends:
a. The assumed heat transfer conditions in the purge enclosure during ground hold can
have a large impact on LTPS payload capacity. The greatest impact occurs for He-
purged MLI or when the interface temperature of the MLI/foam combination
exceeds 160°K.
b. Generally_ for MLl/foam combinations, the forced-convection purge enclosure
environment condition lead to predicted payload mass greater than the value
predicted for the natural convection environment.
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C. For He=purged MLI cases, the natural-convection purge enclosure environment
condition always lead to the greatest payload mass.
do MLI/foam combinations in which the interface temperature was maintained below
150oK actually improve LTPS payload placement capability for higher density
payloads. For low-density (24 kg/m ) payloads, LTPS payload placement capabilities
for MLI and MLI/_oam insulations were essentially equal for foam interface
temperatures below 170OK and an enhanced convection environment in the purge
enclosure.
Figure 5-17 shows the relative benefits of two candidate foam materials, Rohacel! 31 and
BX250A) in terms of optimized LTPS payload mass. In general, it was found that the
Rohacell 31 foam lead to greater payload mass because of its lower density (30.4 kg/m 3
vs. 36.8 kg/m 3 for BX250A). Average thermal conductivities and specific heats of the
two foams were essentially identical (see Figures 2= l and 2=2).
Tables 5-3 and 5-4 contain summaries of the 26 payload-optimized LTPS propellant tank
insulation designs identified in the insulation optimization analysis. Table 5-3 summarizes
the results for natural-convection purge enclosure environments and Table 5-4 summar-
izes the results for the enhanced convection cases. In interpreting the results in Table
5-3, it should be remembered that true natural convection conditions would be very
difficult to achieve in the purge enclosure. Forced convection currents due to purge gas
exiting the MLI moving toward the enclosure exit would probably be large enough to
affect the heat transfer environment.
For each LTPS) tank volume, percent ullage volume) optimum values of foam and MLI
thickness) and propellant vent loss and mass consumed by the main impulse engine are
shown. In addition, the LTPS mass and length are given and maximum payload mass is
provided.
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6.0 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM PLAN
Task Ill in the present program was the development of a preliminary plan to experi-
mentally evaluate the relative performance of MLl-plus-foam and MLl-only insulation
systems and to experimentally verify the insulation performance predictions. The
development of the plan required selection of a testing approach and determination of the
particular parameters and measurement ranges required to meet the test objectives.
Supporting the development of the plan was a preliminary design effort for those
hardware items unique to the test program. Finally, a cost estimate for the experimental
program was formulated.
6.1 EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
The approach to the Experimental Program Plan represents a compromise between a test
designed for maximum emphasis on measurement of undisturbed one-dimensional heat
flow through the tank wall insulationr and a test designed for full simulation of all thermal
influences in a LTPS application. The first extreme would typically be planned around a
guarded flat plate calorimeter while the other extreme would involve a full scale
cryogenic tank_ with realistic full-scale supportsr plumbing_ insulation attachmentsy etc.
The approach selected also represents a compromise in costs and potential benefits
between the two possible extremes.
The approach selected for the program plan uses a half-scale liquid hydrogen tank, based
on the shape and size of the tank for the 40 kg/m 3 payload density LTPS design from
Task II. The choice of a half-scale tank was felt to be an appropriate compromise
between a full scale tank with its greater fabrication and handling costs and a limited
choice of vacuum chambers_ and a smaller tank with its less representative simulation in
terms of area/volume ratio, relative contribution of discrete heat leaks, and less realistic
insulation configuration.
The ellipsoidal tank shape chosen will exhibit wetted area versus liquid level behavior
similar to that of the full scale tank and will afford an opportunity to gain experience in
designing and installing insulation on a tank of this shape. A boilerplate rather than
flightweight tank was selected_ to reduce design, qualificationr handlingr and safety costs.
The effect on the test results of the difference in thermal characteristics between a
boilerplate and a flightweight tank is expected to be insignificant.
The test tank supports_ plumbing penetrationsr and insulation joints and fasteners will be
designed to perform their primary function with a minimum heat leak to the tank. This
approach_ rather than simulated full scale features_ was selected in view of the main test
objective of evaluating basic insulation performance.
A purge bag, mounted in close proximity to the tank insulation outer surfacer will be used.
This approachr rather than a simulated compartment purger will minimize the volume to
be purged and will simplify the purge container design by keeping the thermal environ-
ment shroud and most of the tank support structure outside the puPge volume. It was felt
that this concept is most likely to be employed in an actual spacecraft as well.
The tanks external thermal environment will be controlled with an electrically heated
thermal shroud. The use of electrical resistance heaters avoids potential problems with
selection of a heat exchange fluid suitable for the desired temperature and with potential
leakage inside the vacuum chamber. The desired low temperatures of the shroud will be
achieved by reducing or terminating power to the resistance heaters and allowing the
chamber cyrogenic shroud to cool the thermal shroud to the desired temperature.
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The experimental program was planned around the use of an existing vacuum chamber
which will be installed at the Boeing Tulalip Test Site. This facility has all provisions for
cryogenic handling and safety required for the tests. The chamber will include an internal
liquid nitrogen shroud to aid in achieving the required vacuum. A schematic of the test
article, in its transportation and handling stand, installed in the vacuum chamber, is shown
in Figure 6- I.
Two complete tests will be performed: one with the tank insulated with an MLI-plus-foam
system and the second with an MLI-only system. The test sequence will be the same for
each test and will be a simulation of the mission timeline defined in Table 3-3, with
deviations dictated by limitations of the facility or the test article, and by objectives of
the test. Stabilized thermal conditions will be attained and held to permit accumulation
of reliable data at the ground hold and on-orbit conditions. Additionally, the launch and
ascent transition in pressure and temperature will be simulated in real time.
The approach to determining the performance of propellant tank insulation systems is to
employ a combination of calorimetry and temperature measurement. Calorimetry will
provide the overall system heat leak, including that from tank supports, lines and
penetrations, as well as the insulation system. Since heat leaks through tank supports,
lines and penetrations will depend on the design of the test article, it is necessary to
determine the heat leak attributable to these design-dependent elements in order to
evaluate insulation system performance.
Heat leak through the insulation system will be calculated by subtracting the heat leak
through insulation penetrations from the total tank heat leak. Temperature gradients
along struts, lines, and insulation support hardware will be measured and thermal analysis
modeling used to calculate heat fluxes. Care will be taken to use materials of known
thermophysical properties in the construction o¢ hardware penetrating the foam and MLI.
Multilayer insulation will cover all tank support hardware, service lines and the suspension
system to minimize environmental heating under vacuum conditions.
Thin flat plate calorimeters and thermocouples will be used between MLI and foam layers
to measure insulation performance. Since the calorimeter thermal mass will be much
greater than the insulation thermal mass, the calorimeter temperature will lag that of the
insulation. The rate of decrease in calorimeter temperature after the MLI has been
evacuated will be input to an analytical model and insulation effective conductance
predicted. Thermocouples with low-mass attachments to the insulation will indicate
temperature profiles, providing measurement of instantaneous heat flow under steady-
state conditions.
6.2 EXPERIMENT PLAN
6.2.1 Test Preparations
A number of design, analysis, fabrication, and installation tasks are necessary to ready the
test article and laboratory facilities. These tasks, identified and scoped in a preliminary
manner for the purpose of cost estimates, are:
.
2.
3.
Detailed test plan development.
Pre-test predictions of insulation performance and heat leaks.
Detailed design of the test article.
o Tank
o Support System
o Insulation Systems
o Purge Bag
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o Fill and Vent Plumbing
¢. Detailed design of instrumentation system.
5. Detailed design of laboratory facility modifications and additions.
o Mechanical
o Vacuum
o Cryogenic
o Purge Gas
o Electrical
6. Design and fabrication of thermal shroud,
7. Design and fabrication of transportation and handling stand.
8. Tank fabrication and proof testing.
9. Support structure fabrication and proof testing.
l 0. Design and fabrication of insulation tooling.
1 I. Fabrication and installation of insulation and purge bag.
12. Fabrication and installation of laboratory facility hardware.
o Mechanical
o Vacuum
o Cryogenic
o Purge Gas
o Electrical
13. Procurement and installation of instrumentation system.
I4. Test article installation.
15. Systems check-out and instrumentation calibration.
The development of the detailed test plan will include preparation of a test procedure
document. This document will specify all safety and acceptance requirements and will
include a step by step procedure for the preparation and conduction of the tests. Any
changes to this document required during the test will be recorded in the "Official Test
Copy." Such changes will be made only with the approval of the Test Director.
The test procedure document will contain sections defining the actions necessary to be
taken for a test hold condition as well as the emergency backout procedures for critical
component failures. All possible failure modes cannot be covered by procedure, however,
a generalized backup plan will be developed for the known test parameters.
All safety requirements and considerations will be called out in the test procedures. The
call out will be in a general section at the beginning of the procedure or, if specific
requirements exist, as procedural steps in the operational portion of the procedure.
Safety will be a basic consideration in all aspects of the program, from design through
final securing of the test site. Standard Boeing-approved Test Laboratory Safety
Instructions will be followed. The facility design will contain a number of reviews in
which both personnel and equipment safety will be addressed. Major safety design
considerations are listed below:
a. Fail safe mode of operation.
b.
C.
dl
Power interrupt/failure will not cause a system failure.
All control functions will be manually initiated, computer controlled and have a
manual backup.
Lines will be designed for worst case flow conditions and will be pressure-relieved
for system and personnel safety.
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f.
Any multiple valve systems will be designed such that one valve always remains in a
system safe position.
H 2 detectors will be constantly monitored by the data system.
g. A failure analysis review will be conducted to verify design.
Before each test there will be a Test Readiness Review in which all aspects of the test
will be discussed. This review must be completed to all participants' satisfaction before
proceeding into the test.
The detailed design, planning, and prediction tasks will utilize the preliminary work
performed in the present program and carry that work to the level required to fabricate
hardware and commit the laboratory to the tests. The total modifications and additions
required to prepare the existing Boeing facility for the tests were identified but that work
required to provide basic mission-simulation cryogenic tank testing capability was not
included in the cost estimate. Thus, only those modifications and set-up tasks required to
install the particular tank and its related systems were charged to the experimental
program.
6.2.2 Test Sequence
The planned order of the two major tests is to test the MLI-plus-foam insulation first and
the VILI-only system second. This plan allows installation of the more complex insulation
system in the fabrication shop rather than in the less controlled environment of the test
site. This sequence also permits reuse of the MLI blankets as the MLl-only system after
their use as the outer insulation component in the MLI-plus-foam system.
After the first test, all insulation will be removed from the tank. The MLI blankets will
be returned to the clean room where they were fabricated and trimmed for reinstallation
directly on the tank. They will then be vacuum outgassed, packaged, and returned to the
tank for installation as the MLI-only system. The decision as to retain the tank at the
test site or return it to the fabrication shop for insulation change-over will be made as
part of the detailed test plan.
The timeline for the main tests is shown in Figure 6-2. The events for the two tests are
the same except for the selection of dry nitrogen or helium (indicated by the entries "Dry
N2/He" in the Purge System column), as required for purging the MLI-plus-ioam or MLI-
only systems, respectively. Some of the undefined time intervals may differ between the
tests of the two insulation systems, as stabilization times may differ. Some of the
undefined time points and intervals will be determined after development of the detailed
test plan and completion of pre-test heat flow predictions, and others must remain open,
to be determined as the tests progress. For the purpose of program cost estimates a
6-day (l##-hr) duration was assumed for each of the tests.
The chamber depressurization, indicated during the Launch Simulation Phase in Figure
6-2, will follow, as closely as permitted by facility capability, the pressure history shown
in Figure 6-3. This profile, based on STS-III measured cargo bay pressure, with a
logarithmic extension, is the same as was used for the Task It trade study analyses
discussed in section 4.0 of this report. The repressurization profile at the end of the test
is not defined but will be determined so as to assure test article integrity and facility
capability.
The thermal shroud temperature profile from the beginning of depressurization through
time point, t 4 + 5% follows the body shell temperature history used for Task I and It
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analyses. The shroud temperature profile from t 4 into the Orbit Simulation phase is
shown in Figure 6-4. The shroud temperature will be brought back up to 31 lOK condition
prior to repressurization at the end of the test, in order to minimize possibilities of
condensation in the MLI.
During the Ground Hold Stabilization and Ground Hold Simulation phases of the test the
tank will be topped continuously with liquid hydrogen. It was anticipated that the
area/volume ratio of the half-scale tank and the relative significance of the support and
plumbing penetration heat leaks are such that boil-off rates up to 6g kg/hr will be
experienced during these phases. It was felt that the resulting rapid change in liquid level
of a non-topped tank would preclude attaining a stable thermal condition. Therefore,
continuous topping was concluded to be the only choice during these phases.
Boil-off rates are expected to be much lower, i.e., in the neighborhood of 0.#5# kg/hr
during the Orbit Stabilization and Orbit Simulation Phases. Therefore it was concluded
that periodic topping of the tank would be a suitable procedure, with quasi-stable
conditions reached between each periodic topping. The preliminary replenishment
criterion is to refill the tank when the ullage volume reaches 2% of the total volume,
which is equivalent to approximately 10% of the tank internal surface area and
approximately 15.2 cm of space between the liquid surface and the top of the tank.
Periodic topping of the tank will continue through the Orbit Simulation Phase, if
necessary to satisfy the above criterion.
The purge system schedule in Figure 6-2 begins by employing laboratory-grade nitrogen.
At the t I time point, the chart shows a change to helium for the MLI-oniy insulation and,
to dry nitrogen (Dry N 2) for the MLI-pius-foam system. The dry nitrogen is that with less
than 140 ppm of moisture, required for the 244°K minimum insulation interface temper-
ature. The preliminary design of the facility gas system, however, includes only one
gaseous nitrogen supply system, and it is planned that all nitrogen used will meet the
moisture content limit specified for the insulation purge. The preliminary plan specifies a
five hour dry-nitrogen or helium purge before beginning to chili the tank to liquid
hydrogen temperature. This period will be reevaluated in the detailed plan, after the
purge system detail design is complete.
The purge schedule in Figure 6-2 indicates the opening of a vent, coincident with the end
of purge flow and beginning of chamber pumpdown at t 4 + 4. The venting of the purge gas
will be to the chamber interior, both during active purge flow and during chamber
depressurization. When the purge bag design is completed, it may be found that the bag
vent area is sufficient to accommodate outflow during depressurization and that vent
valves are not needed.
Insulation purge will be resumed during repressurization and tank warm-up at the end of
the test, in order to prevent condensation in the MLI.
6.2.3 Measurements
The primary measurements, to meet the objectives of the experimental program, will be;
i) flow rate of the boiled-off hydrogen, and 2) temperatures through the thickness of the
insulation. The former will provide the basis for evaluating the total heat flow to the
tank and the latter will provide an indication of heat flux through the insulation.
Valid interpretation of boil-off rate measurements will require supplemental measurement
of temperatures of the liquid in the tank, temperature and pressure in the tank ullage
space, and temperature and pressure at the point of flow measurement. Liquid level in
the tank must also be measured.
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Temperature profiles through the tank insulation are desired at a number of locations over
the tank in order to assess the effects of non-uniformities in external (thermal shroud)
boundary temperatures or in tank wall temperatures. Although neither of these non-
uniformities are planned, each is possible, due to external convection and liquid hydrogen
stratification, respectively. Non=uniform purging of the MLI and other deviations from
ideal insulation characteristics, such as variations in layer density, variation in contact
intimacy between tank and foam, foam and MLI, etc., are expected to cause temperature
profiles to vary from point to point. Temperature measurements on the purge bag will
also be required to evaluate local heat flow.
To further aid in evaluating insulation heat flow, measurements will be required to assess
the heat flow through discrete heat leaks such as support straps and plumbing penetra-
tions. Temperatures measured at selected locations along the major heat paths through
these components will supplement theoretical predictions of their heat leak contributions.
A number of measurements will be required to monitor performance of various test
systems and verify that prescribed test parameters were achieved. These measurements
include chamber pressure, thermal shroud temperatures, liquid hydrogen fill flow rate,
purge gas flow, and purge space pressure. Additional measurements required to monitor
facility systems from a performance or safety standpoint will be defined in the course of
detailed test planning and facility design.
Preliminary predictions were made for ranges of some of the major test variables to be
measured, to aid in selection and cost estimation for instrumentation. Liquid hydrogen
boil-ofl rates are expected to range from near zero to 72.6 kg/hr. Temperatures in the
foam insulation may vary from 20.6°K to 267°K and in the MLI insulation, from 20.6°K to
322OK. Liquid levels in the tank must be measured over the full depth of the tank and to
an accuracy of +3.8 cm over the upper 25% of the liquid level range. Test chamber and
purge space pressures will range from 760 torr down to possibly as low as 10 -6 torr. The
thermad shroud temperature requirements are from 200°K to 31 lOK. A maximum power
level of 9 KW to the therrnal shroud heaters will be required. Tank internal pressures up
to 17.2 N/cm 2 are expected. The wide range of some of the variables to be measured will
require more than one type of instrument to provide data over the range. Other
measurement ranges will be discussed in a later section on instrumentation.
6.2.4 Analysis and Conclusions
The Experiment Plan includes provisions for pre-test and post-test theoretical analyses of
insulation system and overall cryogenic tank thermal performance. Products of these
analyses will include predictions of temperature profiles through the insulation and purge
bag system and over critical sections of support and plumbing system components.
Additionally, predictions of overall heat leak and boil-off, together with individual
component contributions to this heat leak, will be made. The theoretical predictions will
employ analytical models, solution tools and techniques similar to those used in the Task I
and II analyses described in this report.
The pre-test analysis will support the detailed test plan and detailed design activities,
aiding in sizing gas and cryogen lines, selecting instrumentation locations and ranges, and
establishing time line events. The pre-test analyses results are also expected to identify
deficiencies in the thermal design of the test article, permitting design changes to reduce
heat leaks. Finally, provided the tests are completed according to planned procedures and
boundary conditions, the pre-test analyses are central to the experimental program
objective of verifying the Task I full scale predictions.
t_O
The test results will provide an opportunity for empirically adjusting the model,
properties, or assumptions employed in the theoretical predictions. The post-test analyses
will evaluate these adjustments to achieve improved correlations between experimental
and theoretical insulation performance figures. The post=test analyses will also take into
account deviations in the actual test parameters, relative to the planned values and
procedure.
The integrity of the insulation system in the post-test state will be evaluated by
inspection of the removed components. The foam in particular will be examined for
attachment pad bond failures, cracking, cell collapse or expansion, and other evidence of
damage.
The results of the Analysis and Evaluation Task will be used to form conclusions regarding
insulation performance, prediction capability, and test techniques. Recommendations will
be made regarding further improvements in analytical predictions, insulation system
design, and laboratory test procedures.
6.3 EXPERIMENTAL HARDWARE DESIGN
Preliminary designs for experimental program hardware were developed for aiding the
formulation of realistic cost estimates. Although a number of design decisions were
beyond the scope of the present effort, an attempt was made to resolve those issues that
would have a major impact on program costs. Preliminary or conceptual designs were
made for the test tank and its support and handling hardware, the tank insulation systems,
the laboratory system modifications, and the instrumentation system.
6.3.1 Cryogenic Tank
The tank design is shown in Figure 6-5. Figures 6-6 and 6-7 are the supporting parts list
and construction notes, respectively. The boilerplate tank will be fabricated from
7.87mm 6061-0 aluminum alloy plates. The ellipsoidal heads are shown in the drawing as
built up from preformed welded gores but spinning is an alternate means of forming. The
tank features a single opening, at the top, closed with a flat cover, which includes the
transition coupling. This coupling will accommodate all fill, vent, and sensor lines to the
tank interior. The drawing shows a 6.35 cm diameter coupling, but this size may be
changed after completion of the facility system detailed design identifies required tubing
and wire bundle sizes. An indium seal is provided to seal the cover.
6.3.2Tank Support System
After delivery of the tank from the fabricator the tank will be mounted in a transporta-
tion and handling stand and will remain in the stand for the remainder of the program.
The stand design, shown in Figure 6=8, is patterned after that of Reference 18, and is
sized to fit into the vacuum chamber. The stand design features a tank mounting ring
which may be rotated in the stand frame approximately +40 degrees to facilitate access
to lower surfaces of the tank. Removable braces will lock this ring in the level position
when movement is not required for insulation installation and other work. The stand will
be constructed from steel pipe and plate and will be cleaned and coated with Iow-
outgassing paint suitable for the vacuum chamber environment. The doilies shown in the
figure will be removed prior to vacuum chamber installation to minimize contamination.
The tank will be supported in the stand by 16 Kevlar/epoxy tension straps, illustrated in
Figure 6=9. Kevlar was chosen for its low thermal conductivity and high elastic modulus
and will be employed in a unidirectional tape lay-up. Bonded titanium end fittings will
complete each strap, and turnbuckles will join the 16 support straps to welded steel spider
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Figure 6-8: Tank Transportation and Handling Stand
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t60
fittings which attach to brackets at four points on the stand support ring. The straps and
associated fittings will be sized in the course of the detailed design task.
The tank and its thermal shroud, mounted in the transportation and handling stand, are
ilustrated in Figure 6-10. Consideration will be given to removal of the eight upper straps
during the vacuum chamber tests to reduce heat leak to the tank. This advantage must be
weighed against problems of access and distrubance to the insulation and purge bag.
6.3.3. Thermal Shroud
The thermal shroud will be constructed of 0.32 cm aluminum sheet, attached to the stand
support ring with brackets for easy installation and removal for tank access. The panels
may be either curved, as shown in Figure 6-I0, or flat segments. Gaps will be provided
between adjacent panels, adequate for free venting of the enclosed space but small
enough to cause negligible disturbance to uniform radiation exchange between the tank
and the shroud.
Heating of the thermal shroud will be accomplished with Nichrome ribbon resistance
heaters bonded to the panels. Resistance heaters were chosen over fluid heat exchangers
for several reasons. The required shroud temperature range of 200°K to 311°K would
make the choice of a liquid iluid difficult. A gaseous circulating fluid would be
undesirable because of anticipated problems in temperature uniformity due to the
characteristic low thermal capacitance of gases. Any fluid system was expected to be
difficult to design and install for leak-free operation in a vacuum chamber. Low
temperature of an electrical resistance-heated shroud will be obtained by reducing or
shutting off power to the heaters and allowing the chamber cryogenic shroud to cool the
thermal shroud by radiation. Power to the thermal shroud may have to be reduced or shut
off during part of the pump-down period to reduce the possibility of corona arcing.
6.3.4 Insulation System(s)
Insulation design concepts are shown schematically in Figure 6-I I. The MLl-foam system
(Figure 6-I l(a)) will employ two layers of 2.5t_ cm thick Rohacell 31 loam panels, formed
to match the tank surface contour, and two /_4-1ayer MLI blankets. Foam panels will be
chamfered at their edges to accommodate differential thermal shrinkage between the
tank wall and the foam. The MLI blankets will have single-step lap joints to reduce joint
heat leaks. Between the loam and MLI blanks will be a single layer of Kapton film with
all seams and penetrations sealed, to prevent gases trapped beneath and within the foam
from contaminating the MLI. The MLI blankets will consist o[ 0.00076 crn (0.30 mid
double-aluminized Kapton film and B4A Dacron net spacers.
Figure 6-11(b) illustrates the MLI-only insulation concept. The same MLI blankets that
form the outer part of the MLI-foam system will be used for the MLI-only system. The
MLI-foam system will be installed and tested first, and the MLI blankets will be trimmed
prior to reinstallation as the MLI-only system.
The purge bag, shown in Figure 6-I l(b) is a laminated reinforced Kapton film supported
approximately I0 cm (4 inches) from the outer surface of the insulation. The edges of the
purge bag sheets will be joined by taping. Arrangements of gas feed to the bag, gas feed
to the MLI interstices, and venting will be determined in the purge system detailed design.
The purge bag will be supported on stand-off posts attached to the insulation or tank, or
Irom ties to the thermal shroud panels.
Assembly ol foam panels and MLI blankets on the tank is shown in Figure 6-12. 3oints in
all adjacent layers are staggered so that no two adjacent seams are superimposed. The
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figure does not shown penetrations that will be required for support straps or details such
as closures at these penetrations) MLI wraps on the straps and fittings, and MLI wraps at
the plumbing penetration.
Tooling for the foam panels will consist of male fiberglass/epoxy molds and either similar
female molds or a vacuum bag. Forming from flat stock sheets will be accomplished in a
hot water bath or in a low temperature (170-190°C) autoclav% as described in Rohacell
vendor publications. Fiberglass/epoxy templates will be fabricated for use as guides for
trimming the panels to shape.
The MLI blankets will be laid up on fiberglass/epoxy male forms similar to the molds used
to form the foam panels. The trim templates for initial trimming and retrimming the MLI
blankets will also be fiberglass/epoxy_ similar to those used for the foam.
The layers of the MLI blankets will be held together by Nylon pin fasteners such as the
one shown in Figure 6-13. The button retainers for these fasteners snap into position on
the pin shaft and can be permanently fixed by fusing the shaft to the button with a
soldering iron. These fasteners not only retain the layers but provide a means of lacing
(with Dacron thread) to secure adjacent blanket panels at joints. So laced, the MLI
blankets will form a complete enclosure_ requiring only minimum attachment of foam or
inner MLI blankets to the tank. This arrangement of MLI blanket assembly is the same as
that successfully used in the program of Reference 18.
After forming, lay=up, and trimming of the foam and MLI panels) the panels will be pre-
conditioned in a vacuum chamber to remove contaminants and packaged in sealed
containers with dry nitrogen until installed on the tank. Insulation thermocouples will be
installed and wires routed and attached as insulation panels are installed on the tank, as
shown in Figure 6-1g.
Foam panels will be attached to the tank by either bonding or by means of Nylon hook-
and-pile pads. If development tests provide that foam attachment by hook-and-pile pads
will not lead to cryopumping and insulation performance degradation9 this method will be
used because it will ease the problem of foam removal. Patches of pile material will be
bonded to the tank surface and the mating hook patches will be bonded to the foam
panels. This means of attachment will provide for ease of adjustment and removal of the
foam panels and will allow yielding at the mounting points needed to accommodate the
thermal expansion difference between the foam and the tank. The outer foam panels will
be attached to the inner layer in the same manner and then will be covered with a sealant
to preclude cryopumping of the GN 2 purge gas. The MLI blankets will be attached to the
tank, the foam_ or to each other in a similar fashion. On the MLI blankets the hook or pile
pads will be bonded to the heads or buttons of the fasteners shown in Figure 6-13.
6.3.5 Test Facility
The laboratory facility assumed for planning and costing the experimental program is an
existing vacuum chamber to be located at one of the test pads at the Boeing Tulalip Test
Site. Cryogenic facilities, power_ safety_ control_ and handling services are available at
the site_ located within 50 miles of the plant where engineering and fabrication work will
take place.
The vacuum chamber is a 3.7 meter diameter horizontal-access cylinder, shown in Figure
6-15. Rails will be installed in the chamber to permit the insertion and securing of the
test article in its transportation and handling stand. Installation of a liquid nitrogen
cryogenic shroud along the inner walls of the chamber will also be required but is not
considered as chargeable to the Experimental Program. Although the required cryogenic,
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gas, power, and data acquisition systems are available at the test facility, a significant
amount of design, fabricationj installation, checkout, and calibration work, unique to this
particular program, will be required to test the tank in this chamber.
A schematic layout of test facility cryogenic, gas, vacuum, electrical, and data
acquisition systems was developed to aid in estimating facility modification_ set-up and
calibration costs. This layout and basic facility requirements are shown in Figure 6-16.
Individual lines, pumps, valves, tanks, etc., were not sized_ but the layout plan provided a
basis for an overall estimate of components and materials, as well as design and
fabrication effort, required to prepare the facility for testing.
The test tank pressure control and hydrogen boil-off flow measuring and vent system is a
key part of the facility system. Layout of this part of the system is shown in more detail
in Figure 6-17. Multiple circuits and devices are required for the back pressure control
and boil-off flow rate measurement because of the wide variation in heat flow to the tank
between ground hold (sea level pressure and MLI purge) simulation and orbit (space
vacuum) simulation.
6.3.6 Instrumentation System
Approximately 300 channels of instrumentation will be used to control and monitor the
pressure gages, flow meters, and temperature sensors for the tests. In addition to
measuring the performance of the test article, the system will include sensors placed at
strategic points to monitor the function of the various facility systems. A list of
instrumentation for primary test measurements appears in Table 6-I. This list does not
include those instruments that are considered as permanent components in the facility
systems to monitor and control their performance.
Determination of the hydrogen boil-off flow rate is the single most important instrumen-
tation requirement for the program and a difficult one to satisfy accurately because of
the expected wide range of flow rates. Three separate flow meter systems are planned_
operating over different but overlapping measurement ranges. Final selection of
particular devices requires further study9 as part of the detailed test planning. Instru-
ments considered for this application include hot film anemometers, Matheson mass flow
meters_ wet test meters, and Hastings-Radist mass flow meters, such as were planned for
use in the program of Reference 15.
A back pressure control system will be used to maintain a constant pressure in the tank
and a constant hydrogen saturation temperature. A silicon diode thermometer tree with
50 sensors will be used to measure liquid and gas temperatures within the tank and to
determine liquid level. All wires into the tank will be routed through the guarded
connector to minimize heat leak.
Temperature sensors will be attached through the insulation layers and on the purge bag
at 26 locations. Silicon diode thermometers will be used on the tank wall and Type "E"
chromel-thermocouples will be used within the insulation and on the purge bag. Sensor
lead wires, except for those to thermocouples on the purge bag and insulation outer
surfacer will be routed so as to minimize absorption of radiant heat from the thermal
shroud.
The thermal shroud will be divided into 28 heat zones for use of independently monitored
and controlled heater arrays. The shroud zones will be initially heated to follow the
temperature profile of Figure B-_ and adjusted to provide a uniform distribution of
insulation surface temperatures.
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Description
Temperature survey of tank insulation and tank surface
(18 positions)
Tolerance
(Typ) + 0.05 OK
(± 0.1 OF)
on tank
@22 OK (40 OR
(Typ) + 0,5 OK
(+ 1.0 OF)
in insula.
@ 39 OK (70 OR)
Temperature survey of tank supports and tank connections
16 support (2 SD-4 T/C}
2 wire bundles (2 T/C)
2 supply and vent lines (2 SD)
Radiant heat shroud temp w/control feedback
(4 junctions average)
Chamber pressure
• Barratron -- 760 torr - 1 torr
• UHV-lx 10 "3torr-lx 10 "11
• Grandvill Phillups- 760 torr- 1 x 10 .3
Tank static pressures and control
Fill line temp
Purge line temp
Vent line temp
Diffusion pump temp
LN 2 shroud temp
Tank LN 2 level
GH 2 vent rate
Purge blanket pressure
Blanket flow rate
Typ ,
Typ
Typ
+1%
-+20%
± 10%
-+1%
Typ
Typ
Typ
Typ
Typ
±1OF
-+1%
-+ 1% scale
---1%
Instru.
Silicon
diode
Thermal-
couple
Type
"E"
Silicon
diode
"E" T/C
"E" T/C
Barratron
UHV
GP
Barratron
Silicon diode
"E" T/C
Silicon diode
T/C
T/C
Silicon diode
MKS Barratron
0-3 torr
diff head
Fisher-Porter
flow meter
Qty
18
108
36
68
29
50
3
Table 6-1: Instrumentation List
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All calorimeter and flow rate instruments will be calibrated to +1% of reading.
remaining instrumentation will be +1% full scale.
The
Calibration of the flow rates, back pressure controller, and calorimeter thermocouples
will require special procedures and test fixtures. Additionally, an installation technique
will have to be developed to insure repeatable thermocouple readings at the desired
accuracy of 0.5OK.
All data lines will be routed through a control system for storage on an 8 track tape. The
data sample rate of once/second will be controlled by this equipment. During the
simulated launch period, selected monitors will be" continuously recorded to provide
transient data. Control system will provide real time monitoring of all active measure-
ments and control functions.
6./_ COST ESTIMATES
The cost estimate for the Experimental Program was developed by integrating two basic
approaches to defining the magnitude of the program effort. In the first approach, a list
of individual tasks constituting the program was formulated and costs in terms of labor,
materials) and other expenses were estimated for each task. The tasks included all those
necessary to plan the program, administer and manage it, prepare for the tests, carry out
the tests, and evaluate and report the results. The test preparation tasks were
summarized in section 6.2.l. The second approach took into account the sequential
dependence and completion time required for the program tasks and led to a schedule of
program activities. The core of this schedule, the portion describing the direct
preparation and execution of the tests, was formulated first and is illustrated in Figure
6-18. Periods for detailed planning and early design work and the beginning of the
program, and for evaluation and reporting at the end, were added to the core schedule.
Review of the task labor requirements permitted adjustment of the schedule in order to
avoid large variations in manning levels and to aid in efficient management, direction, and
coordination. It was concluded from this exercise that a 24 month duration was
appropriate for the program, setting the stage for a final summation of program cost
estimates.
Cost estimates were formulated in 1982 dollars. Labor costs were developed from
estimates of the actual hours required to perform the tasks and burdened labor rates,
which included all overhead and distributed costs except the program fee. Costs of
materials, dedicated equipment, and purchased components were estimated from vendor
quotes, available price lists) or recent experience. Scrap allowances were added to
material quantities where they could be computed, e.g., to film, net, and foam stock for
insulation fabrication. Following standard Boeing practice, an additional yield factor of
1.25 was applied to all raw material quantities as an allowance for additional scrappage,
rejection, or damage. The yield factor was not applied to specifically identified
equipment items or completed components expected to be covered by specifications and
performance guarantees.
Test consumables) i.e., cryogens) gases) solvents) cleaners) and lubricants) were all
considered as overhead items and thus do not appear in the cost estimates.
Estimation of labor) material, and component costs relied heavily on experience from two
recent programs at Boeing. The first was that of Reference 18, which included many
preparation tasks) hardware items) and test procedures similar to those identified for the
present planned program. Cost data from the program of Reference 18, however, is
approximately l0 years old. Where these data were used) a factor of 2.0 was applied to
173
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adjust to 1982 dollars. The second source of useful cost data was the ongoing Boeing
Cryogenic Propulsion IR&D program, in which plans are being developed for a test of a
liquid hydrogen tank in the same facility selected for the present planned program.
Except in cases where price quotes were already available, the scope and time scheduled
for the Task Ill effort did not permit a formal request for quote and supplier selection
process for procured items.
For the purpose of labor dollar estimates, five categories of labor were identified, and
hourly rates for each category selected on the basis of the average skill level deemed
appropriate for the tasks of the program.
Contract administration and program utility and housekeeping support were considered
overhead items and are accounted for as part of the burdened rates for direct labor.
Costs for computer time, required for the pre- and post-test thermal analyses, were
estimated on the basis of experience with similar analyses carried out in Tasks I and It of
the present program.
Travel costs for personnel travel to the test site for those employees not assigned to that
location were computed based on $0.20 per mile. Travel costs for presentations at NASA
Lewis Research Center were based on recent actual costs for similar trips. Each of these
three visits was assumed to involve three persons spending one working day at Cleveland.
The liquid hydrogen tank pressure vessel is a significant item in the hardware cost
estimate for the program. Its fabrication cost was estimated two ways and the lower of
the two used in the final estimate. The preliminary design drawing (Figures 6-5 through
-7) was submitted to Boeing Aerospace Manufacturing Organization for a formal
estimate. At the same time an informal estimate was made, based on the cost of the tank
for the program of Reference 18, as produced by an independent fabricator. An arbitrary
$I000 was added to the independent fabricator's cost to account for shipping.
The program fee was set at 7% of the total cost.
6.5 PROGRAM SCHEDULE AND COSTS
The breakdown and schedule of program tasks, at the level used for cost estimating, was
judged too detailed for convenient display on a single chart. Therefore, for summary
documentation purposes, the tasks were organized into four major categories. These
categories are engineering and administration, fabrication and assembly, facility prepara-
tion, and test activities. Charts showing the schedule and cost summaries for tasks under
these four categories are presented as Figure 6-19 through 6-22. These charts show all
costs except the program fee.
In Figure 6-19 the non-labor costs apply to travel for technical direction and coordination
and for reporting, and computer charges for the analysis tasks. The reporting task
schedule does not show monthly progress reports but the cost of preparing these was
included in the labor estimate.
The non-labor entries for the fabrication and assembly tasks, Figure 6-20, are all for
material or hardware procurement. No labor cost is shown for the tank fabrication since
it was assumed as a outside procurement item. Labor for proof tests of the tank (Figure
6-7, Note 15) is included in the test task category, Figure 6-22, although the tests would
probably be performed by the fabricator and added to the cost of the tank.
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The facility preparation tasks of Figure 6=21 are those considered unique to the planned
program and do not include capital expenses that might be required to provide basic
facility capability, not chargeable to this program.
The test activity tasks of Figure 6-22 include all development, proof, checkout, and
calibration tests; fabricability demonstrations; and material examinations; as well as the
main cryogenic tank heat flow tests. The cost of support system component tests was
allotted to non-labor costs for material for specimens to be tested before finalizing the
tank support strap design. Costs for materials used in the foam and MLI fabricability
demonstrations were included in the total costs of these materials tabulated in Figure
6=20.
Summation of costs from the four task categories, plus the program fee, is as follows:
Engineering and administration $ 843,300
Fabrication and assembly $ 430, I00
Facility preparation $ 410,300
Test activities $ 321,500
Fee I 140_400Total 2,145,600
The total labor required is 39,200 hours and the cost breakdown by major cost sources is"
Labor $I, 746,500
Material (including equipment $ 233, I00
and purchased components)
Computer $ I0,000
Other non-labor $ 15 )600
Fee I 140_400Total 2,145,600
The program cost estimate was developed largely from a technical viewpoint, as a
summation of its various component parts. It was not subjected to a critical management
and cost control review appropriate to final costing of a program of its magnitude. Inputs
were furnished independently by a number of contributors. It is quite possible that a
closer integration of tasks and a more detailed definition of program flow and resource
requirements would disclose and eliminate duplication or reduce idle time that may
presently exist in the schedule.
On the other hand, as with any research program, there exist a number of high risk areas
in the plan. Greater than anticipated problems in these areas could lead to significant
increases in costs if program objectives and schedule are to be met. Risk areas include
the design and performance of the MLI purge system, integrity of the foam when
subjected to the range of pressures and temperatures required) and the ability to achieve
desired vacuum levels, particularly within the MLI, with the many potential contamination
sources present. Other potential problems are the ability to accurately measure boil-off
rates over the wide range required) achievement of adequate thermal stability in the tank
to permit meaningful interpretation of measured boil-off, and accurate assessment of
discrete heat leaks to permit valid comparison of basic insulation heat flow. Overall, the
program cost estimate is felt to represent a reasonable mean between possible reductions
and potential additional costs. A large uncertainty, however) possible _+20%, must be
recognized) at least until a more detailed plan is accomplished.
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6.6 TEST PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS AND ALTERNATIVE PLANS
Alternative test programs or design variations were considered very briefly with the goal
of meeting all or some of the planned objectives at a reduced cost. Since a large part of
the cost is in preparing the test facility, large cost reductions did not appear possible
without a major change in test approach. It should be pointed out that the present plan,
with its sub-scale tank, will not provide direct verification of the Task I performance
predictions, and thus compromises to some degree that objective.
A further reduction in liquid hydrogen tank size could reduce the cost of the tank,
particularly if forming of the tank heads by spinning) as opposed to the present welded
preformed=gore fabrication, is made possible. Further savings would accrue through
reductions in the material quantities required for insulation) the support stand, and the
thermal shroud. All of these reductions, however, would be a relatively small percentage
of total cost. The disadvantages of greater relative heat leak from penetrations and other
local effects, and the greater departure from full scale are felt to outweight the savings
if the tank size is significantly reduced. If a change to spun tank heads is possible with
only a small reduction in tank size, this modification is recommended.
A single test) that of the MLl-plus=ioam system, was considered. This variation would
shorten the program by approximately I Y2 months and reduce the labor by the hours
required for the eliminated test) insulation re=work) and associated pre= and post-test
analyses. Test article fabrication, materials, and facility preparation, however, remain
unchanged. The potential value of the information lost with this change is very great.
With the potential difficulty in accurately evaluating the discrete heat leaks, an
experimental comparison between the total heat flow with the MLI-plus-foam system and
the MLI=only system may be the most accurate way of evaluating the performance of the
former system. The deletion of the MLI-only test is therefore not recommended.
At the limit of tank down=sizing is a change to a flat plate calorimeter type test. Much
of the preparation, analysis, and support activity for such a test would be on a much
smaller scale than that of the present plan. The cost of such a program would) therefore,
be much less than the present estimate. Properly designed, such a test would provide the
clearest evaluation of heat flow through the basic tank wall insulation. No other
information, such as penetration heat leaks, effects of tank liquid level, stratification,
and pressure variations, or realistic insulation temperature distributions would be
obtained, however. No experience would be gained in designing, fabricating, and
operating insulation and purge systems on a real tank shape. The benefit of hardware and
facility systems which could be carried over to future, even more realistic experimental
programs, would be lost. A flat plate calorimeter test can be recommended as a adjunct
or a preliminary to the present planned program but not as a substitute for it.
Substitution of liquid nitrogen for liquid hydrogen as the test cryogen would yield a
moderate reduction in complexity and costs of certain test facility components, systems,
and safety provisions. Some of the program risks would be reduced but much of the test
realism would be lost. Temperature profiles would be altered so as to seriously degrade
the validity of the Task I analysis verification. Assessment of the ability of the MLI purge
to prevent condensation would be eliminated for all practical purposes. The relatively
small cost saving from this alternative is not considred worth the loss in program value.
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7.0 STUDY CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The results of this study have shown potential benefits can be derived from the
application of a foam substrate beneath cryogenic propellant tank multilayer insulation.
Specific benefits are; I) increased payloads for LTPS; and 2) reduced operational
complexity due to the use of Orbiter cargo bay N 2 purge gas for ML[ purging. In order to
gain the benefit of increased payload mass when compared to MLI-only, it was found to be
necessary to specify enhanced convection heat transfer in the purge enclosure. The
enhanced convection environment provided increased thermal coupling between the warm
Orbiter cargo bay and the outer layer of the propellant tank MLI. Therefore, the outer
layer of the "ML[ was considerably warmer than it was for the case in which natural
convection was assumed to occur in the purge enclosure. Less ML[ and less foam were
therefore required to achieve the desired MLI/foam interface temperature. Comparison
of typical calculated foam and MLI thicknesses showed that optimized combination
insulation thicknesses for natural convection conditions were typically 30 to 500% times
greater than those for enhanced convection conditions. A true natural convection
environment in the purge enclosure, however, would be difficult to achieve. This
condition represents an extreme and was used to bound the problem of defining insulation
designs.
A number of grades of N 2 were investigated as potential purge gases. The gas used to
purge the Orbiter cargo bay has a dew point of slightly less than 2#4OK (-21OK).
MLI/foam combinations designed for this dew point resulted in the largest payload
penalties of all combination insulations investigated. However, for enhanced convection
ground hold purge enclosure environments, even the insulation designed for the maximum
MLI/foam interface temperature outperformed MLl-only on the basis of LTPS payload
delivery capability. The payoff of using MLl/foam combination insulations was the
greatest for the LTPS designed for the larger payload densities of 36 kg/m 3 (3.3 Ibm/ft 3)
and 40 Kg/m 3 (2.3 Ibm/ft3).
In general, however, considering all payload densities, the best MLI/foam interface
temperature, from the standpoint of LTPS payload mass, was 14#OK (-200OF). This
temperature was the lowest value investigated. The difference in predicted LTPS payload
capacity in going from a 144OK (-200OF) interface temperature to 244OK (-20OF) was only
about 42 kg (93 Ibm). Therefore the payload penalty incurred in selecting the higher
interface temperature appears to be acceptable because Orbiter bay purge gas could then
be used for MLI purging.
For low density payloads, the use of either MLI/foam or MLl-only insulations resulted in
almost identical LTPS payload capacities. However, the benefits of being able to use
Orbiter bay purge gas for MLI purging warrant the selection of MLI/foam insulations for
low-density payload LTPS applications as well as for high-density payloads.
For high-density payload (payload mass-limited) cases, the two factors having the greatest
influence on optimum MLl/foam insulation thickness were insulation ,mass and propellant
boiloff. The optimum thickness occurred at the point at which the combined impact of
insulation mass and propellant vent loss resulted in maximum payload capacity. The
effect of insulation heat leak on tank self-pressurization and additional propellant for the
3 minute contingency countdown hold had little impact on the optimum insulation
thickness.
In the case of moderate and low-density payload LTPS designs, MLI/foam thickness and
tank volume had the greatest impact on the optimum insulation design. Tank volume was
dependent on insulation performance because mission-integrated heat leak determined the
amount of tank oversizing required to provide volume for propellants lost through venting.
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The optimum insulation design occurred at the point at which the combined impact of
insulation thickness and tank volume resulted in the shortest LTPS.
Estimated program cost for fabricating and testing both a MLl-only and a MLl/foam
insulated ½ scale tank is 2.1 million dollars. The use of an existing tank as the test article
would reduce program cost by $50,000. The cost of performing the necessary testing is
slightly more than $3209000. Engineering and facility preparation were the other primary
program labor cost items.
Facility preparation costs were based on an estimate of the labor_ equipment_ and
materials required to prepare the existing Boeing hazardous test vacuum chamber for
testing. Henc% the 0.41 million dollar cost estimated for this effort is valid for only the
Boeing facility. These costs could be considerably less or mor% depending on the test site
ultimately selected.
In summary_ the principal study results were:
TASKS I AND II
a.
b.
The purge enclosure heat transfer environment had a significant impact on insula-
tion design because it determined MLI/foam insulation thickness and affected
ground hold heat leak.
A natural convection environment (essentially stagnant gas conditions) was found to
result in the highest LTPS payload mass delivery capability for He-purged tank
insulation designs. An enhanced convection environment, in which warm purge gas
was circulated in the purge enclosur% resulted in the highest LTPS payload mass for
N2-purged MLI/foam insulation designs.
In comparing payload capabilities of LTPS utilizing MLl-insulated tanks with those
utilizing MLI/foam, the use of MLI/foam was found to increase payload mass for
cases in which enhanced convection was assumed to exist in the purge enclosure.
Co In comparing payload capabilities of LTPS utilizing MLI-insulated tanks with those
utilizing MLI/foam, the use of MLI/foam decreased payload mass for cases in which
natural convection conditions were assumed to exist in the purge enclosure.
do In comparing payload capabilities of LTPS utilizing MLI/insulated tanks with those
utilizing MLI/foam9 for both purge enclosure environments_ it was found the use of
MLI/foam would give the highest payload mass for certain cases. For LTPS with the
highest payload density of 56 kg/m 3 (3.5 lbm/ft 3) the use of MLI/foam and an
enhanced convection purge enclosure environment always resulted in highest payload
masses.
For LTPS with the lowest payload density of 2g kg/m 3 (1.5 Ibm/It 3) the use of
MLI/foam and either a forced or natural convection purge enclosure environment
always resulted in payload masses less than the MLI-only design with a natural
convection purge enclosure.
e, For MLI/foam combination insulations designed for an enhanced-convection purge
environment_ the LH2 tank foam substrate thicknesses ranged from a minimum of
0.g3 cm (0.17 in) to a maximum of 1.83 cm (0.72 in) for all MLI/foam interface
temperatures studied. The least foam was required for the lowest interface
temperatur% Igg°K (-200°F)_ and the most foam was required for the highest
interface temperatur% 244°K (-20°F). LO 2 tank foam thicknesses varied from 0.23
cm (0.09 in) to 1.93 cm (0.76 in).
fl
g.
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For MLI/foam combination insulations designed for a natural convection purge
environment, the LH 2 tank foam substrate thicknesses ranged from 1.78 cm (0.71 in)
for a 144°K (-200°F) interface temperature to 12 cm (4.7 in) for a 244°K (-20°F)
interface temperature. LO 2 tank foam thicknesses varied from 1.12 cm (0.44 in) to
16 cm (6.3 in).
Optimum LH 2 and LO 2 tank MLI thicknesses for He-purged insulations designed for
a natural convection purge enclosure environment ranged from 2.03 cm (0.81 in) to
0.51 cm (0.21 in).
Optimum LH 2 and LO 2 tank MLI thicknesses for He-purged insulations designed for
an enhanced convection purge enclosure environment ranged from 6.1 cm (2.4 in) to
2.79 cm (1.1 in).
i. From the standpoint of maximum payload mass, the best MLI/foam interface
temperature is 144OK (-200°F). However, for combination insulations designed for
the forced or enhanced convection purge enclosure environment, the loss in payload
mass in going from 144°K (-200°F) to 244°K (-20°F) was only a maximum of 42 kg
(93 Ibm).
j. The two principal factors which determined the optimum insulation design for high-
density payload LTPS were propellant vent loss mass and insulation mass.
k. The two principal factors which determined the optimum insulation design for low-
density payload LTPS were propellant tank length and insulation thickness.
TASK III
a. A Y2-scale LH 2 tank calorimetric test was defined to measure MLI/foam insulation
performance. Total tank heat leak would be determined by measuring vent mass
flow rate during simulated ground hold) ascent) and orbital conditions. Both
MLI/foam and MLI-only insulations would be tested.
b. The test program was estimated to require two years to complete. This program
schedule included the design and fabrication of the test tank.
c. Estimated test program cost, including labor and materials was 2. I million dollars.
do Total program labor costs were 1.75 million dollars for the estimated requirement of
39200 hours.
e. Engineering and administration costs totaled 0.833 million dollars. Test hardware
fabrication and assembly costs were 0.43 million dollars, including 0.23 million
dollars for materials, equipment and purchased components. Facility preparation
cost was 0.41 million dollars and the cost of testing was 0.32 milton dollars.
Based on the results of this study, areas for additional study have been identified. The
additional studies should be made to finalize the relative merits of MLI versus MLl/foam
insulations for a particular propulsion system and its associated mission or other similar
Shuttle-transportable cryogenic tankage. These studies should address:
the effect of a different mission timeline, e.g. what if a seven-day hold on LEO was
required,
advantages of applying a non-uniform foam thickness to the tanks,
the influence of different ground-hold conditions for a different LTPS configuration,
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benefits of a decreased MLI layer density)
design techniques to preclude N 2 condensation on penetrations.
The benefits of MLI/foam insulations should be verified by test.
predicted performance, hardware fabrication and testing are
following issues:
In addition to validating
needed to address the
a) How much moisture condensation and freezing can be allowed in the N2-purged
MLI?
b) What is the heat transfer performance effect of condensibles trapped in the seams
and interstices of the foam?
c) What additional costs are incurred by including the foam substrate?
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APPENDIX A
RADIATION INTERCHANGE FACTOR AND ENVIRONMENTAL
HEATING ANALYSIS PROGRAMS
A Boeing-proprietary computer program_ RADSIM_ was used in this study to predict
radiation interchange factors between the Orbiter cargo bay_ LTPS and LSS payload
surfaces. A brief description of this program follows: The Radiation Simulation
(RADSIM) program is a computer program which uses a Monte Carlo ray trace technique
to calculate radiation exchange factors (Script-F's). The basic RADSIM program was
developed by Dr. R. C. Corlett of Boeing. Minor modifications to the basic program have
been made and the checkout and debugging of the computer code performed. The present
version of RADSIM (version 4) is compatible with another Boeing-proprietary computer
program, the Orbital Payload Environmental Radiation Analyzer (OPERA) program.
RADSIM incorporates radiation simulation at two wavelengths. The user may specify
either diffuse emission at wavelength 1 or normal emission at wavelength 2. In general
wavelength I is used for infrared radiation and wavelength 2 for solar radiation. The
diffuse emission option is then used in determining the radiation exchange factors
(Script-F's) between the model surfaces. The normal emission option can be used_ along
with a solar simulator emitting surface_ to determine the radiation exchange factors
between the model surfaces and the sun. However_ for most cases, the solar calculations
are made in a more appropriate manner with the OPERA.
Five (5) types of primary surfaces can be used to describe the vehicle geometry. These
surfaces consist of trapezoids and segments of cylinders, cones, discs_ and spheres. The
primary surfaces can be subdivided into nodes to match that of the thermal math model.
At present RADSIM will accept up to 700 primary surfaces and I000 nodes. OPERA will
accept up to 500 primary surfaces and 700 nodes.
RADSIM and OPERA calculations utilize both the infrared and solar radiative properties
of the model nodes. The infrared and solar reflectivities can be specified as diffuse_
specular, or a combination of diffuse and specular. In addition_ nodes can be specified as
adiabatic (i.e., floating at the radiative environment temperature). Adiabatic nodes are
characterized as one- or two-sided and as isothermal or local adiabatic surfaces.
RADSIM prints out Script-F values from the emitting nodes to each model node. In
addition_ the program prints out the estimated statistical uncertainty in the Script-F
value, product of area and Script-F, and the reverse Script-F value. RADSIM also
generates an auxiliary disc file which contains the results in a format that can be used by
utility programs. These utility programs put the results in a form suitable for direct use
in a thermal analyzer program.
OPERA was used in this study to predict total thermal radiation heat flux on LTPS
surfaces. The predicted flux included direct solar_ direct earth IR and direct earth albedo
fluxes as well as the total flux from these sources reflected by the Orbiter and LSS
payload surfaces onto the LTPS. The OPERA program was developed to calculate
environmental (solar, planet emission and albedo) heat loads for complex orbiting vehicles.
The improvement that OPERA offers over previous orbital heat load programs is the
inclusion of blockage and reflected (diffuse and/or specular) radiation.
The OPERA heat load calculations are based on a Monte carlo ray tracing technique which
determines the radiation exchange factor (Script-F) with the environmental source (sun,
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planet emission and albedo). RADSIM was modified and incorporated into OPERA to
perform the Script-F calculations. Another existing program, SPARAD (Space Radiation)
was modified and incorporated into OPERA to perform the orbit mechanics calculations.
OPERA uses the Script-F arrays to determine the environmental heat load on each nodal
surface. A nodal heat load-time array is generated by OPERA for direct use with BETA
(Boeing Engineering Thermal Analyzer) or SINDA (Systems Improved Numerical Differ-
encing Analyzer) in the determination of the temperature-time profile of the complete
thermal model. OPERA was also written such that it could be used directly as a
subroutine to BETA.
OPERA calculates the geometric relationship between vehicle, sun and planet for both
circular and elliptical orbits as a function of orbit position and time. The vehicle
orientation can be specified as one of twenty-four (24) standard planet oriented or
twenty-four (24) standard sun oriented cases. Other orientations can be specified as any
fixed inertial orientation or a subroutine can be used to specify any orientation desired.
In addition, a spinning vehicle can also be specified.
At present OPERA will calculate heat loads for up to forty (40) orbit output points in a
single run. These output points can be specified as evenly spaced in mean anomaly (time)
or the user can directly input the orbit output points to be used. The user may also
specify that terminator and/or shadow crossing points be included in the output points.
At each orbit point_ OPERA calculates each component of the environmental heat load on
the vehicle model nodes. The user can specify any combination of solar, albedo and planet
IR sources to be used in this heat load calculation. The calculations include the effects of
blockage and reflection of the incident radiation.
OPERA prints out the Script-F values from each node to the specified environment source
at each orbit output point. Heat load arrays are printed out for each environment source
as well as the total for all sources on each node.
OPERA will also store the heat load arrays on disc files in a format that can be used by a
thermal analyzer (e.g., SINDA). OPERA will also generate disc files which can be used to
plot the vehicle geometry_ nodal heat loads as a function of time, and the vehicle orbit.
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APPENDIXB
TANK SUPPORT STRUT OPTIMIZATION
Symbols
A
Ao
f l(V)
f2(V)
I
L
r
r _
rl
r2
t
tb
to
ts
t t
tw
V
Vo
W
WA
Wo
Wr
WI
W2
e
Tank surface area-_ m 2
Baseline tank surface area _ m 2
Function relating mass of tank membranes, weld lands, etc. to volume
Function relating mass of support ring, struts, and other support hard-
ware to tank volume
Tank support strut cross sectional moment of inertia.,, cm 4
Strut length_ cm
Radius of tank cylindrical section_ m
Toroidal tank minor radius_ m
Baseline toroidal tank minor radius_.m
Strut outside radius _ cm
Strut inside radius_ cm
Thickness of LH 2 tank cylindrical section wall_ m
Wall thickness of buckling-designed strut _ cm
Baseline tank support strut wall thickness_., cm
Strut wall thickness-.-cm
Wall thickness of tension - designed strut _-cm
New calculated strut wall thickness as determined by total loaded tank
weight _'- cm
New tank volume_-m 3
Tank volume from baseline OTV (Reference 1)..- m 3
LTPS loaded tank weight,- kg
Calculated value of weight for LO 2 tank membranes, weld lands,
tolerances, etc., based on weight - surface area relationship _- kg
Reference I OTV loaded tank weight _kg
Calculated value of weight for LO 2 tank membranes, weld lands,
tolerances, et.c, based on weight - radius of curvature relationship _ kg
Weight of tank membranes, weld lands, tolerances, manholes, local beef-
ups, etc., for Reference 10TV tank ._ kg
Weight of support ring, struts and other support hardware for Refer-
ence 10TV tank _'_ kg
Density of tank wall material,_ kg/m 3
For Task II, the heat leak to the cryogenic tanks attributed to the tank support struts was
initially based directly on the support strut designs for the orbital transfer vehicle (OTV)
of Reference I. For the three Thermal Math Models investigated in Task lIB it was
decided that a more realistic representation would result if the support strut design took
into account the variation in strut properties as determined by structural requirements, an
approximate weight optimization, and variations in configuration geometry. Configu-
ration geometry affects allowable strut length, and total tank weight can affect strut
cross sectional area, leading to differences in strut conductances from those of the OTV
baseline. Strut length can affect payload weight allowance through strut weight and
through thermal conductance influence on propellant boil-off.
It was further decided that the configuration influence on strut sizing, and thus on strut
heat leak, would be established for only one set of nominal characteristics for each of the
three payload density configurations. Effects of differences in insulation design, either
from the various prescribed purge gas temperatures or from variations to optimize the
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designs, are expected to have a minimal effect on strut sizing. The exclusion of strut
resizing from insulation design iterations contributed to keeping the optimization effort in
scope.
Ground rules adopted for tank support strut sizing for the 3 LTPS configurations are listed
below:
I. Retain number of struts per tank from the OTV design.
2. Retain the outside diameter of struts from the OTV design.
.
4.
Struts are tangent to the tank contour at the attachment ring.
With the OTV struts as baseline, vary strut wall thickness with tank weight and strut
length, to establish minimum acceptable wall thickness based on the worst case
conditions determined from either tension or buckling-stability-design criteria.
5. On the LH 2 tanks, retain existing OTV design strut angle configuration.
. On the LO 2 tanks, retain end-to-end strut configuration (maintain common attach-
ment point for adjacent struts at the body shell and the tank support ring).
A one-time optimization study, utilizing the preceding ground rules, was conducted to
determine strut lengths to minimize the payload mass penalty associated with the
hydrogen and oxygen tank support systems for each LTPS conliguration. The payload
mass penalty accounted for propellant boil-off attributed to strut heat leak and that
associated with the strut mass. Where the optimized strut length was greater than the
allowable lengths imposed by LTPS avionics ring geometric constraints, the largest
allowable strut length was selected. Table BI lists the final strut lengths which were used
to establish strut wall thicknesses and, subsequently, strut thermal conductances.
The tank weight affecting strut sizing was taken as the total loaded tank weight. It was
then assumed that the strut wall thickess would vary in direct proportion to the tank
weight.
Thus,
tw = w (B-t)
to Wo
t w = new strut wall thickness as determined by tank weight.
t o = strut wall thickness for OTV strut design.
W = loaded tank weight, LTPS configuration.
W o = loaded tank weight, corresponding OTV tank.
Additional groundrules adopted for the tank support strut optimization analysis are as
follows:
1. Use the OTV (Reference l) tank volumes and weights as baselines.
. LH 2 tank will always have a cylindrical section and only this section changes with
volume.
. Membrane weight vs. volume for the LH 2 tank varies directly with area of constant
gage cylindrical section.
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4. EIIipsoidal LO 2 tank membrane weight varies with tank surface area in accordance
with a spherical area/volume ratio.
Toroidal LO 2 tank membrane weight varies with area for change in volume
accomplished through a change in minor diameter only (outside diameter remains
constant).
6.
.
.
For all LO 2 tanks, include weight change due to membrane gage change required by
change in radius of curvature.
Assume weight increments for weld lands, tolerances, manhole and local beef-ups
vary in proportion to membrane weight changes.
Assume weights of non-containment items (support ring, strut fittings, etc.) vary
with changes in total loaded tank weight.
For the LH 2 tank,
W l W2
W _ II(V ) + I2(V ) W-_W2WI+W 2 WI+W2
(B-2)
where
WI
f2(v)
: weight of membranes, weld lands, tolerances, manhole, local beef-ups,
for OTV tank.
= weight of support ring, struts, other support hardware, for OTV tank.
= direct factor on weight from volume variations.
= effect of volume variations through containment vessel weight change.
Under groundrules (2), (3), (7), and (g),
V
_Wi 2t_&V _ 1 + 2V°t_'(v°=l)It(V) = I + - t + -W I rW l Wlr
(B-3)
V
2V o t _(Vn-I)
Wo +_W l Wo +f2(v) _
W o Wo
(B-4)
where
t : thickness of cylindrical section wall
= density of wall material
V = new tank volume
V o = tank volume of baseline OTV tank
r = radius of cylindrical section
Wo = loaded tank weight, corresponding to baseline OTV tank
For the properties and dimensions of the baseline LH2 tank (Reference l),
W
WI+W 2 .33776 + .66224V- V
O
(B-s)
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For the ellipsoidal LO 2 tank,
W W2
w = fl(V ) lWI+W 2 _¢I+W2 + f2(V)w_-W2
(B-6)
where the nomenclature is defined as before.
Here,
fl(V) = i + )_Wl = WA + W r _IV _ 2/3 IVo 1 I/3wl wl-1-\ o; +
where,
WA =
Wr =
f2(V) =
new W i as affected by change in surface area
new WI as affected by change in radius of curvature
[IV _2/3 [V _t/3
Wo+AWI Wo + Wlli: d + _Vo/ =2/]
Wo Wo
-I (B-7)
(s-g)
Again, incorporating the values for the baseine LO 2 tank,
W _ .45929[V ,_2/3 IV ,_1/3WI+W2 Vo/ + .45929 _oJ + .08141#
(B=9)
For the toroidal LO 2 tank, with a fixed outside diameter (Groundrule (5)), and baseline
dimensions and weights taken from the Task I, #0 kg/m 3 (2.5 Ib/ft 3) payload density
toroidai LO 2 tank configuration (Figure 3-8).
fl(V) I AWl = WA + Wr IV '_1/2 (V)1/2Wl WI WI-l =\'_o / + :o
(B-iO)
where
A
Ao
r
r o
f2(v) :
new tank surface area
baseline tank surface area
new tank minor radius
baseline tank minor radius
Wo+ W I = W° + WI(2(Vo_I/2
Wo Wo
-2 ) (B-11)
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Then, for the toroidal LO 2 tanks,
W _ .9l$58 CVo )1/2•WI+W 2 + .081#14 (B-12)
Since the insulation system of primary interest in the current program, the MLl/Foam
system, results in considerably greater tank insulation weights than the MLI-only system
of the OTV, the insulation weights were excluded from the preceding weight-versus-
volume relations. Instead, conservative estimates of MLI/Foam weights for the individual
tanks were added after computation of volume-determined tank structural weights.
Tank mass versus tank volume trend relationships (Equations (B-I), (B-2), and (B-3)), are
plotted in Figure 5-4. Although the mathematical expressions differ for the eliipsoidal
and the toroidal LO 2 tanks, for a moderate range of (V/Vo), the plotted curves are
practically equivalent and are so shown in the figure. For the baseline and groundrules
used, the center opening of the toroidal tank vanishes at V/V o = 1.761, setting an upper
limit on the toroidal LO 2 tank curve. Tank structural weights taken from these
relationships are shown in Table BI.
The effect of strut length on wall thickness for a buckling-stability-designed strut was
based on an assumed constant buckling criticality. For this,
I : const. (B-I3)
L 2
and
I
L
rl
r2
1/¢ _T(rl_ - r24), for a circular tubeI
= moment of inertia of strut section
= strut length
= outside radius of strut section
= inside radius of strut section
(B-I¢)
From the expression for I, with
t s = r l-r2
t s _< r I ,
I _ "_ r I 3t s
and therefore,
"ITrl 3ts = const.
L 2
(B-15)
Thus, for constant buckling criticality, t s is proportional to L 2.
The final strut wall thickness is found from:
tb = to (-_) 2 w
o --Wo ' buckling-designed
(B-16)
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tt = to __.W
Wo ) tension-designed (B-17)
Results ol application of these relationships to the 3 configurations are shown in Table BI.
Table B2 summarizes the final strut lengths, wall cross section areas and conductivity
expressions.
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APPENDIX C
TRADE PROGRAMS FOR LTPS SIZING AND INSULATION OPTIMIZATION
Two interactive computer programs were written to assess the LTPS payload capacity.
Program development was based on the methods presented in section 5.
Figure C-i illustrates the typical input required and the detailed output supplied by each
program. As such, the output provides:
0
0
0
0
0
Intermediate calculations, if requested
The effect of thermal loads on LTPS design features
An itemized propellant inventory
Mass and volume statements for the LTPS conceptual design and LSS payload
A summary of the input data and the LTPS deliverable LSS mass.
Note that an abbreviated output option is availabl% which only gives the last six lines.
Figures C-2 and C-3 present the two interactive programs. Program TRADE as initially
written was used to evaluate the insulation integrated performance for natural-convection
ground-hold environments. This program was subsequently simplified to reflect enhanced-
convection ground-hold environments_ and it was, therefor% named TRADE2.
Each program contains numerous comment statements_ that aided in program develop-
ment. They also serve to help the interested reader in understanding the program(s).
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wh you mmn_ ¢ttcutit_on deCeits?yes
packaged payload desa*_V" a.S --- Ibm/_3
¥Vpe _onk (k_drogen or oxwgen)l hvdrogex
Do Wov uo_ n_roqo_ or EoLL_m nurgo gos? nLtrogon
1;_pl form (Rohoco_ 31 6r _X _S_R)| _o_oceL_ 31
R_oLmum allowable _n_or(a¢o temperature- -2_e, -- --°F
loom tkLckness (_:hes)" E.O
END OF IHPUT DATA
F___o F
Hr.ft2.°F/BTU
_Vpo _oak- (H
e.LXAImo (oom _nporature- -O.44385E+eE
foam rosAstoncm- e.33??3sE+e8
RLX thXck_es*" e.32s3(+o+ tmo_
minimum eL! surface temperature" e.geGa £+e_---J---'°F
eL; resistance- @'316GE+O2--Hr'ff2"°F/BTU 2o
llRJaum conductance" e._s2stg(-et ........ o= Hr-h -F/BTU
mL_lmvm _nterPsce _eeporot_ro caLcuLated" -e.oeee_+e3
froundohotd tabulation ft_x- e.Gg3??E+el --BTU/Hr'_2
-e.a?tt?E+e3 °F
-o.lg348E÷G3--°F
-e.?tgetE*e_--°F BTU/_2.Hr
O.46663E-et
e,tse3aE+ee--STU]_ z
o.aetatE÷et 'BTU/_2
average loom _e=pora_urm-
• I_Broge to,efface _em_oroturo-
imrlge flL_ tom,eraSure"
iveroge _ransL_xon hea_ flu:"
due to ground-hoLd conditions"
duo _ _oam cooLXng"
(foam capscL_ance- O*4t85_E-el)--BTU/lbm _F
duo to RL_ cooL;n_ and hmm_ Leak- 0.6471_E-G1 BTUI_2
(RL_ _runs_on heo_ flux- e*l_ 95GE-_)_sTu/Hr'ft2
due _o de=Louad-LE0 hold- e.sls_gE+ee -- BTU/_2
(RLI keo_ ¢_x for LEO hold- e.5619eE "@I)-BTU/Hr'_2
orbl_-trmnstmr ln_utatlo_ flux- O.4??G_E'OI_BTUIHr-_ 2
14_droga_/Ox_gen _o.k haul took duo tot
pOrte,ration+- lee.e/ ?4.e ---- BTUIHr
_r_ _or _ho m_s_on phases,
ground-hoLd and _ns_loL aaco_t- 1_.8/ _47,0 -sTulhr
_ank-_ntock _o 6_ hour=- 1#.91 20_.e--BTU/Hr
LTPS lgn_oa to dXaposuL orbl¢- 8.9/ 183.0 -BTU/Hr
7 lt_ra_Lo_s mere made
e4_oe_L_g la+_ Z_erstlon vaLuoe-
stage Length- _3.811
_urel-ue/;_md I_suLI_Lo_ me31 _ " e.le3tE+es IbmI_2
_k geometry s _Weroge__ oxwgmn
height- 13.409 4.3S_ --
oral- 567.483 9eg,s69--ft2 _3
volume- laST.S3O 454.884
p_-gpottent Xn_ent_ru;
propmtt_n_ toad" S383.6t 3_1_ 4-tg----_-'-_bm
4 mL_u_o bol|-o+_" t.44 0._4 Ib m
$ mknu_m boLL-oaf. 1.80 1.3O_nbm
tg.2sS m,a
mzlmvm Lank pressure-
viper uttago a+ Lock-up- 2.07
_ank vtLs_m o_ Lock-up- a.O3
(_k vLLaqm s_ _-4 m_x.-
(4 mX_u_m b_XL-o(_"
(reduced propeLLan_ deee_V"
(ta._k volume-
¢4_eten_*
propeLLant hmmtlng rot_-
pTopetton_ moss-
e_dVm tank me+qk+* 3?O.S
_dr_gen tank .elikt- 39_.a
%
%
_.q_) --%
1.444 )
4.3G? ) --,bm/_ 3
1257.83 )
tO2.O
3937 • O -- BTUjHr BTU
5382. _ -- _b
r_
Ib
rn
Ib m
Ibm
ft 3
Figure C-1: Example of TRADE Program(s) Input and Output
2OO
0.84
e,3e
187.67
31470.96
154,8O
63,02
86.ee
16e.61 Ibm
FigUre C- 1: Example of TRADE Program(s) Input and Output (Concluded)
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
I
2
11
12
13
19
21
22
23
C
30
31
32
This interactive program assesses the impact of insulation
systems on the LTPS payload capacity. Insulation systems
are either helium purged MLI or nitrogen-purged MLI/fosm
insulations.
English units (Btu, Ib, ft, dee F and Hr) are used throughout
the program, except where ;toted.
Nomenclntura-
PLMASS: payJood mass
PLDEN: payload densit_
TYPET: type tank; either sllipsoidol hydrogen |EH), tlllpsoidel
oxygen tEO), or toroidal oxygen (TO)
TYPEG: type purge gas; either nitrogen or helium
TYPEOT: type L02 tank; either toroidal or ellipsiodel
TYPEF: type foam; either Stspen BX 250 A or Rohaoell 31
DENF: foam density
DELF: foam thickness
DELM: MLI thickness
TTANK: tank temperature
THM: minimum outside surface temperature of MLI
THA: average " "
TIM: minimum MLI/foam interface temperature
TIA: average "
S4: tank ullage volume at 4 minutes before launch
TYPE 2
FORMATi' Do you want calculation details?',$)
ACCEPT 3, DETAILS
FORMATIA1)
ASSIGN INDEPENDEHT VARIABLES
TYPE 5
FORMATI' pac_a;_: _fload density= ',El
ACCEPT 8,PLDE_
FORMATIFIO.OI
TYPEOT='N'
IPIPLDEN.EQ.I.$ ,OR. PLDEN.EQ.2.SI TYPEOT='T'
IF(PLDEN.EQ.3.S) TYPEOT:'E'
IFITYPEOT.EQ.'N') GO TO 4
TYPE 12
FORMAT(' Type tank Ihydrogen or oxyganJ: ',S)
ACCEPT 13, TYPET
FORMATIA1)
IFITYPET.EO.'O' .OR, TYPET.EO.'o') THEN
TTANK:-290.
TYPET='TO'
IFITYPEOT.EQ.'E') TTPET='EO'
GO TO 19
EHOIF
TTANK=-423.
IF(TYPET.EQ.'H' .OR. TYPET.EQ.'h') TYPET:'EH'
IF(TYPET.NE.'EH' ,AND. TYPET.NE.'EO' .AND. TYPET.NE.'TO') GO TO 11
TYPE 22
FORMATI' tank ullage volume at t-4 min.= ',$1
ACCEPT 23, 54
FORMAT(FIO.O)
SELECT IHSULATICfl CONCE'PT
TYPE 31
FORMAT(' Do you _ant nitrogen or helium purge gas?',SI
ACCEPT 32, TYFEG
FORMAT(A1)
Figure C-2: TRADE Computer Program Listing
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C40
41.
42
C
01
62
e3
71
72
?3
81
82
83
90
91
C
9g
C
C
C
IFITYPEB.EO.'H' .OR. TYPEQ.EQ.'h') THEN
-FOR HELIUM PURGED MLI AND NO FOAM
TYPEQ='H'
TIM:TTANK
TYPE 41
FORMAT(' MLI thickness (inchen): ',S)
ACCEPT 42, DELM
FORMATIFIO.O)
DELM=OELM/12.
DELF=O.
TYPE 91
QO TO 200
ENDIF
-FOR NITROGEN PURGED MLI WITH A FOAM SUBSTRATE
TYPEGz'N'
TYPE 02
FORMAT(' type foam (Rohacsll 31 or BX 2SOAJ: ',S)
ACCEPT 83, TYPEF
FORMAT(At)
TEST='N'
IF(TYPEF.EQ.'R' .OR, TYPEF.EQ.'r') TYPEF='R'
IF(TYPEF.EQ.'B' .OR. TYPEF.EQ.'b'J TYPEFu'B'
IF(TYPEF.EQ.'R' .OR. TYPEF.EQ.'B') TEST:'OK'
IF(TEST.EQ.'N') GO TO 61
DENF=I.9
IF(TYPEF.EQ.'B') DENF=2.$
TYPE 72
FORMAT(' Minimum allowable interface temperature: ',$)
ACCEPT 73, TIM
FORMATIFIO.O)
TYPE 82
FORMAT(' foam thickness (inches): ',S)
ACCEPT 83, DELF
FORMATIFIO.O)
DELF:DELF/12.
TYPE 91
FORMAT(' END OF INPUT DATA'/)
GFLX=O.
PLMASS=O.
SEE IF ENOUGH MLI HAS BEEN ADDED TO SATISFY THE
MINIMUM INTERFACE TEMPERATURE REQUIREMENT
FK:FOAMKITYPEF,TIM,TTANK)
RF=DELF/FK
TFMAX=THMINITYPET,I1./RF))
IFITFMAX.LT.TIM) THEN
TYPE g9
FORMATI' tt!not enough foam to sstiery the minimum '
• 'interface temperature requirement!I;. '/I
QO TO gOOD
ENDIF
FIND A SATISFACTORY MLI THICKNESS
DELTA=IO.I60.
DELM:-OELTA
DO 190 1:1,200
DE_M:OELM * DELTA
THM=TIM_50.
DETERMINE THE MINIMUM ML| SURFACE TEMPERATURE PREDICTED
BY THE THERMAL MATH MODEL (THMI BY VARYING THE MLI THICKNESS
Figure C-2: TRADE Computer Program Listing (Continued)
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DO 105 J:1,50
THMO=THM
GK=GASKiTYPEG,THMO,TIM)
RM:DELM/GK
GMIN:I./IRF+RM!
THM:THMINiTYPET.GMIHJ
IFIABS(THM-THMO).LT.O.O01) GO TO 109
105 CONTIHUE
TYPE 10_, J, GMIN.DELM, THMO,THM
108 FORMAT(t4,1X, 'iterations performed',
+ /' Z[!tho minimum MLI surface '
+ 'temperature was not found _e:i , o t
+ I' GMIN= 'E15.7,
+ /' DELM= 'E12.4,
• /' OLD MINIMUM TEMPERATURE= ' EI$.7,
• /' NEW " " : ' E15,7/)
GO TO +OOO
109 CONTINUE
C SEE IF ENOUGH FOAM HAS BEEN ADDED TO ATTAIN THE DESIRED
C MINIMUM INTERFACE TEMPERATURE
TITEST=TTANK + RF/(RF+RM)MITHM-TTANK)
IF(ABSITITEST-TIM).LT.O.O01) GO TO 199
IF(TITEST.GT.TIM .AND. DELTA.GT.O.) GO TO 190
IFITITEST.LT.TIM .AND. DELTA.LT.O.) GO TO 190
DELTA=-DELTA/2.
190 CONTINUE
TYPE 198, I
198 FORMATII4' iterations performed',
+ /' !!!insufficient iterations performed to attain ',
+ / 'the desired minimum Intorfaco temperature!I!'/)
CONTINUE199
C
C
200
C
C
PREDICT THE INSULATION HEAT FLUX DURING GROUND-HOLD IGFLX)
AND ON-ORBIT MISSION PHASES OF: DEPLOYED ON LEO ISFLX) AND
LEO TO DISPOSAL ORBIT TRANSFER ISFLXOT).
IFITYPEG.EQ.'H') THEN
CALCULATIONS TO DETERMINE THE HELIUM PURGED MLI GROUND-HOLD FLUX
USE A CONDUCTANCE DEFINED BY I/MLI THICKNESS (INVERSE INCHES1
GMIN:1./IDELM_12,)
ENDIF
GFLX:GRFLXITYPET.GMIN,TYPEG)
SFLX:SPFLXIDELMI
C:O.SS
IFITYPET.EQ.'EO' .OR. TYPET.EQ.'TO') C=0.91
SFLXOT:CNSFLX
IFITYPEG.EQ.'H') GO TO 291
PREDICT THE TIME-AVERAGE INSULATION FLUX FROM TANK UN-LOCX
TO INITIATION OF ORBIT TRANSFER I90 SEC TO 61 HR): TFLX
INITIALLY FIND THE AVERAGE GROUND-HOLD MLI AND FOAM
TEMPERATURES (TMA & TFA)
TFA:-SOO.
TIA:-500.
TMA=-5OO.
OC 290 11:1,3
IFI;I.EQ.1) THEN
DELTA:DELF
TC=TTANK
ENDIF
IF(II.EQ.2) TC:TFA
IFIII.EO.3I THEN
Figure C-2: TRADE Computer Program Listing (Continued)
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DELTA:DELM
TC:TIA
ENDIF
DELT:IO0.
THO:TC-OELT
TKI:GFLXmlDELTA/2.1
DO 210 I:1,100
TH:THO+DELT
IF(II.EQ.3) THEN
GK=GASKITYPEG,TH,TC)
TEST=GKN(TH-TC)
GO TO 209
ENDIF
FK:FOAMK(TYPEF,TH,TC)
TEST:FKU(TH-TC)
209 IF(ABS(TEST-TKil.LT.O.OOOlJ GO TO 220
IFITEST.LT.TKI .AND. DELT.GT.O.i GO TO 210
IF(TEST.GT.TKI .AND. DELT.LT.O.) GO TO 210
DELT=-DELT/2.
210 THO:TH
TYPE 211, I1,1, DELT,THO,TH,TC,TEST
211 FORMATi' 11='14,4X,14' iterations performed',
• /' t!!iasufficient number of iterations performed to ',
• /' determine the average insulation tempersturet!l',
• /' DELT= 'E10.4,
• /' THO: 'ElO.4,
• /' TH: 'E13.5,
+ /' TC: 'E13.5,
• /' TEST: 'E13.S/)
GO TO 9000
220 IFilI.EQ.1} TFA=TH
IFilI.EQ.2ITIA=TH
290 IFIII.EG.3)TMA:TH
C FOR THESE AVERAGE TEMPERATURES, THE INTEGRATED THERMAL LOAD
C (PER SQUARE FOOT OF TANK SURFACE AREAl QTR MAY
C NOW BE FOUND.
.C -DUE TO GROUND-HOLD CONDITIONS
291 QF:O.
CF:O,
TEVAC:2,110O.
IFiTYPEG.EQ.'H'I TEVAC:2.$/60.
GBTR:GFLX • (TEVAC - 90./3800.)
IFITYPEB.EQ.'H') O0 TO 292
C -DUE TO FOAM CCOLING
CF:FOAMCITFA,TTANK]
OF= DENFmOELF_CFN(TFA-TTANK)
C -DUE TO MLI COOLING AND INSULATION HEAT LEAK
292 TRMFLX:TRFLXITYPET,DELM,TMA,TTANK,TYPEGJ
QTRM:TRMFLXmiSO.-TEVAC)
C -DUE TO INSULATION HEAT LEAK WHILE DEPLOYED ON LEO
OLEOzSFLXm(81.-50.)
C SUMMING TO FIND THE INTEGRATED HEAT LEAK,
QTR:QGTR•QF*QTRM÷QLEO
C THE TIME-AVERAGED iNSULATION FLUX 15 DEFINED AS
TFLX: QTRI[61.-90.13600.]
C
C
C DETERMINE THE STRUT AND PENETRATION THERMAL LOADS
OPEHO:T4.
QPENH:IO0,
CALL $TRUTOIPLDE_,TYPEG,GSTRH1,QSTRH2,QSTRHS,QSTROI,QSTRO2,GSTROSI
Figure C-2:. TRADE Computer Program Listing (Continued)
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C
C
C
ASSESS THE PAYLOAD MASS FOR THE SELECTED INSULATION CONCEPT,
TANK CONFIGURATION, AND TANK ULLAGE VOLUME
INITIALIZE PARAMETERS
IF(PLDEN.EQ.3.$) THEN
WASE:5586.
PLMASSN:15607.
WBOP=4041.
WORES:134.
HHTN=144.$
HOTN=92.2
WHPN:$533.
WOPN=32900.
AHTN:600.
AOTN=30$,
VHTN=lSSB,
VOTNz484.
WPSCAR:323.
LENGTHS: STAGE:SL, STAGE
STAGE W/O FORE
SLN:298.8/12.
SL0:60.9/12.
SLB=161.6/12.
ENDIF
IFIPLDEN.EO.2.5) THEN
WASE=S612.
PLMASSN=IS239.
WBOP:4377.
WORES: 84.
HHTN=144.$
HOTN:27.4
WHPN:5520.
WOPN:32853.
AHTN:600.
AOTN:429.
VHTN:1355,
VOTN=4ag.
WPSCAR:323.
SLN=245.7/12,
SL0=72.6/12.
$LB:I05.7/12.
ENDIF
IFIPLDEH.EO.I.$) THEN
WASE=$612.
PLMASSN: 9731.
WBOP:3898.
WORES: 86.
HHTN:118.7
HOTN=22.0
WHPN=3926.
WOPN=23367.
AHTN=483.
AOTN:377.
VHTN= 964.
VOTN:348.
WPSCAR:293,
SLH=206.2/12.
SL0=66.3/12.
SLB: 96,2/12.
EHDIF
W/O TANKS OR INSULATION:SLO,
BODY SHELL:SLB
Figure C-2: TRADE Computer Program Listing (Continued)
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C
C
W0SS:63.
WHSS:IO.
WHRES:14.
WAINS=2.19_DELM
TINS=DELM+DELF
DENF_DELF
ITERATE ON THE PAYLOAD MASS
DO 1998 IT:I,SO
INITIALIZE ITERATION VARIABLES
HHT=HHTN
HOT=HOTN
WHP=WHPN
WOP:WOPN
WH4:WH4N
WO4:WO4N
WHSzWHSN
WOS:WOSN
AHT=AHTN
AOT=AOTN
VHT=VHTN
VOT=VOTN
SL=SLN
PLMASS:PLMASSN
DETERMINE PROPELLANT DENSITIES
IFITYPET.EQ.'EH')THEN
ODEN:70.63_
DENL=4.S693
OENV:O.IOO4
VT=VHT
ENDIF
IF(TYPET.NE.'EH'ITHEN
HDEN= 4.3893
DENL=70.633
DENV=0.3365
VT:VOT
ENDIF
RDEN:REDDENITYPET,PLDEN,S4,VT,QFLX,DENL,DENV)
IFITYPET.EO.'EH') HDEN=RDEN
IFITYPET.NE.'EH'I ODEN:RDEN
DETERMINE THE MAXIMUM TANK PRESSURE: PMAX
W4:W04
WP:WOP-W4
CONST:1790.
VOLUME:VOT
AREA:AOT
IF(TYPET.EO.'EH')THEN
W4:WH4
WP=WHP-W4
CONST=142.
VOLUME=VHT
AREA=AHT
ENDIF
SO: S4 • (IO0.mW41/IRDENmVOLUME)
SOY: SO * IIO0.-SOIm(DENL-RDEN)/IDENL-DENV_
PMAX= 18, * CONSTmIaFLX_AREAJuI90./SBOO.J/(SOVuWP)
ASSIGN A LTPS BURNOUT MASS: WBO
-INSULATION MASS
WlNS:AOTuWAINS
IFITYPET EQ 'EH') WlNS:AHT_WAINS
-FORE BODY SHELL MASS
WBS:28.34_ISL-SLB)
Figure C-2: TRADE Computer Program Listing (Continued)
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C
-TANK INERT WEIGHT
CALL WTANK(TYPET,PMAX,VHT,VOT,OTV,HTW)
WBO:WBOP*WlNS÷WBS_IOTW÷HTW)_.OOSNIWOP*WHF}*IWHS_WOSI_{WHRES*WORES)
DETERMINE THE PROPELLANT LOADING AT THE TERMINATION OF TOPPING
FOR HYDROGEN (WHP) AND OXYGEN IWOP)
PIMP= WlMP|WBO,PLMASS,WPSCAR)
qHIMP=PIMP/7.
WOIMP=S.mPIMP/7.
ASSIGN TIME DEPENDENT PROPELLANT VENT LOSSES
HFGH=187.
HFGO:90,
IFITYPET.NE.'EH'JTHEN
WO4N:IGFLXNAOT_QPENO÷OSTROI)mI4./60.)/HFGO
WOSNzlGFLXMAOT_QPENO+QSTROII_IS./§O.)/HFGO
_OBI:IQTRuAOT*IQPENO+OSTRO2I_ISI.-gO./S§OO.IJ/HFGO
WOAI=ISFLXOTuAOT÷QPENO+OSTROSJM(IIS.-61.J/HFGO
WH4N=IQPENH_OSTRHIIuI4./80.)/HFGH
WHSN:IQPENH+QSTRHI)mlS./80.)/HFGH
WHBI=IQPENH_QSTRH2)NI81.-90./3800.)/HFGH
WHAI=IQPENH_QSTRH3)UIII5.-61.J/HFGH
ENDIF
IFITYPET.EQ.'EH')THEN
WH4N=(GFLXmAHT÷QPENH_QSTRHI)_(4,/60.J/HFGH
WHSN=(GFLXNAHT_QPEHH÷OSTRH1)NIS./60,)/HFGH
WHBI=(QTRNAHT_(QPENH_QSTRH2)u(81.-90./3800.)I/HFGH
WHAI=ISFLXOT_AHT_QPENH*GSTRHS)mlllS,-81.)/HFGH
_04N=(QPENO*QSTROllm(4./60.I/HFGO
WOSN=(QPENO_QSTROIIm($./eO.I/HFGO
_OBI=(OPENO_QSTROZINI61.-90./3600.)/HFGO
WOAI=IQPENO+QSTRO31_(llS.-61.)/HFGO
ENDIF
WOPN:IWO4N_WO$N+_OBI+WOIMP÷WOAI_WOSS_WORESJ/0.995
WHPN=IWH4N_WH$N+WHBI+WHIMP+WHAI*WHSS_WHRESi/O.995
SIZE PROPELLANT TANKS' FOR LENGTH ANDAREA
VHTN:WHPN/HDEN
VOTN=WOPN/ODEN
IF(TYPET.EQ.'EH'ITHEN
VHTN=VHTN/(I.-S4/IO0.]
THINS=TINS
TOINS=O.
ENDIF
IFITYPET.NE.'EH'ITHEN
VOTN=VOTN/(I.-S4/IO0.)
TOINS=TINS
THINS:O.
ENDIF
CALL TANKSIPLDEN,VHTN,THINS,VOTN,TOINS,
AHTN,AOTN,HHTN,HOTNI
DETERMINE INSULATION EFFECTS ON THE STAGE LENGTH,
DUMMYI=O.
DUMMY2=O.
CALL TANKSIPLDEN,VHTN,DUWiY1,VOTN,DUMMY2,
• A1,A2,H1,H2}
DETERMINE PAYLOAD MASS FOR VOLUME-LIMITED (PLMASSV) AND
MASS-LIMITED IPLMASSMI CASES
WEPROP= (WOBI+WHBIJ+IWOIMP_WHIMPI÷IWOAI_WHAII_IWOSS_WHSS)
PLMASSM= 85000. - WASE - WBO - WEPROP
SLN=SLO+HHTN_HOTN
PLVOL: 170. • (5S.6-SLN]
PLMASSV=PLVOL_PLDEN
Figure C-2: TRADE Computer Program Listing (Continued)
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Clgg$
lg99
C
C
C
gO00
C
ggos
C
gO10
9020
IFIPLMASSV.LE.PLMASSM) PLMASSN:PLMASSV
IF(PLMASSV.GT,PLMASSM) PLMASSN=iPLMASSM+PLMASS)/2.
IF(IT,EQ,I) GO TO lug8
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE OF THE PAYLOAD MASS
TEST:ABS(PLMASSN-PLMASSJ
IFtTEST.LT.I) GO TO gO00
CONTINUE
TYPE Iggg, PLMASS,PLMASSN
FORMATI' Itlconvergence to determine the poyloed mane ',
'was not reoched!!l',
+ /' PLMASS: 'F12.2,
• /' PLMASSN: 'F12.2)
OUTPUT PROGRAMING:
IF(DETAILS.NE.'Y' .AND. DETAILS.NE.'y') GO TO g100
GIVE THERMAL MATH MODELING PREDICTIONS
IF(TYPEQ.EQ.'H')THEN
-FOR HELIUM PURGED MLI AND NO FOAM
TYPE 9905, TYPET, DELM, QFLX,
• TFLX, OGTR, OF, QTRM,TRMFLX, QLEO,SFLX,
• $FLXOT
FORMAT(/' type tank: ' A2,
• /' MLI thickness: '3X,E12.4' feet' |
• /' ground-hold insulation flux: '3X,E13,5,
• /' overoge transition heat flux: '2X,E13.5,
• /' due to ground-held conditions: 'E13.5,
• /' due to foom cooling: 'E13.5,
• /' due to MLI cooling Gad heat Iozk:'E13.5,
• /' IMLI transition heat flux: '5X,E13.5')',
* /' due to deployed-LEO hold: 'E13.5,
t /' IMLI heat flux for LEO hold= '3X,E13.5')',
+ /' orbit-transfer insulation flux: 'E13.SJ
GO TO 9030
ENOIF
-FOR MITROGEN PURGED MLI WITH A FOAM SUBSTRATE
TYPE gOIO,TYPET, TFMAX,RF, DELM, THM,RM, Old IN, TITEST
FORMAT(/' type tank: ' A2,
* /' maximum foam temperoture: 'E13.5,
• /' foam resistance: '4X,E14.8,
• /' MLI thickness: 'E12,4' feet' !
* /' minimum MLI surface temperature: 'E12.4,
* /' MLI resistance: '15X,E14.4,
• /' minimum conductsnce:'ElS.6,
+ /' minimum interface temperature calculated: 'E12.4J
IFIGFLX.EQ.O.) GO TO 9100
TYPE 9020, OFLX,TFA,TIA,TMA,
+ TFLX, GGTR, GF,CF, QTRM,TRMFLX, GLEO,SFLX,
• SFLXOT
FORMATI
• /' ground-hold insulation flux: 'E13.5,
* /' average foam temperature: 'SX,E13.5,
• /' average interface temperature: 'E13.5,
• /' overage MLI temperature: 'OX,E13.S,
* /' |versge transition heat flux: 'E13.S,
• /' due to ground-hold conditions: 'E13.5,
• /' due to foam cooling: 'E13.5,
• /' Ileum capacitance: '9X,E13.5')'
÷ /' due to MLI cooling and heat leuk:'E13.S,
• /' (MLI transition heat flux: 'SX,E13.5')',
* /' due to deployed-LEO hold: '7X,E13.$,
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÷ /' IMLI heat flux for LEO hold: '3X,E13.5')',
t /, orbit-transfer insulation flux: 'E13.5)
IF(TMA.LT.-425.) GO TO 9900
9Q$0 TYPE 9031, QPENH,QPEHO, QSTRHI,QSTR01, QSTRH2,QSTR02,
• QSTRH3,QSTR03
9031 FORMAT(/' Hydrogen/Oxygen tank heat leak due to:',
• /' penetrations: 'F§.l'/'F6.1,
• /' struts for the mission phases,'
• /' ground-hold and initial secant: 'FO.I'/'FO.f,
• /' tank-unlock to 60 hours: 'FG.1'/'FG.1,
• /' LTPS ignition to disposal orbit: 'FG.l'/'FG.1)
C
IF(PLMASS.EQ.O.) QO TO 9900
C QIVE DETAILS OF PAYLOAD ASSESSMENT
TYPE 9050, IT, SL,WAINS,HHT,HOT,AHT,AOT,VHT,VOT,
• WHP,WOP,WH4,WO4,WH_,WOS
9050 FORMAT(/14' iterations were made',
• /' starting last iteration values-',
* /' stage length:'FlO.3,
• /' area-weighted insulation maea:'E13.4,
• /' tank geometry: hydrogon'4X'oxygen',
• /' height:',17X,2FlO.3,
• /' eree:',17X,2F10.3,
• /' velume:',lTX,2FlO.3,
• /' propellant inventory: ',
• /' propellant Ioad:'2F|0.2,
* /' 4 minute boil-off:'2FlO.2,
• /' S minute boil-off:'2FlO.2)
TYPE 9060, PMAX,
• SOV,SO,S4,W4,RDEN,VOLUME, CONST, (GFLX_AREA), WP,
• 01_,HTW
9060 FORMAT(
• /' maximum tank pressure:'4X,FlO.3,
• /' vapor ullage at Io¢k-up:'|X,FlO.2,
• /' tank ullage at Iock-up:'$X,FlO.2,
• /' (tank ullage at t-4 min.:'SX,FlO.2')',
• /' (4 minute beil-off:'14X,F10.3')'
• /' (reduced propellant denalty:'$X,F|O.3'J',
• /' (tank volume:'2OX,FlO.2')',
• /' constent:'l$X,FlO.1,
• /' propellant heating rate:'4X,FO.1,
• /' propellent maaa:'|OX,FlO.1,
• /' oxygen tank weight: 'F10.1,
• /' hydrogen tank weight:'FlO.1)
TYPE g070, WHPN,WOPH, WH4N,WO4N, WHSH,WOSN, WHBI,WOBI,
• WHIMP,WOIMP, WHAI,WOAI, WHSS,WOSS, WHRES,WORES,
• (O.OOSuWHPN),IO.OOS_WOPN),
* VHTN,VOTN, THINS,TOINS, AHTN,AOTN, HHTN,HOTN
9070 FORMATI
• / now iteration values-',
• / propellant inventory: hydrogon'4X'ozygan',
• / propellant luad:'2FlO O,
• / 4 minute boil-off:'2FlO 2,
• / S minute boil-off:'2FlO 2,
• / pra-propolalva boil-off:'2FlO 2,
• / burned for dolte-V:'2FlO 2,
• / vented during tranafer:'2FlO 2,
• / start/stop Iosses:'2FlO 2,
• / reaiduela='2FlO 2,
• /' loading uncertainty:'2FfO 2,
• /' tank geometry:',
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• /' volume:'2F|0.2,
• /' insulation thickneae:'2FlO.3,
• /' aren:'2FlO.2,
* /' heights'2FlO.3)
TYPE 9090, PLMASS, PLMASSN, PLMASSM, WASE,
• WBO,WBOP,WINS,WBS,(OTW÷HTW),O.OO5_(WOPN•WHPN),(WHSN•WO$N) ,
• (WHRES•WORESI,
WEPROP,IWOBI•WHBII,IWOIMP+WHIMPJ,KWOAI•WHAII,IWOSS•WHSS),
• PLMASSV,PLDEN, PLYOL,SLNoSLO,HHTN,HI,HOTN,H2
FORMAT!
• /' previous value of payload mass='F10.1,
• 1' new payload meas='14X,F10.1,
• 1' mass limited psyload:'2X,FlO.1,
*/' ASE mess:'lSX,FlO.1,
_/' LTPS burnout maee:'6X,FIO.1,
• /' Iprime burnout mass: 'F10.1')
• /' (insulation mass: 'F10,1 )
• 1' (body shell mess: 'F10.1 )
• /' (tank weights: 'F10.1 )
• 1' (loading uncurteinty propellanta:'FlO.1 )
• /' (contingency hold boil-off: 'F10.1 )
• /' (residual propellents: 'F10.1 )
• /' expended propellanta:'4X,F9.1,
• /' (vent losses before ignition:'4X,FlO.l'l',
• /' (propellents burned: '4X,FIO,I'I' t
• 1' (vent losses after ignition: '4X,FIO.I'J' t
• /' (start/stop losses: '4X,FlO,l')'
*/' volume limited peyloed:'FlO.1,
_/' payload deneity:'15X,F4.2,
• /' payload volume:'lOX,FlO.2,
• /' (new stage length: 'F10.2') ,
_/' (stage length wig insulated tanka:'F9.2') ,
*/' (hydrogen tank length: 'F10.3') ,
*/' Ileagth w/o insulation: 'F10.3') ,
*/' (oxygen tank length: 'FI0.3')
_/' (length wig insulation: 'F10.3') J
ABBREVIATED RESULTS OF INSULATION IMPACT ON PAYLOAD CAPACITY
TYPE 9101, TYPET,TIM,(DELPmI2.),(DELMN12.I,S4,PLMASS
FORMAT(/' type insulated tank:'BX,A2,
• /' minimum interface temperature:'FlO.l' deg F'
• /' foam thickneas:'FlO. 4' inches:,
• /' MLI thicknnes:'FlO.4' inches',
• /' ullage volume at t-4 minutes:'FlO.2' _',
• /' payload mnes:'FlO.l' pounds')
CONTINUE WITH PROGRAM?
IFITYPEQ.EQ.'N'ITHEN
TYPE 9970
FORMAT(///' Pick another foam thickness? '°el
ACCEPT 9971, CASE
FORMAT(A1)
IF(CASE.EO.'¥' .OR. CASE.EQ.'y') GO TO 81
ENDIF
IF(TYPEO.EQ.'H'ITHEN
TYPE gUTS
FORMAT(///' Pick another MLI thickness? ',el
ACCEPT 9978, CASE
FORMATiA1)
IFiCASE.EQ.'Y' .OR. CASE.EO.'y') GO TO 40
ENDIF
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TYPE 9g$0
FORMATI' Select another ullage volume? ',S)
ACCEPT 9981, CASE
FORMATIA1)
IF(CASE.EQ.'Y' .OR. CASE.EQ.'y') GO TO 21
TYPE 9990
FORMAT(' Redefine optmization problem? ',SJ
ACCEPT gg91, CASE
FORMAT(A1)
IFICASE.EO.'Y' .OR. CASE.EQ.'y"I GO TO 1
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE STRUTQIDEN,TYPEG,QH1,QH21QH3,0OI,gO2,G031
IFITYPEG.EOo'H') GO TO 80
FOR NITROGEN PURGE GAS
IP(DEN,EQ.3.S) GO TO 10
IPiDEN,EO,2.S) GO TO 20
IPIDEN.EQ.I.S) GO TO 30
FOR THE OXYGEN TANK
Q01=420,
Q02=333.
QO3=289.
FOR THE HYDROGEN TANK
GH1:12.S
GH2:10.9
QH3=$.g
GO TO 9g
FOR THE OXYGEN TANK
O01=247.
Q02=203.
Q03=1_3.
FOR THE HYDROGEN TANK
QH1=12.8
QH2:10.9
QH3u$.g
GO TO gg
FOR THE OXYGEN TANK
G01:264.
Q02=217.
QO3:196.
FOR THE HYDROGEN TANK
GHI:lS,7
QH2=11.e
GH3:9.$
GO TO 9S
FOR HELIUM PURGE GAS
IF(DEN.EG.3.5) GO TO $0
IF(DEN,EG,2,5] GO TO 70
IF(DEN.EG.1.5] GO TO 80
FOR THE OXYGEN TANK
Q01:325.
Q02:332.
QO3=2$g.
FOR THE HYDROGEN TANK
QHI: 7.5
QH2:IO.g
QH3:$.9
GO TO 99
FOR THE OXYGEN TANK
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Q01 =100.
Q02=202.
G03=183.
FOR THE HYDROGEN TANK
QHI= 7.5
GH2=lO.e
QH3=8.9
GO TO 99
FOR THE OXYGEN TANK
Q01 =171.
Q02=216.
003=196.
FOR THE HYDROGEN TANK
OH1= 8.0
QH2=11 .S
0H3:9.5
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE WTANK(TYPET,FMAX,VHT,VOT,OTW,HTWl
POREF=24.
PHREF=22.
TANK MASSES AT THE REFERENCE PRESSURE:
-FOR THE HYDROGEN TANK
WHRAT=O.Se224U(VHT/1721.) + 0.33778
HI"W=WHRAT_507.
"FOR THE OXYGEN TANK
WORAT=O.45929u(IVOTISIT.)um12./3.)_(VOT/SBT.I_u(1./$.))_ 0,081414
OTII:WORATm416.
DETERMINE TANK PRESSURIZATION EFFECTS ON THE TANK WEIGHTS: PEFF
IF(TYPET.NE.'EH')THEN
-FOR THE OXYGEN TANK
PRAT=PMAX/POREF
PEFFsO.903
IF|PRAT.GE.O,794J PEFF:O,$28÷O,472NPRAT
IFIPRAT.GE.I.0OOI PEFF:O.S41÷O.459NPRAT
OT_=OT_mPEFF
ENDIF
IFITYPET.EQ.'EH'ITHEN
PRAT=PMAX/PHREF
PEFF:O.794
IF(PRAT.GE.O.562i PEFF:O.629_O.471_PRAT
IF(PRAT.QE.I.0DOI PEFF:O.222÷O.771_PRAT
NTW:HT'hPEFF
ENDIF
RETURN
END
SUBROUTlU
FOR THE HYDROGEN TANK
VT=VHT
TINS=THINS
GO TO 100
AHT:AT
HHT:HT
FOR THE OXYGEN TANK
VTzVOT
TINS=TOINS
IF|PLDEN.EQ.3.5) GO TO 100
GO TO 200
AOT:AT
TANKS(PLDEN,VHT,THINS,VOT,TOIHS,AHT,AOT,HHT,HOT)
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HOT:HT
GO TO 999
C FOR ELLIPSOIDAL DOME TANKS,
C DETERMINE THE MAXIMUM TANK VOLUME WITH NO BARREL
1DO DMAX:169./12.-2.mTINS
VNBMAX:I3.1416/§.JMIDMAXN_3,J/SQRT(2.J
IFIVNBMAX.GT.VT] GO TO 110
C SIZE THE BARREL SECTION
VDOMES:VNBMAX
DTANK:DMAX
BARA=I3.1416/4.)NDMAXN_2.
BARL:IVT-VDOMESI/BARA
GO TO 199
C REDUCE TANK DIAMETER TO SATISFY VOLUME CONSTRAINT
110 VDOMES:VT
DTANK:(6.NSQRTIZ.I/3.141§NVDOMES)mNII./3.)
BARL:O,
C DETERMINE THE TANK HEIGHT AND AREA
199 HT:BARLtDTANK/SQRTI2.I+2.uTINS
AT:3,141ONIBARL_DTANK t O.8116UDTANK_2.)
IFIVT.EG.VHT) GO TO 10
QO TO 20
C FOR TOROIDAL OXYGEN TANKS,
200 OR:(16g./12.-2.mTINS)/2.
ROLD=SQRT(VT/12.w3.1416xm2.mORJ)
DO 210 I:1,100
RNEW=SQRT(IVT/I2.u3.1416_2.) • ROLD_N3.J/OR)
IFIABS(ROLD-RNEW).LT.O.OOOIJ GO TO 220
210 ROLD:RNEW
TYPE 2tl, VT,OR,ROLD,RNEW
211 FORMAT(' ]_tconvargnnce on toroldal tank minor radiua ',
• 'did not occur]!!',
• /' VT= 'E13.5,
/' OR: 'E13.5,
/' ROLD= 'E13.5,
/' RNEW: 'E13.8)
220 HT:2.mRNEW*2.uTINS
AT=4.N3.1416Nm2.N(OR-RNEW)mRNEW_m2.
GO TO 20
999 RETURN
END
C
C
C
10
SECTION
FUNCTION WIMP(WBO,PLMASS,WPSCAR)
WPZ:WBOU(O.0229I
WGEO:WBO*WPZ*PLMASS
WPl:W_EOUI1.823)
WIMP:IWPI_WP2J-WSCAR
RETURN
END
FUNCTION REDDENITYFET,PLDEN,S4,VT,GFLX,DENL,DENV)
HEAT FLUX FOR CORRELATION IS IN WATTS/SQUARE FOOT
BO:(1.-DENL/DENVJ_IO.293_GFLX)/IVTNIl..S41100.)I
IF(TYPET.EQ.'EH' .AND. PLDEN.NE.I.5) GO TO 10
IF(TYPET,EQ.'EH') GO TO 40
IF(TYPET,EQ.'EO') GO TO 20
IF(PLDEN.EQ.2.$) GO TO 30
IF(PLDEN.EQ.],5) GO TO 50
A0=0.03353
Al:-O,4417E-2
A2=O.8122E-3
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A3:-O.3048E-4
GO TO 95
A0:0,1689
Al:-O.2237E-1
A2:O.3030E-2
A3:-O.1505E-$
GO TO 9e
A0:0.1423
Al:-O.1869E-1
A2:O.2348E-2
A3:-O.1201E-3
80 TO 98
A0:0.02319
Al:-O.3Q96E-2
A2:O.4185E-3
A3=-O.=O62E-4
GO TO 98
A0:0.1014
AI=-O.1115E-1
A2:O.1453E-2
A3=-O.7375E-4
Y:AO,A1NS4_A2_$4_N2._A3_S4mm3.
REDDEN=DENL • BOMY
RETURN
END
FUNCTION GASKITYPEG,TH,TC)
IF(TYPEG.EG.'H') GO TO 50
FOR NITROGEN GAS
A:0.01280
B:2.0767E-S
IFITH.EG.TC) THEN
GASK:A_BmTH
GO TO 100
ENDIF
TKI:AmlTH-TC) • B/2.m(THN_2.-TCm_2.J
GO TO 99
FOR HELIUM PURGE GAS
TKI:O.
IF(TC.GT.-4OS.)GO TO 59
TCI:TC
THI:-406.
IF(TH.LT.-406.1THI:TH
AI:O.142S
BI:3.044E-4
TKI:TKI • AlulTHI-TCII
IFITH.EO.THI) GO TO 99
CONTINUE
IFITC.GT.-244.)GO TO 69
TCI:-4OB.
IFITC.GT.-406.) TCI:TC
TH1:-244.
IFITH.LT.-244.) THI:TH
A1:0.0896
BI:l.?35E-4
TKi:TKI • Alu(THI-TCI)
IFITH.EQ.THI) GO TO 99
CONTINUE
TC1:-244.
IF(TC.GT.-244.] TCI=TC
THi:TH
BII2.NITHIN_2.-TCIIm2.)
BI/2.ulTHllm2.-TCI_2.)
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Al:O.o77g
BI:l.253E-4
TKI:TKi _ AlUITHI-TCIJ
GASK: TKI/ITH-TCI
RETURN
END
BI/Z.m(THINN2,-TCI_2,)
FUNCTION FOAMKITYPEF,TH,TC)
IFITYFEF.EQ.'B') GO TO 50
FOR ROHACELL 31 FOAM
IFITH.EQ.TC) THEN
FOAMK:O.0148 _ 3.167E-6_TH
GO TO g9
ENDIF
A=O.OI4$uITH-TC)
8:I3.187E-$/2.JN(THm_2.-TC_N2.)
TKluA_B
FOAMK=TKI/tTH-TC)
GO TO gg
FOR BX 2$0A FOAM
TKluO.
IFITH,EQ,TC) THEN
FOAMK=O,0172 * 3.571E-S_TH
IFITH.QT,°90,) FOAMK=O.O11g - 2.345E-SmTH
IFITH.QT.5$,) FOAMK=O.OOB5 _ 3.777E-SmTH
QO T099
ENDIF
THLIMuTH
IF(TH,GT.$5._ THEN
A=O,OOBSm|TH-55.)
B=(3.77TE-$/2.)UITHU_2.-S$,U_2.)
TKI:A_B_I.608$
THLIM=-gO.
ENDIF
IF(TH.QT.-gO. .AND. TH.LE.$$.) THEN
A:O.O119_ITH_90.)
Bu(2.34$E-S/2.J_(THu_2.-gO.m_2.)
TKI:AtB
THLIM=-90,
ENDIF
A:O.O1T2UlTHLIM-TC)
B=(3.$T1E-$/2.)u(THLIMU_2,-TCuu2.)
TKI=TKI • A*B
FOAMK:TKi/(TH-TC)
RETURN
END
FUNCTION FOAMC(TH,TC)
IF(TH.EQ.TCJ THEN
FOAMC=I.E-IO
GO TO 99
ENOIF
THLIM=TH
TKI:O.
IF(TH.QT.-233.) THEN
A:O.2724u(TH_233.)
B=($.214E-4/2.)_(THmu2.-233.Nw2.)
TKI:A_B
THLIM:-233.
ENDIF
A:O.160gNITHLIM-TC)
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B=I3.430E-4/2.);(THLIM_2.-TC_2.)
TKI:TKI * ;*B
FOAMC=TKI/(TH-TC)
RETURN
END
FUNCTION THMIN(TYPET.GI
IF(TYPET.EO.'EH') GO TO 10
IF(TYPET.EQ.'EO') GO TO 20
IFITYPET.EQ.'TO') GO TO 30
THMIN=$3.-5501.NG,46606._G_2.-217731._G_3.*371997._Gm_4.
IF{G.LE.O.125) GO TO 99
THMIN:$.-2269.NG*4016._GNN2.
IF(G.LE.O.214) GO TO 99
THMIN=-222.-345._G
IF(Q.LE.O.$5) GO TO 99
THMIN=-410.
GO TO _9
THMIN:75.-5822.*G*SS386.NG_2.-228533.MG_3.
IF(G.LE.O.O85I GO TO 99
THM N=-54.-l139.,G_1477.,G_N2.
IF(G.LE.O.25) GO TO 99
THM N=-219.-lI2.8_G
IF{G.LE.O.6I GO TO 99
THM N=-280.
GO TO 99
THM N=$O.-4800._G*44412.,Gx_2.-177053.NG_3.
IF(G.LE.O.OS2) GO TO 99
THM N=-27.-I134.,G*1399._G_2.
IF(G.LE.O.25) GO TO 99
THM N=-193.-140.2_G
IF(G.LE.O.53) GO TO 99
THM N:-280.
RETURN
END
FUNCTION GRFLXITYFET,G,TYPEG]
IFITYPEG.EQ,'H') GO TO 40
IF(TYPET,EQ.'EH'] GO TO 10
IF(TYPET.EQ.'EO') GO TO 20
IF(TYPET.EO,'TO') GO TO 30
Y:447._G+844._G_2.-.2793ES*G**3.*.1753E6_G_4.-.3414E6*G_5.
IF(G.LE.0.158) GO TO 99
Y=32.1+189._G
GO TO _9
Y=371.NG-1156._G_N2.*2352._QN_3.-1978._G_4.
IF(G.LE.O.4) GO TO 99
Y:33.*71._G
GO TO 99
IF(G.LE.O.25) GO TO _9
Y=31._39.4_G
GO TO 99
IFITYPET.EQ.'EH') GO TO 50
I;(TYPET.EQ. EO'] GO TO 60
IF(TYPET.EQ.'TO') GO TO 70
A:O.
3:152.
IF|G.GE.0._0) THEN
A:51.6
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B:48.7
ENDIF
IF(G.GE.1.87) THEN
A:gT.!
B:21.1
ENDIF
IF(G.GE.$.33) THEN
A=141.1
B:8.10
ENDIF
GO TO 80
A:O.
8:116.1
IF(E.BE.O.58) THEN
A:44.6
B:36.S
ENDIF
IFtB.BE.1.82) THEN
A:$5.1
B:14.2
ENDIF
IFIG.GE.4.00) THEN
A=118.7
S:e.70
ENDIF
QO TO 80
A:O.
B=lOB.g
IFIG.QE.O.SB) THEN
A:46.3
B:28.2
ENDIF
FF(G.GE.1.82) THEN
A:78.1
B:8.70
ENDIF
IF(G.GE.4.001 THEN
A=gS.5
B:3.40
ENDIF
Y:A*BNG
GRFLX:Y
RETURN
END
FUNCTION TRFLX(TYPET,DELM,TH,TC,TYPEG)
FOR HELIUM PURGED MLI AND NO FOAM THE AVERAGE THERMAL LOAD THROUGH
THE MLI IS CORRELATED AGAINST I/MLI THICKNESS IIHVERSE INCHES).
THESE PREDICTIONS ARE BASED ON TMM RESULTS, WHERE THE MLI IS
VERY COLD DURING THE GROUND-HOLD MISSION PHASE.
X=1./IDELMm12.)
DELTAU:$O.O652
IF(TYPET.EQ.'EH')THEN
Y:(3.Z$÷8.6$_X)/DELTAU
IF(X.LT,0.2) Y:23.58_X/DELTAU
ENDIF
IF(TYPET,NE.'EH')THEN
Y:(3.00_4.g2_x)/OELTAU
IF(X.LT.O.2) Y:1g.92_X/DELTAU
ENDIF
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IFITYPEQ.EQ.'H') GO TO g8
FOR NITROGEN PURGED MLI WITH A FOAM SUBSTRATE
-ASSIGN A MAXIMUM AVERAGE THERMAL LOAD PREDICATED ON A SIMPLIFIED
ANALYSIS.
YMAX:6.
-ASSIGN ITERATION PARAMETERS FOR NITROGEN PURGED MLI WITH A
FOAM $URSTRATE
DEN:DELMm(TH-TC)
XX:S.S/lO00,
81=57.
A2=0.187
B2=3.72
IF(TYPET.EQ,'EH') THEN
XX:4.2/lOOO.
B1:58.
A2:0.223
82:$.30
ENDIF
INITIALIZE ITERATION PARAMETERS
YTEST=0.3
DO 90 1:1,300
¥:YTEST
X=Y/DEN
A:O.
B:81
IF|X.GT.XXJ THEN
A:A2
B=B2
ENDIF
YTEST= A • BmtY/DEH)
IF(YTEST.GE.YMAX .AND. B.EQ.B2) THEN
YTESTsyMAX
ENDIF
IF(ADSIY-YTEST).LT.O.O01) GO TO 98
CONTINUE
IF CONVERGENCE WASN'T REACHED-
TYPE gl, I, DEN,XX,B1,A2,D2, Y, TTEST,X,A,8
FORMATII4' iterations made',
/' Itilinsufficinnt number of iterations were made ' t
• /' tO determine the transition heat leak!_!',
• /' DEN: 'E13.S,
• /' XX: ',3X,E12.4,
* /' El: ',3X,FlO.2,
* /' A2: ',3X,F10.3,
• /' B2: ',3X,FlO.2,
/' Y= ',3X,E13.5,
/' YTEST: 'E13.5,
• /' X: ' E12.4,
• /' A: '2X,FlO.3,
/' B: '2X,FlO.2/)
TRFLX:Y
RETURN
ENO
FUNCTION SPFLX(DELM)
IFIDELM.EQ.O.) THEN
SPFLX=I.EIO
GO TO 99
ENDIF
X:1./IDELMm12.)
A:O.
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B:0.22
IF(X.GT.O.SJ THEN
A:0.056
B:0.107
ENDIF
IF(X.GT.I.$g) THEN
A:0.083
B=O.OgO
ENDIF
IF(X.GT.4.0) THEN
A:0.148
B=0.074
ENDIF
SPFLX: A • B_X
RETURN
END
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This interactive program assesses the impact of insulation
systems on the LTPS payload capacity. Insulation systam_
Ire either helium purged MLI or nitrogen-purged MLI/foam
insulations.
Englieh units (Otu, tb, ft, dug F and Hr) art used throughout
the program, except where noted.
Nomenclature-
PLMASS: payload mass
PLDEN: payload density
TYPET: type tank; either ellipaoidel hydrogen (EHJ, nil(paD(de!
oxygen lEO), or toroidal oxygen iTO)
TYPEG: type purge gas; either nitrogen or helium
TYPEOT: type LO2 tank; either toroidal or ellipsiodal
TYPEF: type foam: either Stapan BX 250 A or Rohacel( 31
DENF: foam density
DELF: foam thickness
DELM: MLI thickness
TH: outeide surface temperature of the MLI
TI: MLI/foam interface temperature
TTANK: tank temperature
$4: tank ullage volume st 4 minutes before launch
TH:70.
TYPE 2
FORMAT(' Do you went calculation detuila?',S)
ACCEPT 3, DETAILS
FORMAT(AI)
ASSIGN INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
TYPE 5
FORMAT(' packaged payload density= ',3J
ACCEPT 8,PLDEN
FORMAT(FIO.O)
TYPEOT='N'
IFIPLDEN.EQ.I.5 .OR. PLDEN.EQ.2.5) TYPEOT='T'
IF(PLDEN.EQ.3.5) TYPEOT='E'
IF(TYPEOT.EO.'N') QO TO 4
TYPE 12
FORMATI' Type tank (hydrogen or oxygen): ',SJ
ACCEPT 13, TYPET
FORMATIA1)
IF(TYPET.EQ.'O' .OR. TYPET.EO.'o') THEN
TTANKu-2go.
TYPETu'TO'
IF(TYPEOT.EQ.'E') TYPET='EO'
GO TO 19
ENDIF
TTANK=-423.
IFITYPET.EQ.'H' .OR. TYPET.EQ.'h') TYPET='EH'
IFITYPET.NE.'EH' .AND. TYPET.NE.'EO' .AND. TYPET.NE.'TO') GO TO 11
TYPE 22
FORMAT(' tank ullage volume st t-4 min.: ',S)
ACCEPT 23, S4
FORMAT(FrO.O)
SELECT INSULATION CONCEPT
TYPE 31
FORMAT(' Do you want nitrogen or helium purge gas?',SJ
ACCEPT 32, TYPEG
FORMATIAI)
IF(TYPEG.EQ.'H' .OH. TYPEG.EQ.'h') THEN
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C4O
41
42
C
81
02
63
71
72
73
81
82
83
gO
gl
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
¢
C
200
-FOR HELIUM PURGED MLI AHD NO FOAM
TYPEG='H'
TI:TTANK
TYPE 41
FORMAT(' MLI thickness linches): ',S)
ACCEPT 42, DELM
FORMAT(FIO,O)
DELM:DELM/12.
DELF:O.
RF=O.
RMuO.
TYPE 91
GO TO 200
ENDIF
-FOR NITROGEN PURGED MLI WITH A FOAM SUBSTRATE
TYPEG='N'
TYPE 62
FOflMAT(' type foam (Rohacell 31 or BX 250A): ',$)
ACCEPT B3, TYPEF
FORMAT(AS)
TEST:'N'
IFITYPEF,EG.'R' .OR. TYPEF.EO.'r') TYPEF='R'
IFITYPEF.EQ.'B' .OR. TYPEF.EQ.'b') TYPEF='B'
IF(TYPEF.EG.'R' .OR. TYPEF.EO.'B'J TEST='OK'
IFITEST.EO.'N') GO TO 61
DENFI1,g
IFITYPEF.EO.'B') DENF:2.3
TYPE 72
FORMATS' MLI/foam interface temperlture= ',$)
ACCEPT 73, TI
FORMAT(FIO.O)
TYPE 82
FORMATS' foam thickness (inches): ',S)
ACCEPT 83, DELF
FORMAT(F10.OI
DELF:DELF/12.
RF:O.
RM:O.
TYPE 91
FORMAT(' END OF INPUT DATA'/)
FIND THE MLI THICKNESS
-CALCULATE THE FOAM RESISTANCE iRF)
FK:FOAMK(TYPEF,TI,TTANK)
RF:OELF/FK
-DETERMINE THE GAS CONDUCTIVITY
GK:QASKITYPEG,TH,TIJ
THE MLI THICKNESS IS CALCULATED BY CONTINUITY OF HEAT FLUX
DELM:QK_iTH-TI)_RF/ITI-TTANK)
THE MLI THERMAL RESISTANCE IRM) IS NOW FOUND BY
RM:DELM/GK
PREDICT THE INSULATION HEAT FLUX DURING GROUND-HOLD (GFLX)
AND ON-ORBIT MISSION PHASES OF: DEPLOYED ON LEO (SFLX) AND
LEO TO DISPOSAL ORBIT TRANSFER ISFLXOTJ.
IFITYPEG.EG.'H') THEN
GK:GASKiTYPEG,TH,TTANK)
RM:DELM/GK
EHDIF
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2O9
210
211
• 220
290
C
C
GIHS=|./(RF÷RM)
GFLX=GINSNITH-TTANK)
SFLXzSPFLX(DELMJ
C=0,85
IF(TYPET.EO.'EO' .OR. TYPET.EQ.'TO') C=O.gl
SFLXOT=CuSFLX
PREDICT THE TIME-AVERAGE INSULATION FLUX FROM TANK UN-LOCK
TO INITIATION OF ORBIT TRANSFER (90 SEC TO B1 HRJ: TFLX
INITIALLY FIND THE AVERAGE GROUND-HOLD MLI AND FOAM
TEMPERATURES ITMA A TFAJ
TFAz-500.
TIA=-50O.
TMAz-SO0.
IMIN=I
IF(TYPEG.EO.'H')THEN
IMIN=3
TFAzTTANK
TIA=TTANK
ENDIF
DO 290 II=IMIN,3
IFIII.EQ.1) THEN
DELTA=DELF
TCI=TTANK
ENDIF
IF(II.EQ.2) TCI=TFA
IF(II.EQ.3] THEN
DELTA=DELM
TCI=TIA
ENDIF
DELT=IO0.
THIO=TCI-DELT*I.
TKI=GFLXm(DELTA/2.)
DO 210 I=1,100
THI=THIO*DELT
IF(II.EQ.3) THEN
GK=GASKITYPEG,THIoTCI)
TEST=GKm(THI-TCI)
GO TO 209
ENDIF
FK=FOAMKITYPEF,THI,TCI)
TEST:FK_ITHI-TCI)
IFIABS|TEST-TKI).LT.O.OOOl) GO TO 220
IFITEST.LT.TKI .AND. DELT.GT.O.! GO TO 210
IFiTEST.GT.TKI .AND. DELT.LT.O.) GO TO 210
DELT:-DELT/2.
THIOzTHI
TYPE 211, II°I, DELT,THIO,THI,TCI,TEST
FORMATI' 11='14,4X,14' iter|tiong performed',
* /' I!_iaaufficiant number of iterations performed to '
• /' determine the average insulation temperaturelli',
/' DELT: 'E10.4,
/' THIO: 'E10.4,
* /' THI= 'E13.5,
* /' TCI: 'E13.S,
* /' TEST= 'E13.5/)
GO TO 9000
IF(II.EQ. lJ TFA:THI
IF(II.EQ.2]TIA:THI
IFIII.EQ.3)TMA:THI
FOR THESE AVERAGE TEMPERATURES, THE INTEGRATED THERMAL LOAD
(PER SQUARE FOOT OF TANK SURFACE AREA) QTR MAY
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CC
C
293
C
C
C
C
C
C
NOW BE FOUND.
OF=O,
CF:O.
-DUE TO GROUND-HOLD CONDITIONS
TEVAC:2.8/60.
IFITYPEG.EO.'H') TEVAC:2.5/OO.
OGTR=GFLX m ITEVAC - 90./3600.)
IFITYPEG.EO.'H') GO TO 252
-DUE TOFOAM COOLING
CF=FOAMOITFA,TTANK)
OF= DENFuDELFUCF_tTFA-TTANK)
'DUE TO MLI COOLING AND INSULATION HEAT LEAK
TRMFLX:TRFLXITYPET,DELM,TMA,TTANK,TYPEGi
QTRM=TRMFLXNISO.-TEVAC)
-DUE TO INSULATION HEAT LEAK WHILE DEPLOYED ON LEO
OLEO:SFLXMI61.-SO.I
SUMMING TO FIND THE INTEGRATED HEAT LEAK,
GTR:QGTR+QF+OTRM+QLEO
THE TIME-AVERAGED INSULATION FLUX IS DEFINED AS
TFLX: QTR/I§1,-90./3600.)
DETERMINE THE STRUT AND PENETRATION THERMAL LOADS
QPEMO:74.
QPENH:IO0.
CALL STRUTOIPLDEN,QSTRHI,QSTRH2,QSTRH3,OSTROI,OSTRO2,GSTR03)
ASSESS THE PAYLOAD MASS FOR THE SELECTED INSULATION CONCEPT,
TANK CONFIGURATION, AND TA_K ULLAGE VOLUME
INITIALIZE PARAMETERS
IF(PLDEN.EQ.3.5! THEN
WASE:5586.
PLMASSN:IS607.
IBOP14041.
IQRES:134.
HHTNz144.S
HOTN:$2.2
WHPN:SS33,
WOPN=32900.
AHTN=RO0.
AOTN:30S.
VHTN:1358.
VOTN=484.
IPSCAR=323,
LENGTHS: STAGE:SL, STAGE l/O TANKS OR INSULATION:SLO,
STAGE I/0 FORE BODY SHELL:SLS
SLN:2gS.S/12.
SL0:60,9/12,
SLB:161.6112.
ENDIF
IFIPLDEN.EQ.2.SJ THEN
lASE=5612.
PLMASSN:1S239.
WBOP=4377.
lORES: 86.
HHTN=144.5
HOTN:27.4
IHPN:SS20.
lOPN=32853.
AHTN=600.
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AOTN:429.
VHTN:1358.
VOTN:489.
WPSCAR:323.
SLN:245.7/12.
SL0:72.6/12.
SLB=10B.?/12.
ENDIF
IFIPLDEN.EQ.I.8) THEN
WASE:SB12.
PLMASSN= 8731.
WBOP=3888.
WORES= 86.
HHTN=116.7
HOTN:22.0
WHPN:3928.
WOPN=23367.
AHTN=4B3.
AOTN=377.
VHTN= 964.
VOTN:348.
WPSCAR:293.
SLN:206.2/12.
SL0:66.3/12.
SLB: 9e.2/12.
ENDIF
W0SS:63.
WHSS:lO.
WHRES:14.
WAINS:2.19uDELM * DENF_OELF
TINS:OELMtDELF
ITERATE ON THE PAYLOAD MASS
DO 1998 IT:I,SO
INITIALIZE ITERATION VARIABLES
HHT:HHTN
HOT:HOTN
WHP=WHPN
WOP:WOPN
WH4:WH4H
WO4:WO4N
_HS:WHSN
WOS:WOSN
AHT:AHTN
AOT:AOTN
VHT:VHTH
VOT=VOTN
SL:SLN
PLMASS:PLMASSH
DETERMINE PROPELLANT DENSITIES
IFITYPET.EQ.'EH')THEN
ODEN:70.833
DENL=4.3693
DENV=0.1004
VT:VHT
ENDIF
IFITYPET.NE.'EH')THEN
HDEN: 4.3693
9ENL:70.633
DENV:O.3305
VT:VOT
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C
C
WHSN:
WHBI:
WHAI=
WO4N:
WOSN=
WOBI:
WOAI:
EHDIP
WOPN:
ENDIF
RDEN:REDDENtTYPET,PLDENoS4,VT,GFLX,DENL,DENV)
IF(TYPET.EQ,'EH') HDEN:RDEN
IF(TYPET,NE.'EH') ODEN:RDEN
DETERMINE THE MAXIMUM TANK PRESSURE: PMAX
W4:W04
WPzWOP-W4
CONST:1790.
VOLUME=VOT
AREA=AOT
IFITYPET.EG.'EH'ITHEN
W4=WH4
WP=WHP-W4
CONST:142.
VOLUME=VHT
AREA=AHT
ENDIF
SO= S4 • IIO0.uW4)/IRDENmVOLUME)
SOY= SO • (|O0.-SO)N(DENL-RDEN)/(DENL-DENVJ
PMAX: 16. * CONSTmlGFLXmAREA)_(go./3600.)/ISOVNWP)
ASSIGN A LTPS BURNOUT MASS: WBO
-INSULATION MASS
WlNS:AOTuWAINS
IF(TYPET.EQ.'EH') WlNS:AHTmWAINS
-PORE BODY SHELL MASS
WBS:2$.34mlSL-SLB)
-TANK INERT WEIGHT
CALL WTANKITYPET,PMAX,VHT,VOT,OTW,Hll)
_BO:WBOP*WINS*WBS*iOT_÷HTW)•.OOSUIWOP*WHP)•IWHS÷WOS)_IWHRES*WORESJ
DETERMINE THE PROPELLANT LOADING AT THE TERMINATION OF TOPPING
FOR HYDROGEN IWHP) AND OXYGEN |TOP)
PIMP: WlMPtWBO,PLMASS,WPSCARJ
WHIMP:PIMP/7.
|OIMP:8.NPIMP/7.
ASSIGN TIME DEPENDENT PROPELLANT VENT LOSSES
HFQH:le7.
HFGO:90.
IF(TYPET,NE.'EH')THEN
WO4N:(GFLX_AOT+OPEHO÷QSTRO1)u(4./60.)/HFGO
WOBN:(GFLXmAOT_OPEHO÷QSTRO1)u(5./60.)/HFGO
VfOBI:(OTRuAOT÷(QPENO÷QSTRO2)m(Ol.-90./3600.))/HFQO
WOAI=(SFLXOT_AOT÷OPENO*QSTRO3)U(115.-61.J/HFGO
WH4N=(QPENH÷QSTRH1)N(4./60.)/HFGH
WHSNaIOPENH÷OSTRHIIN(S./OO.I/HFGH
WHBI=IQPENH÷QSTRH2)_(81.-9O./360O.)/HFGH
WHAI=IQPENH÷QSTRH3IU(lIS.-61.I/HFGH
ENDIF
IFITYPET.EQ.'EH')THEN
WH4N=IGFLX_AHTtOPENH÷QSTRH1)_I4./60.I/HFGH
IGFLXNAHT*QPENH÷QSTRHlJNIS./60,I/HFGH
IQTRNAHT*IOPENH÷OSTRH2)miBI.-90./3BOO.)J/HFGH
ISFLXOTmAHTtQPENHtQSTRH3)uI118.-61.)/HFGH
IQPENO*QSTRO1)ml4./SO.)/HFGO
(QPEHO_OSTROlJ_IS./§O.)/HFGO
(QPENO÷OSTRO2)_I§l.-gO./3600.)/HFGO
(QPENO÷QSTRO3J_I115.-61.)/HFGO
(WO4H÷WOSN*WOBI*WOIMP÷WOAI÷WOSS*WORES)/O.995
WHPN:(WIt4N÷WHGN÷WHBI+WHIMP÷WHAI*WHSS+WHRES)/Q.DgS
SIZE PROPELLANT TANKS' FOR LENGTH AND AREA
VHTN:WHPN/HDEN
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VOTN=WOPN/ODEN
IFITYPET.EQ.'EH')THEN
VHTN=VHTN/II.-S4/IO0.)
THINS:TINS
TOINS:O.
ENDIF
IF(TYPET.NE.'EH')THEN
VOTN:VOTN/il.-S4/100.)
TOINS:TINS
THINS:O.
ENDIF
CALL TANKSIPLDEN,VHTN,THINS,VOTN,TOINS,
• AHTN,AOTN,HHTMoHOTN)
C DETERMINE INSULATION EFFECTS ON THE STAGE LENGTH,
DUIB4YI=O.
DUMMY2:0.
CALL TANKSIPLDEN,VHTNoDUMMY1,VOTN,DUMMY2,
+ A1,A2,HI,H2)
C
C DETERMINE PAYLOAD MASS FOR VOLUME-LIMITED IPLMASSVJ AND
¢ MASS-LIMITED iPLMASSM) CASES
WEPROP= IWOBI+WHBII+IWOIMP•WHIMP)+tWOAI•WHAIJ•IWOSS+WHSS)
PLMASSM: 85000. - WASE - WBO - WEPROP
SLNzSLO•HHTN+HOTN
PLVOL= 170. u (SS.8-SLN)
PLMASSVuPLVOLNPLDEN
IF(PLMASSV.LE.PLMASSM) PLMASSN:PLMASSV
IF(PLMASSV.QT.PLMASSM) PLMASSNu(PLMASSM+PLMASS)/2.
IF(IT.EQ.I) gO TO IS98
C TEST FOR CONVERGENCE OF THE PAYLOAD MASS
TESTzABSIPLMASSN-PLMASS)
IFiTEST.LT.I) O0 TO 9000
1995 CONTINUE
TYPE 1999, PLMASS,PLMASSN
1999 FORMATe' J!!convergencs to determine the payload mess ',
• 'was not resched!!t',
• /' PLMASS: 'F12.2,
• /' PLMASSN: 'F12.2)
C
C
C
9000
C
OUTPUT PNOORAMING:
IFiDETAILS.NE.'Y' .AND. DETAILS.ME.'y') 00 TO 9100
GIVE THERMAL MODELINg PREDICTIONS
TYPE g010,TYPET, RF, DELM,TH,RM, BINS
9010 FORMAT(/' type tank: ' A2,
• /' foam resistance: '4X,E14.8,
• /' MLI thickness: 'E12.4' feet',
• /' MLI surface temperature: 'E12.4,
• /' MLI resistance: 'laX,El4.4,
• /' insulation conductance: 'E15.81
TYPE 9020, GFLX,TFA,TIA,TMA,
• TFLX, OgTR, OF,CF, gTRM,TRMFLX, OLEO,SFLX,
• SFLXOT
9020 FORMATI
• / ground-hold insulation flux: 'E13.5,
• / average foam temperature: '$X,E13.5,
• / average interface temperature: 'E13.5,
• / average MLI temperature: 'GX,E13.S,
• / averago transition heat flux: 'E13.S,
• / due to ground-hold conditions: 'E13.5,
• / due to foam cooling: 'E13.5,
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* /' (foam Capacitance: 'gX,E13.5')'
* /' due to MLI cooling and heat [aek:'E18.5,
• /' (MLI transition heat flux: 'SX,E18.S')',
• /' due to deployed-LEO hold: 'TX,E/3.$,
* /' (MLI heat flux for LEO hold: '3X,E13.S')',
• /' orbit-transfer insulation flux: 'E13.5)
IFITMA.LT.-42$.J GO TO 9900
9030 TYPE g031, OPENH,QPENO, QSTRH1,QSTR01, QSTRH2,QSTR02,
* QSTRH3,QSTRO_
9081 FORMATi1' Hydrogen/Oxygen tank heat leak due to:',
• /' penetrations: 'FG.l'/'FG.1,
• /' struts for the mission phases,'
• /' ground-hold and initial ascent= 'FG.l'/'F6.f,
• /' tank-unlock to 60 hours: 'FG.l'/'FG.|,
• /' LTPS ignition to disposal orbit: 'FG.l'/'FG.1J
DIVE DETAILS OF PAYLOAD ASSESSMENT
TYPE 9050, IT, SL,WAINS,HHT,HOT,AHT,AOT,VHT,VOT,
* WHP,WOP,WH4,WO4,WHS,W05
goad FORMAT(/14' iterations were made',
÷ /' starting last iteration values-',
• /' stage length:'FlO.3,
• /' area-weighted insulation maas:'E13.4,
• /' tank geometry: hydrogen'4X'oxygen',
• /' height:',lTX,2FlO.3,
• /' area:',lTX,2F10.3,
• /' volume=',lTX,2F10.3,
• • /' propellant inventory: '
• /i propellant Io;d='2FlO.2
• /' 4 minute boil-off:'2FlO.2,
• /' $ minute boil-off:'2FlO.2)
TYPE 9060, PMAX,
• SOV,SO,S4,W4,RDEN,VOLUME, CONST, (GFLX_AREAJ, WP,
• OTW,HTW
gOOD FORMATI
• /' maximum tank pressure='4X,F10.3,
• /' vapor ullage at Iock-up:'lX,F10.2,
* /' tank ullage at Iock-up='SX,FlO.2,
• /' (tank ullage at t-4 min.:'SX,FlO.2'l',
• /' 14 minute boil-off:'14X,FlO.3')'
• /' (reduced propellant density:'SX,FlO.3'l',
• /' (tank volume:'2OX,F|O.2'J',
• /' constant:'l$X,FlO.l,
• /' propellant heating rate:'eX,F9.1,
• /' propellant maes:'lOX,FlO.f,
* /' oxygen tank weight: 'F10.1,
• /' hydrogen tank weight:'FlO.1J
TYPE 9070, IHPN,WOPH, WH4N,WO4N, WHSN,WOGH, WHBI,WOBI,
• WHIMP,WOIMP, WHAI,WOAI, WHSS,WOSS, WHRES,WORES,
• (O.OOSuWHPN),(O.OOS_WOPN),
• VHTN.VOTN, THINS,TOINS, AHTN,AOTH, HHTN,HOTN
9070 FORMAT(
O
¢
• /
+ /
• /
• /
• - /
• /
÷ /
• /
• /
new iteration values-',
propellant inventory: hydrogen'4X'oxygen',
propellant Iosd:'2FlO.O,
4 minute boil-off:'2FlO.2,
5 minute boil-off:'2FlO.2,
?re-propulsive boil-off:'2FTO.2,
burned for delta-V:'2FlO.2,
vented during trsnsfer:'2FlO.2,
start/stop Iosses:'2FlO.2,
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gogo
C
9100
9101
C
C
C
9900
9970
9971
9975
• /' rasiduals='2FlO.2,
• /' loading uncertainty='2FlO.2,
• /' tank geometry:',
• /' volumu:'2FlO.2,
• /' insulation thicknoas:'2FlO.3,
• /' uree:'2FlO.2,
• /' height:'2FlO.3)
TYPE 9090, PLMASS, PLMASSN, PLMASSM, WASE,
• WaO,WBOP,WlNS,WBS, IOTW•HTW),O.OOSN(WOPN•WHPNJ,(WHSN•WOSN),
• IWHRES÷WORES),
• WEPflOP,lWOBI•WHBI),(WOIMP•WHIMP),(WOAI•Wl'IAI),(WOSS•_HS$),
• PLMASSV,PLDEN, PLVOL,SLN,SLO,HHTN,H1,HOTN,H2
FORMAT(
previous value of payload mase:'FlO.1,
new payload mass:'14X,FlO.1,
muss limited puylosd:'2X,FIO.1,
ASE mess:'lSX,FlO.1,
LTPS burnout mesa:'BX,FlO.1,
(primo burnout muss: 'F10.1 J'
(insulation mass: 'F10.1 )'
Ibody shell mass: 'F10.1 )'
(tank weights: 'F|O.t )'
Ilouding uncertainty propellante:'FlO.1 )'
(contingency hold boil-off: 'F10.1 )'
(residual propellants= 'FIO.t )'
expended propellsnts:'4X,F9.1,
(vent losses before ignition:'4X,FlO.l')',
(propellants burned: '4X,P10.l')',
(vent losses after ignition: '4X,F10.1')',
(start/stop losses: '4X,PlO.l')'
volume limited paylosd:'FlO.1,
payload densit_:'lSX,F4.2,
payload volumo:'lOX,FlO.2,
(new stage length: 'FlOr2'J
(stage length w/o insulated tanks:'F9.2')
Ihydrogen tank length: 'F10.3')
(length win insulation: 'F10.3')
•/,
•/'
•/'
•/'
•/'
•/'
•/'
*/'
•/'
•/'
•/'
•/'
•/'
•/'
•/'
•/'
•/'
+/'
•/'
*/'
,/'
*/' Ioxygen tank length:
• /' (length w/o insulation: '
ABBREVIATED RESULTS OF INSULATION IMPACT
TYPE 9101, TYPET,TI,(DELF_12.),IDELMm12.)
FORMAT(/' type insulated tank:'
• /' MLI interface temperature:'
• I' foam thickness:'
• /' MLI thickness:'
• /' ullage volume at t-4 minutes:'
* I' payload mass:'
F10.3')Plo. ') ;
ONPAYLOADCAPACITY
,S4,PLMASS
SX,A2,
F10.1' des F'
F10.4' inches I,
F10.4' inches',
F10.2' _',
F10.1' pounds')
CONTINUE WITH PROGRAM?
IF(TYPEG.EO.'N'ITHEN
TYPE 9970
FORMAT(///' Pick another foam thickness? ',9)
ACCEPT 9971, CASE
FORMAT(A1)
IF(CASE.EQ.'Y' .OR. CASE.EO.'y') QO TO 81
ENDIF
IF(TYPEQ.EQ.'H')THEN
TYPE 9975
FORMAT(III' Pick another MLI thickness? ',$)
ACCEPT 9970, CASE
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9976
gggo
gggl
g999
C
¢
C
10
C
C
20
C
C
30
C
99
C
FORMATIAI)
IF(CASE.EQ.'Y' .OR. CASE.EO.'y') QO TO 40
ENDIF
TYPE g980
FORMAT(' Select another ullage volume? ',S)
ACCEPT 9981, CASE
FORMAT(A1)
IFICASE.EQ.'Y' .OR. CASE.EG.'y') GO TO 21
TYPE gg90
FORMATI' Redefine optmization problem? ',S)
ACCEPT 9991, CASE
FORMATIAI)
IF(CASE.EO.'Y' .OR. CASE.EQ.'y') GO TO 1
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE STRUTQ(DEN,QHI,QH2,GHS,QOI,QO2,QOSJ
FOR A WARM BODY SHELL
IFIDEN.EQ.3.5) GO TO 10
IFIDEN.EQ.2.S) GO TO 20
IFIDEN.EQ.I.S) GO TO 30
FOR THE OXYGEN TANK
Q01:420.
Q02:333.
qOS:28g.
FOR THE HYDROGEN TANK
GHl:12.S
QH2:lO.g
QH3:9.g
GO TO gg
FOR THE OXYGEN TANK
QOI:24T.
Q02:203.
Q03=183.
FOR THE HYDROGEN TANK
QH1=12.$
QH2:IO.g
QN3:$.g
GO TO g9
FOR THE OXYGEN TANK
Q01:294.
OO2:21T.
Q03=196.
FOR THE HYDROGEN TANK
QH1=13.7
QH2=11.8
QH3:9.5
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE WTANK(TYPET,PMAX,VHT,VOT,OTW,HI"#I
POREF:24.
FHREF:22.
TANK MASSES AT THE REFERENCE PRESSURE:
-FOR THE HYDROGEN TANK
WHRAT:O.80224N(VHT/1721.) • 0.33770
HTW:WHRAT_507.
-FOR THE OXYGEN TANK
WORAT:O.4Sg29_i(VOTiSS7,1_f2./3,Jt(VOT/SST,)_(l.13,))+ 0.0B1414
OTW:WORAT_418.
OETERMINE TANK PRESSURIZATION EFFECTS ON THE TANK WEIGHTS: PEFF
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C
IF(TYPET.NE.'EH')THEH
-FOR THE OXYGEN TANK
PflAT=PMAX/POREF
PEFF=O.903
IF(PRAT.GE.O.TgAI PEFF:O.$28÷O,472mPRAT
IFIPRAT.GE.I.000) PEFF:O.S41÷O.45gMPRAT
OTW=OT'//_PEFF
ENDIF
IFITYPET.EQ.'EH'ITHEN
PRATIPMAX/PHREF
PEFF=0.794
IFIPRAT.QE.O.582) PEFF:O.52g÷O.471NPRAT
IF(PRAT.QE.I.000) PEFFIO.222÷O.778NPRAT
HTW=HTWmPEFF
ENDIF
RETURN
END
C
SUBROUTINE TANKSIPLDEM,VHT,THINS,VOT,TOINS,AHT,AOT,HHT,HOT]
C FOR THE HYDROGEN TANK
VT:VHT
TINS=THINS
GO TO 100
10 AHT=AT
HHT:HT
C FOR THE OXYGEN TANK
VT=VOT
TINS:TOINS
IFIPLDEN.EO.3.S) GO TO 100
GO TO 200
20 AOT:AT
HOT:HT
GO TO sgg
C FOR ELLIPSOIDAL DOME TANKS,
C DETERMINE THE MAXIMUM TANK VOLUME WITH NO BARREL SECTION
100 DMAX=18g./12.-2.mTINS
VNBMAX=I3.1418/B.JuIDMAXm_3,)/SORT(2.)
IFIVNBMAX.QT.VT) GO TO 110
C SIZE THE BARREL SECTION
VDOMES=VNBMAX
DTANK=DMAX
BARA=I3.1418/4.)_OMAXMN2.
BARL=IVT-VDOMES)/BARA
GO TO lgg
C REDUCE TANK DIAMETER TO SATISFY VOLUME CONSTRAINT
110 VDOMES=VT
DTANK:(B,_SQRTI2.)/3.1418mVDOMES)_mI1./3.J
BARL=O.
C DETERMINE THE TANK HEIGHT AND AREA
1gg HT:BABL_DTANK/SQRTI2.)÷2,NTINS
AT:3,141BmlBARL_DTANK _ O.$11B_OTANK_m2.)
IF(VT.EO.VHT) GO TO 10
GO TO 20
C FOR TOROIDAL OXYGEN TANKS,
200 OR=(16g./12.-2.mTINSi/2.
ROLD=SGRT(VT/12._3.1416N_2.NOR))
DO 210 1:I.100
RNEW=SQRT(IVT/[2.N3.1416Nm2,) • ROLDm_3.J/OR)
IFiABS(ROLD-RNEW).LT.O.O001) GO TO 220
210 ROLD:RNEW
TYPE 211, VT,OR,ROLD,RNEY
Figure C-3:TRADE2 Computer Program Listing (Continued)
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211 FORMAT(' I!!convergence on toroidal tank minor radius
'did not o©©ur!!!',
/' VT: 'E13.5,
/' OR= 'E13.5,
* /' HOLD: 'E13.5,
/' kNEW: 'E13.5)
220 HT:2.nRNEWt2.MTINS
AT:4.m3.1416mu2.N(OR-RNEW]NRNEWNN2.
GO TO 20
999 RETURN
END
C
FUNCTION WlMPIWBO,PLMASS,WPSCAR)
WP2:WBOulO.0229)
WGEO:WBO*WF2*PLUASS
WP1:WGEOn(1.823)
WlMP:IWPI÷WP2J-WSCAR
RETURN
END
C
FUNCTION REDDENITYPET,PLDEN,S4,VT,GFLX,DENL,DENV)
C HEAT FLUX FOR CORRELATION IS IN WATTS/SQUARE FOOT
BO:II.-DENL/DENV)ulO.293uGFLXJ/(VT_(1.-S4/lOO.)I
IF(TYPET.EQ.'EH' .AND. PLDEN.NE.I.$) GO TO 10
IF(TYPET.EQ.'EH') GO TO 40
IFITYPET.EQ.'EO') QO TO 20
IF(PLDEN.EQ.2.S) GO TO 30
IF(PLDEN.EQ.I.S) QO TO 50
10 A0:0.03353
A1=-O.4417E-2
A2:O.6122E-3
A3=-O.3046E-4
GO TO g8
20 A0:0.1689
Al=-O.223TE-1
A2:O.3030E-2
A3:-O.1508E-3
GO TO 98
30 A0:0.1423
Al=-O.1669E-1
A2:O.2348E-2
A3=-Q.1201E-3
GO TO gE
40 A0:0.02319
Al:-O.3096E-2
A2:O.4185E-3
A3:-O.2062E-4
gO TO OS
SO A0=0.1014
A1=-O.111$E-1
A2=O.1483E-2
A3=-O.7375E-4
98 Y:AO+AluS4+A2_S4N_2.tA3mS4mw3.
99 REDDEN=DENL * BOuY
RETURN
END
C
FUNCTION GASK(TYPEO,TH,TCJ
IF(TYPEG.EQ.'H') GO TO SO
C FOR NITROGEN GAS
A=0.01286
!
P
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C
50
S9
6g
99
100
C
C
5O
B=2.6767E-S
IF(TH.EQ.TC) THEN
QASK:A*BmTH
GO TO 100
ENDIF
TKI:An(TH-TC)
QO TO 99
FOR HELIUM PURGE GAS
TKI#O.
IFITH.EQ.TC)THEN
BASK=$.33E-4 m (TCm_0.74)
QO TO 100
ENDIF
IFITC.GT.-4OS.JGO TO 59
TCI:TC
THI:-406.
IF(TH.LT.-406.) TNI:TH
A1:0.1428
BI:3.044E-4
TKlaTKI + AIM(THI-TCI)
IF(TH.EQ.THI) GO TO 99
CONTINUE
IFITC.GT.-244.)GO TO 69
TCI:-4OB.
IFITC.GT.-406.) TCI:TC
TH1:-244.
IFITH.LT.-244.) THI:TH
A1:0.0896
BI=l.73$E-4
TKI=TKI + Alu(THi-TCI)
IFITH.EQ.THI) GO TO 99
CONTINUE
TC1:-244.
IFITC.GT.-244.) TCI:TC
THI=TH
A1:0.0779
BI#l.253E-4
TKI=TKI + AI_(THI-TCI)
GASK= TKI/(TH-TC)
RETURN
END
+ B/2.m(THN_2.-TCm_2.)
+ BI/2.m(THlmm2.-TCl_m2.J
+ BI/2.N(THI_m2.-TCIw_2.)
+ BI/2.m(THI_N2.-TCIwu2.)
FUNCTION FOAMKITYPEF,TH,TC)
IFITYPEF.EQ.'8') QO TO 50
FOR ROHACELL 31 FOAM
IF(TH.EQ.TC) THEN
FOAMK:O.0148 * 3.167E-5_TH
GO TO 99
ENOIF
A:O.OI48mITH-TC)
B:(3.187E-5/2.]uITHm_2.-TCNN2.}
TKI:A+B
FOAMK:TKI/(TH-TCJ
GO TO 99
FOR BX 250A FOAM
TKI=O.
IF(TH.EQ.TC) THEN
FOAMK=O.0172 + 3.571E-SNTH
IF(TH.GT.-90.) FOAMK=O.0119
IF(TH.GT.55.) FOAMK=O.O085
QO TO 99
- 2.345E-5_TH
t 3.77TE-5,TH
Figure C-3:TRADE2 Computer Program Listing (Continued)
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9g
C
99
C
C
ENOIF
THLIM:TH
IF(TH,GT.$5,1 THEH
A:O,OOSS_ITH-55.)
8:[3.7TTE-5/2.JN(TH_2.-55._2,)
TKI:A*B÷1.6065
THLIM:-9O.
ENDIF
IFITH.GT.=go. .AND, TI4.LE.SS.) THEN
A:O.O119_ITH+90.]
B:IZ.34SE-5/2.)_ITH**2.-90._2.)
TKI:A_B
THLIM:=90.
ENDIF
A=O.O172*ITHLIM-TC)
B:(3.$71E-5/2.JN(THLIMN_2.-TCN_2,)
TKI:TKI ÷ A.B
FOAMI(:TKI/(TH-TC)
RETURN
END
FUNCTION FOAMCITH,TC]
IFITH.EQ.TC) THEN
FOAMC:I.E-10
GO TO 99
ENDIF
THLIM=TH
TKI=0.
IFITH,GT.-233.) THEN
A:O.ZTZ4mlTH+233,)
B=($,214E-4/2.)_|TH_N2,-233.._2.)
TKI=A+E
THLIM:-233.
ENDIF
A:0.1eO9N(THLIM-TCI
B:[3.430E-4/2.J_ITHLIM_2.-TC_2,)
TKI:TKI ÷ A+B
FOAMC:TKI/ITH-TC)
RETURN
END
FUNCTION TRFLXITYPET,DELM,TH,TC,TYPEG)
FOR NITROGEN PURGED MLI WITH A FOAM SUBSTRATE OR HELIUM PURGED
MLI WITH A WARM BOUHDARY TEMPERATURE,
-ASSIGN A MAXIMUM AVERAGE THERMAL LOAD PREDICATED ON A SIMPLIFIED
ANALYSIS
YMAX:6.
-ASSIGN ITERATION PARAMETERS
DEN=OELM_ITH-TC]
XX=3.5/IOOO.
B1:57.
A2=0.187
B2:3.72
IF(TYPET,EQ,'EH') THE_
XX:4.2/I000.
81:58.
A2=0.223
82=5,20
ENDIF
INITIALIZE ITERATION PARAMETERS
YTEST=O.3
Figure C-3: TRA DE2 C_mputer Program L/sting (Continued)
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gO
C
DO go 1:1,300
Y:YTEST
X:Y/DEN
A=O.
B:B1
IF(X.QT.XX) THEN
A:A2
B=B2
ENDIF
YTEST= A ÷ aN(Y/DEN)
IFIYTEST.GE.YMAX .AND. B.EQ.B2) THEN
YTESTmYMAX
ENDIF
IFIABS(Y-YTEST).LT.O.O01) QO TO g_
CONTINUE
IF CONVERGENCE WASN'T REACHED-
TYPE 91, I, DEN,XX,B1,A2,B2, Y,
91 FORMAT(14' iterations made' !
* /' _II!ifleuffi¢ient number of
./
* / DEN= 'E13.
* / XX: ',3X,
* / Bl: ',3X,
÷ / A2: ',3X,
÷ / B2: ',3X,
• / Y: ',3X,E1
* / YTEST: 'El
* / X: ' E12
• / A: '2X,FI
* / B: '2X,F1
g$ TRFLX:Y
RETURN
END
9g
to determine the
5,
E12.4,
F10.2,
F10.3,
F10.2,
3.5,
3.5,
.4,
0.3,
0.2/I
YTEST,X,A,B
iterations
transition
FUNCTION SPFLXIDECUJ
IF(DELM.EQ.O.) THEN
5PFLX=I.EIO
QO TO 9g
ENDIF
X=1./IDELM_12.)
A:O.
B=0.22
IFIX._T.O.5) THEN
A=0.056
B:0.107
ENDIF
IFIX.QT.1.59) THEN
A:0.083
B=O.OgO
ENDIF
IFIX.QT.4.01 THEN
A:0.148
8:0.074
ENDIF
SPFLX= A • 8NX
RETURN
END
were ma_e '
heat leakl!;',
Figure C-3:TRADE2 Computer Prograrq Listing (Concluded)
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APPENDIX D
PROPELLANT EFFECTIVE TANKING DENSITY ANALYSIS
Symbols
AL
h
ML
M.V
qL
rB
S
TB
TB
_VT
VT
V*
VL
VT
V_V
VB
Z
eL
Area of tank wall below liquid free surface@ore 2
Maximum depth of liquid_ m
Heat of vaporization of propellantN Watt-hr/kg
Combined mass of liquid and entrained bubbles _ kg
Mass of liquid,_ kg
Mass of vapor bubbles,_a kg
Rate at which liquid mass is converted to vaporN kg/hr
Heat flux throug_r tank wall area wetted by liquid_a Watt/m 2
Bubble radius_ cm
Percent ullage volume
Time required for bubble to rise from nucleation site to free surface_
sec
Average bubble residence time in liquid phase,v sec
Bubble terminal velocityN cm/sec
Volume-averaged bubble terminal velocity_cm/sec
Tank volume below liquid free surfaceN m 3
Total volume of liquid _, m 3
Total tank volume_ m 3
Total volume of bubbles,-, m 3
Average bubble velocity,_ cm/sec
Depth of nucleation site below liquid free surface _ cm
Liquid density_ kg]m3
Vapor density_ kg/m j
Effective density of tanked propellant _ kg/m 3
This appendix summarizes an analysis performed to estimate the influence of heat flux on
the effective density of propellants residing in LTPS tanks during ground operations.
Effective density is defined as the mass of liquid and vapor bubbles, excluding the ullage_
divided by the volume occupied by the two phase mixture. In the analysis described
herein, the volume occupied by the two phase mixture is simply the difference between
total tank internal free volume and the ullage volume.
The presence of vapor_ in the form of bubbles interspersed within the liquid phase, is
caused by boiling at the tank walls and other solid surfaces in contact with the propellant.
The higher the heat leak to the propellant/surface interface, the more rapid the boiling
rate and hence the more bubbles that are present in the liquid. For a fixed liquid height in
the tank, the volume occupied by bubbles displaces a certain mass of liquid phase that
could otherwise be used for propulsion. Hence, it is desirable to minimize heat leak
during ground hold operations.
As stated above, the effective density of tanked propellant is the mass of liquid and
bubbles divided by the total volume occupied by both phases. That is
-_ . _ M* (D-l)
V*
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where M* = M V + M L
V * = V V + VL
The total mass of vapor contained in the liquid at any instant is the rate of vaporization
times the residence time of bubbles within the liquid. In equation form this may be
expressed as:
M v = _I V x T B (D-2)
The residence time of an individual bubble was defined for this study to be the elapsed
time from which the bubble detached from the wall until it reached the free surface. This
definition required the following two assumptions to be made:
a. The bubbles rose through a layer of saturated liquid near the wall and therefore did
not collapse.
b. The bubble growth tim% from inception until detachment from the wall_ was small
compared to the rise time.
The first assumption is reasonable because the liquid near the vertical walls will warm to
saturation conditions through heat conduction and free convection. Mechanical mixing via
liquid jet pumps or other devices could be used to carry subcooled liquid to the walls but
such an approach would be complex and costly.
The second assumption is also reasonable because of the large size of the tanks and the
high predicted heat flux levels during ground-hold (see Figures 4-23 and _-2g).
The time required for a bubble to rise to the free surface from its nucleation site at depth
Z can be expressed mathematically as
TB = z/vs (n-3)
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m
To find the average rise time T B for all bubbles having average velocity VB_ we must
integrate over all nucleation sites and divide by the depth h of the fluid.
( ZIV B dZ (D-t)
T B = b"
At this point it is necessary to make some assumptions about the size and velocity
distributions of bubbles. Following the equations of Reference 20 for bubble terminal
velocity in liquids under normal gravity_ one can calculate velocity as a function of bubble
radius. The results of this calculation for LH 2 at I arm are shown in Figure D-I. It can
be seen that predicted terminal velocity is independent of effective bubble diameter when
the diameter exceeds 0.23 cm (0.I in).
It was assumed for the purposes of simplification that diameters of most of the bubbles
were larger than the value at which terminal velocity was independent of size. The
justification for this assumption was based on two arguments: Firs% collisions between
bubbles due to differing velocities will almost always result in coalescence and bubble
growth. Hence, the natural tendency during bubble rise is for the average bubble
diameter to increase, and for the velocities of most bubbles to approach the size-
independent value. Second, since the bubble volume and vapor mass are roughly
proportional to the cube of the radius, the mass-average (or volume-average) bubble
velocity is very closely equal to the size independent value. This can be shown by
assuminf:_initially that bubble size is uniformly distributed. The volume-average terminal
velocity v T is then
_ _B VT rB3drB
v T =
#
#
(D-5)
Figure D=I shows volume=average terminal velocity approaches the size-independent
velocity for H 2 bubble radii greater than 0.23 cm (0.I in). If we look at only the value of
the integr_l of equation D-5, we find that it is very small for small diameter bubbles due
to the rB term. Hence, the value of volume-average terminal velocity for the entire
population of bubbles is relatively insensitive to the actual size distribution of small
bubbles.
Figure D-2 shows the predicted size-independent terminal velocities and corresponding
minimum bubble radii as functions of tank ullage pressure for both the LH 2 and LO 2
tanks. These calculations were performed using the Reference 20 equations. Minimum
effective bubble radius is the value of characteristic bubble dimension above which rise
velocity is independent of size.
The values of terminal velocity shown in Figure D-2 were substituted into equation D-#
and average bubble rise time calculated for the LH 2 and LO 2 tanks of the three baseline
LTPS vehicles (see Figures 3-7, 3-8 and 3-9). The independent variable for these
calculations was tank percent ullage volume which determines the liquid depth, L.
Values of average rise time, TB, were substituted into equation D-2 and the total mass of
vapor contained in bubbles was calculated as a function of percent ullage volume. In using
equation D=2, the rate of vaporization, M V, was dependent on ullage volume because only
the heat entering the tanks below the free surface contributed to boiling. M V can be
expressed as
• qL x AL (D-6)M V --
hfg
Substituting equation D-6 into equation D-2 and solving for MV/qL gives
MV/qL = AL T B (D=7)
hfg
Figures D-3 and D-_ show the calculated values of MVIqL as a function of ullage volume
for the Task II baseline LTPS LH2 and LO2 tanks.
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2_3
Referring back to the definition of effective density
written as
_. My + ML
V*
* in equation D-l, we see it can be
(D-8)
V*, the volume below the free surface, can be related to percent ullage volume by the
expression
v* = (l- s )VT (D-9)
The mass of liquid, ML, below the free surface is the liquid density times the difference
between the volume below the free surface and the volume of bubbles, VV = MV.
ev
Therefore, ML can be expressed as
ML=_L((I-I_-0_VT - _V
and equation D-$ can be rewritten as
eL( ' ,00
(i _s__) VT
I00
(D-IO)
(D-II)
Substituting (Mv/_] L) c]L for M v into equation D-I I and rearranging gives
= eV qL + _L
(I - S__) VT
100
(D- 12)
where
(M.___V_)= f (S) see Figures D-3 and D-4
qL
elL = function of insulation design, purge gas, and purge enclosure
environment.
Equation D-12 was solved parametrically for values of percent ullage volume, with heat
flux to the liquid as the independent variable. These calculations are summarized in
Figures 5-5 and 5-6 for the 24 kg/m 3 (1.5 Ibm/it 3) payload density LTPS tanks.
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APPENDIX E
PROPELLANT TANK SELF-PRESSURIZATION MODEL
Symbols
a,A
M
P
Pf
P.i
Q
S
t
empirical constants
mass of in tank
pressure
pressure at end of tank lockup
initial pressure
heat leak rate into tank
percent ullage volume
time
This appendix describes a mathematical analysis performed to predict the pressure rise in
LTPS tanks during vent system lockup at launch. The analysis is based on empirical
equations developed by M. H. Blatt and reported in Reference 17.
The expressions developed by Blatt to correlate measured tank pressure rise rate with
heat leak, percent ullage volume and liquid mass were of the form:
dP = A (____a (E-l)
dt SM
where dP
dt
rate of pressure rise
If it is assumed that (_ S, and M are constant with time during lockup, equation E-1 can
be integrated and the pressure at the end of the lockup period expressed as:
Pf = Pi + A(---_a t (E-2)
SM
Values of the constant A published in Reference 17 were the following:
LH 2 Tanks in l-"g"environment: A = I00
LH 2 Tanks in 0-"g" environment: A = 81
LO 2 Tanks in 0-"g" environment: A = 1450
It was shown in Reference 17 that, to a good approximation, the value of a could be
assumed equal to unity for a l-"g" environment. Since the publication of Reference 17,
additional studies of cryogen tank self-pressurization have been conducted. The test data
from two of these studies, reported in References 21 and 22, were combined with the
Reference 17 data and new correlations developed. Figure E-I shows the correlations
that were developed for LH 2 tanks in l-"g". The solid line is a least squares fit of
Reference 21 and 22 data. As can be seen, the expression
2tt5
d__P=
dt SM (E-3)
gives the best fit of Reference 21 and 22 data. At values of Q/SM = 200 BTU/lbm-hr, the
Reference 17 data also fell reasonably close to this line. For comparison purposes, the
Reference 17 correlation for LH 2 tank self-pressurization is shown as a dashed line labled
dP/dt = 100 (_/SM. Also shown is an analytically derived curve for surface evaporation.
For surface evaporation it is assumed all the heat leak goes into either boiling or heating
the vapor in the ullage volume. The liquid phase is assumed to receive no heat and)
therefore, remains isothermal at the initial temperature. The surface evaporation model
represents the extreme condition which would result in the most rapid pressure rise. A
condition approaching surface evaporation may actually occur in practice. The unshaded
diamond data point in Figure E-I represents measured pressure rise in the Centaur LH 2
tank during ground hold. This data point is fairly close to the surface evaporation line.
Figure E=2 shows the measured pressure in the Centaur LH 2 tank during ground hold and
launch of the TC-5 flight. An initial rapid rise in pressure occurred from T-27 seconds
until launch. This rise rate is approximately that predicted for surface evaporation. At
launch, agitation of the liquid and resultant slosh caused the vapor pressure to collapse
until thermal equilibrium was essentially established between the ullage and liquid. At
this point, the pressure rise resumed.
An effective average pressure rise rate was determined by drawing a straight line
between the pressure at start of lockup and the final pressure before vent valve opening.
As can be seen in Figure E-2, the measured final pressure rise rate follows this line
closely.
The half-shaded diamond data point shown in Figure E-I represents the effective average
pressure rise rate for the Centaur LH 2 tank from Figure E-2. This data point falls very
close to the dP/dt = 100 Q /SM line, but is also reasonably close to the dP/dt =
142 Q/SM.
Based on consideration of all measured LH 2 tank self-pressurization measurements,
including the Centaur data, it was decided to use the empirical equation
dP = lg2 --_ (E-g)
dt SM
to predict LTPS LH 2 tank pressure rise during lockup.
condition the following equation was used:
dP 1790 __
dt SM
For the LO 2 tank under 1-"g"
(E-5)
The value of the constant, A : 1790, was determined by ratioing the l-"g" and 0-"g" LH 2
tank pressure rise equations from Reference 17 and multiplying by the constant from the
LO 2 tank (A = 1450) pressure rise equation for 0-"g".
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APPENDIX F
SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS
Abbreviations
BTU British Thermal Units
oC Degrees Centigrade
cm Centimeters
OF Degrees Fahrenheit
ft Feet
g Grams
in Inches
3 3oules
OK Degrees Kelvin
kg Kilograms
K3 Kilojoules
km Kilometers
KW Kilowatts
lbf Pounds force
lb m Pounds mass
)
m Meters
rain Minutes
mm Millimeters
N Newtons
ppm Parts per million •
sec Seconds
T Tern perature
W Watts
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Acronyms
ASE
DAK
GEO
He
LEO
LH2
LMSS
LO 2
LSS
LTPS
MLI
MMU
N2
OPERA
OTV
PMSP
RADSIM
RCS
SINDA
STS
TMM
TVC
Airborne support equipment
Double aluminized Kapton
Geosynchronous earth orbit
Gaseous helium
Low earth orbit
Liquid hydrogen
Land Mobile Satellite System
Liquid oxygen
Large space structure
Low thrust propulsion system
Multi-layer insulation
Manned Maneuvering Unit
Gaseous Nitrogen
Orbital Payload Environmental Radiaiton Analyzer
Orbit trans:er vehicle
Performance and Mission Simulation Program
RADiation SIMulation computer program
Reaction control system
Systems Improved Numerical Di:ferencing Analyzer
Space Transportation System
Thermal math model
Thrust vector control
25O
I.
o
o
.
_o
o
,
1
1
10.
II.
12.
13.
14.
15.
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